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Scope

XIV International Conference “Electronics and Applied Physics” gives an opportunity for both experi-
enced and young scientists to present and discuss their research results in the most interesting aspects
of Electronics and Applied Physics. Conference organizer is the Faculty of Radio Physics, Electronics
and Computer Systems, Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv.

Scientific Programme

The Conference proceedings will be presented in the following branches of knowledge:

1. Laser Physics and Optoelectronics

2. Physics of Magnetism

3. Surface Physics, Nano- and Microelectronics

4. Physics of Semiconductors and Dielectrics, Semiconductor Devices

5. Medical Physics

6. Plasma Physics

7. Computer Technologies

8. Radio Engineering and Communications

9. Polarimetry: Theory and Applications

Conference Venue

All events of the XIV International Conference “Electronics and Applied Physics” will take place in
the lecture halls of Faculty of Radio Physics, Electronics and Computer Systems (4g, Academician
Glushkov Avenue).

Conference Languages

The Conference language is English.

Meals

There are a lot of snack bars, cafes and open-area cafes, close to the Conference venue (in the territory
of Faculty of Radio Physics, Electronics and Computer Systems, at the University Campus and the
National Exhibition Center of Ukraine).

Presentation

The Conference program consists of invited lectures and contributed papers. There are two options of
report presentation: oral one and poster one.
Invited talks: 60 minutes (including discussion)
Section talks: 15 minutes (including discussion)
Multimedia projectors are available.
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Mailing Address

XIVInternational Conference “Electronics and Applied Physics”
Faculty of Radio Physics, Electronics and Computer Systems

of Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv,
64/13, Volodymyrska Str., Kyiv, Ukraine, 01601

E-mail: frecs.conf.aphys@gmail.com
http://indico.knu.ua/e/aphys2018

mailto:frecs.conf.aphys@gmail.com
http://indico.knu.ua/e/aphys2018
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Social Program

The main organizer of the Conference is the Faculty of Radio Physics, Electronics and Computer
Systems of Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv. It has been being one of the most promi-
nent educational and scientific centers of Radio Physics, Electronics and Computer Engineering. The
University itself, founded in 1834, is especially respected among scientists and officials.

Kyiv is the capital of Ukraine, a vibrant and creative city. Nobody of the Ukrainians will argue
that it is truly the heart of all the country and the city of opportunities, and every person who wants
to be successful in his/her sphere moves here to study and to work. It is not a coincidence that our
conference is held here, in Kyiv, as it is also the scientific center of Ukraine that breeds new generations
of Ukrainian researches in its universities.

At first sight, Kyiv appears as ordinary European city with chains of skyscrapers, but, it is one of
the most ancient cities in Europe. According to historical accounts, it was founded in the 6th century,
so you can easily imagine what a long time of its existence. From its foundation, Kyiv was the center
of Ukrainian culture and state, that is why this city is full of historical monuments: from the most
ancient ones to modern ones. The residents of Kyiv passionately recommend attending the heart of
the city that is named Independence Square and also they invite to feel the pulse of the city at viewing
platform near People‘s Friendship Arch. Here you will be able to admire the sight of Dnipro River
which is the main artery of the city.

As every ancient city, Kyiv is full of churches and cathedrals. It goes without saying that the most
prominent one among them is Saint Sophia‘s Cathedral. The hearts of dozens of tourists start beating
faster when they see this incredible masterpiece of architecture. Fortunately, this cathedral is not the
only one, as tourists often come to see the Kyiv Pechersk Lavra and Saint Andrew‘s Church.

If you are passionate about art, you are lucky, as Kyiv shelters a lot of art galleries, such as
PinchukArtCentre that exhibits pieces of modern art, this venue is free to attend, but the emotions
you can receive here are priceless. If modern art does not inspire you, Khanenko National Museum of
Art always attends for you, as many tourists name this place worth visiting. After your insights into
art and culture you can just relax and communicate with residents in Shevchenko Park, be sure, they
will never refuse, as Ukrainians are very sociable and friendly.

So, this is Kyiv, the city which combines science and art, ancient and modern culture, serious and
sociable people in such a soft cocktail that is worth tasting.

If you are interested in discovering our capital while a walking tour, consult the Conference program.
Other events will be announced at the registration desk during the Conference.

Edited by:

– Dr. Olexiy Y. Nechyporuk,

– Dr. Andriy V. Netreba,

– Dr. Ivan S. Kolomiets,

– Dr. Oleksandr V. Pylypovskyi,

Faculty of Radio Physics, Electronics and Computer Systems

c© 2018 Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv



Preface

The XIV International Conference “Electronics and Applied Physics” (APHYS-2018) will be held on
October 23–26, 2018, in Kyiv, Ukraine. This event brings together 85 delegates from different both
educational and research institutions.

APHYS-2018 aims to discuss the latest research results in Electronics and Applied Physics, to
start international collaboration in the field of Electronics and Applied Physics in order to create, to
develop and to apply physical hypotheses. Ukraine as a member of Bologna Process and of European
Community is extremely interested in such partnership.

The Conference is organized by Faculty of Radio Physics, Electronics and Computer Systems of
Taras Shevchenko National University of Kyiv and Students Scientific Society of the Faculty.

During nine sessions invited lectures, 55 oral and 30 poster contributions will be presented and
discussed.

The Organizing Committee of APHYS-2018 would like to thank all the organizations which sup-
ported the Conference for making efforts to let it be.

APHYS-2018 was organized to make both experienced and young scientists to create and elaborate
new ideas for further progress in Electronics and Applied Physics.

We hope that delegates, participants and guests will be satisfied by our meeting.
The next International Conference “Electronics and Applied Physics” will be held in Kyiv, in

October, 2019.

Dr. Olexiy Nechyporuk,
Vice-Chairman of the Organizing Committee, Vice-Dean
Dr. Anrdiy Netreba,
Vice-Chairman of the Organizing Committee
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Invited Lectures



 

 

FROM CURVILINEAR MAGNETISM TO SHAPEABLE MAGNETOELECTRONICS 

Denys Makarov 

Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf e.V., Institute of Ion Beam Physics and Materials Research, 

Bautzner Landstraße 400, 01328 Dresden, Germany, e-mail: d.makarov@hzdr.de 

 

Extending two-dimensional structures into the three-dimensional (3D) space has become a general trend in 

multiple disciplines, including electronics, photonics, plasmonics and magnetics. This approach provides 

means to modify conventional or to launch novel functionalities by tailoring curvature and 3D shape. In the 

case of 3D curved magnetic thin films and nanowires the physics is driven by the interplay between 

exchange and magnetostatic interactions, which contain spatial derivatives in their energy functionals [1,2]. 

This makes both interactions sensitive to the appearance of bends and twists in the physical space. 

Theoretical works predict the curvature-induced effective anisotropy and effective Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya 

interaction resulting in a multitude of novel effects including magnetochiral effects (chirality symmetry 

breaking) and topologically induced magnetization patterning.  

Those 3D magnetic architectures are already proven to be application relevant for life sciences, targeted 

delivery, realization of 3D spin-wave filters, and magneto-encephalography devices to name just a few. To 

this end, the initially fundamental topic of the magnetism in curved geometries strongly benefited from the 

input of the application-oriented community, which among others explores the shapeability aspect of the 

curved magnetic thin films. These activities resulted in the development of the family of shapeable 

magnetoelectronics [3], which already includes flexible, printable, stretchable and even mechanically 

imperceptible magnetic field sensorics [4,5].  

The balance between the fundamental and applied inputs into the topic of magnetism in curved geometries is 

rather unique. This stimulates even further the development of new theoretical methods and novel 

fabrication/characterization techniques. The synergy will definitely enable us surpassing the exploratory 

research and will pave the way towards novel device concepts, where the geometry of a functional thin film 

will play a decisive role in determining the device performance.  

 

References 

[1] R. Streubel, D. Makarov et al., J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 49, 363001 (2016). 

[2] D. Sander, D. Makarov et al., J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 50, 363001 (2017). 

[3] D. Makarov et al., Appl. Phys. Rev. 3, 011101 (2016). 

[4] G. S. Canon Bermudez, D. Makarov et al., Science Advances 4, eaao2623 (2018). 

[5] M. Melzer, D. Makarov et al., Nat. Commun. 6, 6080 (2015). 
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THEORETICAL AND EXPRIMENTAL STUDY  

OF CURVATURE EFFECTS IN NANOMAGNETISM 

 

Oleksii M. Volkov 
Helmholtz-Zentrum Dresden-Rossendorf e. V., Institute of Ion Beam Physics and Materials Research,  

01328 Dresden, Germany, e-mail: o.volkov@hzdr.de 

 

Periodical (helical and cycloid modulations [1]) and localized (chiral domain walls [2] and skyrmions [3]) 

magnetic chiral structures are of the great interest, due to their unique static and dynamic properties, which are 

important for fabrication of novel spintronic and spinorbitronic devices [4]. The origin of these chiral textures 

is the Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction (DMI) [1], which is present in certain acentric, i.e. gyrotropic, 

magnetic crystals or at interfaces between a ferromagnet and a nonmagnetic material with strong spin-orbit 

coupling. This interaction is intrinsic to the crystal or layer stack and thus depends on material properties and 

hardly be changed. Recently, it was reported that geometrically-broken symmetry in curvilinear magnetic 

systems leads to the appearance of two exchange-driven interactions, namely effective anisotropy and chiral, 

i.e. Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya-like interaction [5]. In this respect there are numerous exciting theoretical 

predictions of geometrically-driven chiral effects: magnetochiral effects in curvilinear magnetic systems [6], 

topologically induced magnetization patterns [7,8], unlimited domain wall velocities [9], chirality symmetry 

breaking [10] and Chrenkov-like effects for magnons [11]. All this effects do not rely on any specific 

modification of the intrinsic magnetic properties, but allow to modify the extrinsic magnetic properties in a 

controlled manner by tailoring local curvatures and shapes.  

 

We introduced methods to create new artificial chiral nanostructures with tunable magnetochiral properties 

from standard magnetic materials by using geometrical manipulations. A mesoscale Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya 

interaction is a result of the interplay between intrinsic spin-orbit- and extrinsic curvature-driven DMI terms 

and depends both on the material and geometrical parameters [12]. This provides new magnetochiral properties 

to the magnetic system, which are determined by the vector of the mesoscale DMI. Its strength and orientation 

can be changed by properly choosing the geometry, which results in three zero-temperatures phases, namely, 

phase with a quasitangential magnetization state, phase with a periodical state and one intermediate phase with 

a conical state. As one of the possible applications for the magnetic systems with a mesoscale DMI, we propose 

a novel type of artificial magnetoelectric materials, which allow an electric field-induced deterministic 

switching between magnetic states without influencing intrinsic magnetic parameters [13]. The proposal refers 

to geometrically curved helimagnets embedded in a piezoelectric matrix or sandwiched between two 

piezoelectric layers. In contrast to typical strain-coupled magnetoelectric heterostructures, we exploit the 

geometric coupling between the piezoelectric matrix and curvilinear helimagents. Namely, a small geometrical 

deformation causes a drastic modification of magnetic state of the helimagnet through a magnetic phase 

transition between a homogeneous magnetic state and a periodical one. Resulting transformations of the 

average magnetization from non-zero to zero value can be uniquely assigned to logical “1” and “0”. This paves 

the way towards the realization of novel magnetoelectric devices with geometrically tunable and 

deterministically switchable magnetic states.   

 

Additionally, we address experimentally and theoretically curvature-induced effects in parabolic nanostripes 

with different geometrical parameters [14]. By imaging of the curved magnetic patterns with X-ray magnetic 

circular dichroism photoelectron emission microscopy (XMCD-PEEM), we established phase diagrams of 

equilibrium magnetic states for parabolic stripes with a length down to 500 nm. We show that two different 

magnetic states can appear: the homogeneous magnetic distribution along the parabolic stripe and a state with 

transversal domain wall pinned at the vertex of the parabola.  

 

In my presentation, I will review these recent theoretical and experimental findings in the field of curvilinear 

magnetism.  

References 

[1] I. E. Dzyaloshinskii, “Theory of Helicoidal Structures in Antiferromagnets. I. Nonmetals”, Sov. 

Phys. JETP, vol. 19, p. 960, 1964. 
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[2] A. Thiaville, S. Rohart, É. Jué, V. Cros, and A. Fert, “Dynamics of Dzyaloshinskii domain walls in 

ultrathin magnetic films”, EPL (Europhysics Letters), vol. 100, p. 57002, 2012. 

[3] U. K. Rößler, A. N. Bogdanov and C. Pfleiderer, “Spontaneous skyrmion ground states in magnetic 

metals”, Nature, vol. 442, pp. 797–801, 2006. 

[4] N. Nagaosa and Y. Tokura, “Topological properties and dynamics of magnetic skyrmions”, Nature 

Nanotechnology, vol. 8, pp. 899-911, 2013.  

[5] Y. Gaididei, V. P. Kravchuk and D. D. Sheka, “Curvature Effects in Thin Magnetic Shells”, Phys. 

Rev. Lett., vol. 112, p. 257203, 2014. 

[6] O. V. Pylypovskyi, et al., “Coupling of chiralities in spin and physical spaces: The Möbius ring as a 

case study”, Phys. Rev. Lett., vol. 114, p. 197204, 2015. 

[7] V. P. Kravchuk, O. M. Volkov, et al., “Topologically stable magnetization states on a spherical shell: 

Curvature-stabilized skyrmions”. Phys. Rev. B, vol. 94,p. 144402, 2016. 

[8] V. P. Kravchuk, O. M. Volkov, et al., “Multiplet of Skyrmion States on a Curvilinear Defect: 

Reconfigurable Skyrmion Lattices”, Phys. Rev. Lett., vol. 120,p. 067201, 2018. 

[9] M. Yan, A. Kakay, S. Gliga, R. Hertel, “Beating the Walker Limit with Massless Domain Walls in 

Cylindrical Nanowires”, Phys. Rev. Lett., vol. 104, p. 057201, 2010. 

[10] R. Hertel, “Curvature-induced magnetochirality”, SPIN, vol. 03,p. 1340009, 2013. 

[11] M. Yan, A. Kakay, C. Andreas, R. Hertel, “Spin-Cherenkov effect and magnonic Mach cones”, 

Phys. Rev. B, vol. 88, p. 220412, 2013. 

[12] O. M. Volkov, et al., “Mesoscale Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction: geometrical tailoring of the 

magnetochirality”, Scientific Reports, vol. 8, p. 886, 2018. 

[13] O. M. Volkov, U. K. Rößler, J. Fassbender and D. Makarov, “Concept of artificial magnetoelectric 

materials via geometrically controlling curvilinear helimagnets”, 2018 (submitted). 

[14] O. M. Volkov, et al., “Experimental and Theoretical Study of Curvature Effects in Parabolic 

Nanostripes”, Physica Status Solidi - Rapid Research Letters, 2018.  
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NORMAL MODES IN THE Hg3Se2I2 

 

Olesya Bokotey 

Faculty of Physics, Uzhhorod National University, Pidhirna Str., 46, Uzhhorod, Ukraine, 88000 

E-mail: bokotey_ov@ukr.net 

 

Decomposition of the vibrational modes of Hg3Se2I2 in the center of the Brillouin zone is obtained using 

the group theory. Normal modes classified according to irreducible representations for both infrared-active 

and Raman-active modes. 

Symmetry considerations 

Symmetry analysis of atoms vibrations for Brave primitive unit cell used for determination of 

fundamental vibrations in solids. Symmetry considerations play a major role in classifying the normal modes 

of the solids. In order to determine the normal modes of vibration first step is to find the characters for the 

transformation of the atomic sites. The focus of this paper is to illustrate the identification of the normal modes 

in the Hg3Se2I2.  

Single crystal X-ray diffraction confirms that Hg3Se2I2 crystallizes in the Imma (No. 74) space group 

with eight molecules per unit cell [1]. The optical properties of Hg3Se2I2 type crystals such as optical activity, 

high refractive index, electrooptical effect, visible and IR transparencies, optical nonlinearity etc., make them 

promising nanomaterials for nonlinear applications [2-4]. The space group Imma for the Hg3Se2I2 structure is 

a symmorphic structure, and the group of wave vector at k=0 for the Hg3Se2I2 structure is D2h. In Schoenflies 

notation, the Imma space group is equivalent to D28
2h, making the relevant point symmetry D2h or mmm.  

By using the table of irreducible representations of the crystallographic point group D2h of space group 

Imma the contributions of all spices of atoms to normal modes of Hg3Se2I2 is analyzed. Decomposition of the 

fundamental vibrational modes of the Hg3Se2I2 crystal is obtained using the group theory. Long-wave phonons 

are distributed on irreducible representations of point group D2h. According to the group theory analysis, 32 

normal modes are active in IR spectra and 42 modes are active in Raman spectra. The infrared-active modes 

have B1u, B2u and B3u symmetries while the Raman-active modes have Ag, B1g, B2g, and B3g symmetries. The 

fundamental modes of Au symmetry are not active in both Raman and IR spectra. So the Au modes are silent. 

It should be noted that modes of A and B symmetries are non-degenerate. The acoustic modes belong 

to representations which contain the translations vectors Tx, Ty and Tz. Internal vibrations of Ag and Au 

symmetries describe the composition and symmetry of the crystal’s motive. The rotations Rz, Ry and Rx have 

the same symmetry properties as that of the B1g, B2g, B3g fundamental modes. They have the same symmetry 

properties as those of the difference between anti-symmetric Raman tensors and transforms as αxy - αyx, αxz – 

αzx, αyz - αzy. That’s why modes of B1g, B2g, B3g symmetries become active in Raman spectra of Hg3Se2I2.  

 

References 

[1] J. Beck, S. Hedderich, “Syntesis and crystal structure of Hg3S2I2 and Hg3Se2I2, new members of the 

Hg3E2X2 family, ” J. Solid State Chem., vol. 151, pp. 73-76, 2000. 

[2] O.V. Bokotey, “Theoretical determination of reflection coefficients for Hg3X2I2 (X = S, Te) crystals, 

” IXth Ukrainian-Polish Scientific and Practical Conference Electronics and Information Technologies 

(ELIT-2017). Lviv-Chynadiyevo, Ukraine, 28-31 August, p. 234, 2017. 

[3] O.V. Bokotey, “Optical Applications of Hg3X2Y2 Type Gyrotropic Crystals, ” 2017 IEEE International 

Young Scientists Forum on Applied Physics and Engineering. Lviv, Ukraine, 17-20 October, pp. 124–

125, 2017. 

[4] O.V. Bokotey, “Advanced optical materials: corderoite family compounds, ” IXth Ukrainian-Polish 

Scientific and Practical Conference Electronics and Information Technologies (ELIT-2017). Lviv-

Chynadiyevo, Ukraine, 28-31 August, p. 233, 2017. 
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ELECTRO-OPTIC EFFECT IN THE GYROTROPIC α-Hg3S2Cl2: APPLIED 
ASPECTS 

 
Olesya Bokotey 

Faculty of Physics, Uzhhorod National University, Pidhirna Str., 46, Uzhhorod, Ukraine, 88000 
E-mail: bokotey_ov@ukr.net 

 
This paper introduces potential applications of optical parameters of α-Hg3S2Cl2 in the creation of 

multifunctional elements for optical devices, demonstrates proof of principle, discusses potential 
applications in nanophysics, and suggests areas of further research and development. Structural and optical 
features of the crystal under investigation are analyzed in details. The electro-optic effect in the gyrotropic 
α-Hg3S2Cl2 is discussed as a principal physical phenomenon for acoustical-optical devices. 

Material considerations 
α-Hg3S2Cl2 crystals are of great interest for both researchers and engineers due to their remarkable 

properties. The optical properties, such as refractive index, optical activity, electro-optical effect, visible and 
IR transparency, photoconductivity, optical nonlinearity etc., make them perspective nanomaterials for 
nonlinear applications [1-5]. The main structural feature of mercury chalcogenide-halogenides is the 
tendency to formation of various polymorphic modifications due to the great conformational capacity of 
mercury-chalcogen component [3-4]. It is realized in the cases, when the chalcogen anion size is more than 
the halogen anion size: S2- (0.182 nm), Se2- (0.193 nm), Te2- (0.211 nm) > Cl- (0.181 nm); Te2- (0.211 nm) > 
Br- (0.196 nm). The main feature of this structural type is the existence of (Hg3X2)2n

2+ infinite chains from 
[SHg3] trigonal pyramids connected by the mercury atoms which are joint for two pyramids. These chains 
are uniting in a three-dimensional framework in which octahedral emptiness the halogen ions are localized. 
One specific case for such kind of crystals is the existence of isomorphic substitutions in chalcogen and 
halogen anion sublattices. A special feature of α-Hg3S2Cl2 is the stronger ordering of the anions as compared 
to the cations owing to the strong covalent Hg-S bonds.  

To understand better the second-order polarization induced in the crystal and occurrence of the 
electro-optic effect the detailed theoretical analysis is conducted. The space-charge field changes the 
refractive index due to the electro-optic effect. The electro-optic tensor for gyrotropic α-Hg3S2Cl2 is 
calculated. Symmetry considerations permit simplification of the general view for the electro-optic tensor. 
The non-zero coefficients of the 3th rank electro-optic tensor are r41= r52= r63. Electro-optic effect is principal 
physical phenomenon due to its potential application in electronic and acoustical-optical devices: light 
modulators, elements for dynamic holography, recording and information storage, deflectors and other 
devices based on the phenomena of light beams interaction. Nanomaterials based on Hg3X2Y2 (X = S, Se, Te; 
Y = F, Cl, Br, I) gyrotropic crystals have tremendous potential in addressing the two major issues faced by 
our society: the searching for new energy sources and improving healthcare [2, 4]. Studied crystals are 
expected to contribute in the development of nanophysics and personalized medicine for health monitoring 
and prevention. 

References 
[1] Olesya Bokotey, “Calculated optical properties of gyrotropic Hg3Te2Br2”, Optik, vol. 156 C, pp. 39-
42, 2018. 
[2] O.V. Bokotey, “Investigation of gyrotropic properties for Hg3X2Cl2 (X = Se, Te) crystals”, J. Alloys 
Compd., vol. 678, pp. 444-447, 2016. 
[3] Bokotey O.V., Studenyak I.P., Nebola I.I., Minets Yu.V. Theoretical study of structural features and 
optical properties of the Hg3S2Cl2 polymorphs // J. Alloys Compd. - 2016. - V.660. – P. 193-196.  
[4] O.V. Bokotey, “Theoretical calculations of refractive properties for Hg3Te2Cl2 crystals”, Nanoscale 
Res. Lett., 11:251, 2016.   
[5] O.V. Bokotey, “Advances in modern medical physics: optical properties of the corderoite family 
crystals”, VI International Conference Medical Physics - the current status, problems, the way of 
development. Innovation technologies, Kyiv, Ukraine, 28-29 September, pp. 168-170, 2017. 
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WAVEFRONT RECONSTRUCTION METHODS COMPARISON 
 

Denis G. Brazhnikov, Myhailo M. Kotov, Andrey V. Kovalenko 
 

Different methods of wavefront reconstruction using the Talbot effect were used for measuring a 2nd 
order aberration. Experimental results have been compared with a classical Shack-Hartmann sensor. 

 
Introduction 

 The most common approach of a wavefront reconstruction is Shack’s modification of Hartmann’s 
sensor. The modified sensor consists of the array of lenses which produces a system of focused light spots 
which are shifted proportionally to the local wavefront slopes by passing an object wave relatively to a 
reference. 
 The same behavior can be achieved by using a diffraction grating as the input element of the 
wavefront sensor. One can observe the Talbot effect behind the grating plane when a monochromatic wave is 
passing throw. In case of passing a plane wave, there will be a sequence of Talbot planes where a self 
produced image (interference pattern) of the grating can be observed. The position of the planes where self-
reproduction can be observed is defined as Zn= n 2d2/λ , where d is the period of the diffraction grating, λ is 
the wavelength of the light incident on the grating, n is an odd integer number of the observation plane (n = 
1,2,3 ..). Waves which contain an aberration will produce the Talbot images with the distortions. The 
distorted images of the grating represent the proportionally shifted spots to the local wavefront slopes in 
comparison with a reference wave. Due to a limited size of the diffraction gratings, the aperture effects will 
appear on the edges of Talbot images, which lead to additional imaginary units out of the grating aperture 
and incomplete self-imaging on the edges. 
 The process of a wavefront reconstruction using the Talbot effect is similar to Shack-Hartmann 
sensor [1]. It consists in comparing the interference patterns of the reference and the object waves produced 
at the first Talbot plane. This method also works for the images in the second Talbot plane. Furthermore, one 
may not use a reference wave at all, by estimating the spots shift between the object images produced at the 
two sequential Talbot planes (the first and the second to minimize the aperture effects influence). 
 

Experiment 
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2.  
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Fig. 2 Experimental setup 

 
He-Ne laser (λ = 0.63 µm) was used as a source of coherent light, so the distance to the first Talbot 

plane Z1 ≈ 62 mm. The test spherical wavefronts were generated by shifting the lens L position. The beam 
splitter BS3 directs the test wavefronts onto the Shack-Hartmann (CCD1 camera and lenslet MLA) and 
Talbot sensor channels. The Talbot sensor consists of the DG diffraction grating and the CCD2 camera. The 
binary amplitude grating DG has a size of 30×30 periods, d = 140 µm and fill factor a = 1/2. Specs of the 
grating was configured with the consideration of ease positioning the CCD2 camera and viewing a full 
aperture of the grating in size of CCD2 sensor to  process the same regions of images in different Talbot 
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planes.  The CCD2 camera was consistently placed at the first and the second Talbot planes to capture the 
grating images of an object wave. 

The measurement results of reconstructed wavefront curvature, depending on the lens L shift (∆), is 
shown in Fig. 3. For the Talbot sensor, wavefront reconstruction was conducted by the classical (first plane 
reconstruction), second plane and the referenceless method. 
 

 
Fig. 3 Dependence of measured wavefront curvature on lens shift ∆L 

 
Conclusions 

 It is experimentally demonstrated the opportunity of wavefront reconstruction using the Talbot 
sensor at the second Talbot plane. The wavefront reconstruction in second Talbot plane shows the 
competitive results within the measurement range. Doubled Talbot distance for the second plane provides 
doubled angle sensitivity. It is also demonstrated the referenceless approach of wavefront sensing in the 
Talbot sensor. The opportunity of excluding the requirement of reference wave may find new applications, 
since the Talbot effect is observable for wide-range of wavelengths, for ex. in X-ray beam shaping. 
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The idea of wave front manipulation using wave front shaping is simple. However, focusing algorithms 

are not fully investigated yet and new more efficient and sophisticated approaches are invented every year. 
This paper focuses on development of a tool which allows investigating and comparing different algorithms 
and presentation of a new light focusing algorithm based on maximum length sequences (MLS). 

Wave front shaping algorithms 
Wave front shaping is a technique of light manipulation that can be used for obtaining a local increase of 

light intensity in a desired point of space inside or behind the scattering medium. There are several 
techniques that lead to the intensity increase at the detector. The simplest technique is to sequentially toggle 
spatial light modulator (SLM) pixels and keep values that lead to the intensity increase [1]. There are two 
implementations of this algorithm: a) keep toggled pixel in the state that lead to the intensity increase or b) 
switch it back to the initial state, measure responses for all pixels and then set that ones that lead to the 
maximal intensity increase. These methods work good in an ideal case without noise and with a camera that 
has ideal response characteristics. When the real camera is used, its noise and low ADC resolution make it 
difficult to determine the right SLM state in case of relatively small intensity increase. The latter approach 
(b) is usually less productive since the response might be too weak to register it correctly with a chosen 
detector and the responses of other pixels are not taken into account. This algorithms work fine with 
amplitude and phase modulation. The algorithm that solves the problem mentioned above was proposed by 
Vellekoop [1] for the phase SLM. It is called partitioning algorithm. It consists in the random selection of the 
50% of SLM pixels at each iteration with the further discrete multilevel phase modulation. It allows to 
significantly increase the intensity growth per iteration. The performance of this algorithm appeared to be 
high enough with phase modulators but it does not work at all with amplitude only modulators. 

Further development has led to application of a genetic algorithm to this problem. It consists in the 
generation of a set of initial phase masks and further breeding, mutation, ranking and replacing the masks 
with the lowest ranks. The drawback of this method is that its performance decreases when the medium 
changes in time (has low persistence time) [2]. However, this algorithm is less sensitive to noise. 

There is another one interesting algorithm that uses transmission matrix measurement. Transmission 
matrix of a static medium is measured with help of Hadamar basis [3] or another approach [4] suggested by 
Jonghee Yoon et al. Transmission matrix is used to calculate the mask on the SLM that creates one or 
multiple spots in the desired point of the observation plane. If the medium is static, it gives high performance 
since there is no need to toggle SLM pixels again and measure response. 

Another algorithm suggested in this paper considers maximum length sequences. It uses an n bit linear 
feedback shift register (LFSR) with taps which are selected based on previously calculated tables. Each bit of 
the register corresponds to an SLM pixel. When the data in the register is shifted, selection of SLM pixels 
changes significantly. When the group of selected pixels is modulated, it might result in bigger intensity 
change compared to simple sequential algorithms. 

Simulation procedure 
Let us consider wave front propagation from the light source to the point detector through the SLM and 

scattering medium. Light that passed through the scattering medium is represented by a random complex 
number where the real and imaginary parts are normally distributed. The SLM is represented by a vector 

( )1 2 Nt = t t …t


 with { }0,1it =  in case of binary amplitude modulation or it ∈�  with 1it =  in case of 
phase modulation. Light that passed the i-th pixel of the SLM, scattering medium and hits the detector is 
represented by a scalar product of the wave front vector and the SLM vector: 
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Intensity enhancement is given by the formula opt ref/η I I=  [5], where refI  is an ensemble averaged 
intensity which can be estimated with a large number of generated wave fronts. The ideal enhancement in 
case of the amplitude and phase modulations is represented by the following formulas [5]: 

 b.a. ideal
11 1

2
Nη +

π
 ≈ − 
 

, ( )p. ideal 1 1
4
πη = N +− . (2) 

In current research, the binary amplitude and 
phase only modulators with 1024N =  
independent channels were simulated. Real 
and imaginary parts of the complex 
amplitudes iE  are normally distributed with 

0μ=  and 2 3σ = . The number of iterations is 
a multiple of N  and it was chosen to be equal 
to 10. 

It is seen that the maximal enhancement 
for the simple binary sequential algorithm 
after one iteration is SEQ-B 171.5η ≈  and does 
not increase after the N iterations (see  
Fig. 1). It worth to note that the reference 
intensity for this modulation kind is approximately half of the ensemble averaged intensity since 
approximately half of the SLM pixels are turned off [5]. The theoretical value is SEQ-B theor. 163.7η ≈ . Phase 
only modulation leads to the theoretical enhancement level of phase theor. 804.5η = . The level obtained in the 
simulation is PART-P 782.1η =  for the partitioning algorithm and MLS-P 797.9η =  for the MLS algorithm. Binary 
amplitude variants of the partitioning and the MLS algorithms do not work at all. 

Conclusions 
Simple wave front shaping simulation method was presented. It allows performing simple analysis of an 

investigated algorithm performance and its applicability for using with certain kind of SLM. It is seen that 
MLS algorithm has slightly better performance at first four iterations. Then the difference between the MLS 
and partitioning algorithms vanishes although the maximal enhancement for the MLS algorithm is a bit 
closer to the theoretical maximum value. The drawback of the method is that it is necessary to calculate right 
taps for the LFSR which is difficult for large n. Also, the number of SLM channels has to be equal to a 
power of two. 
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Fig. 1. Enhancement simulation of the several algorithms. 
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The properties of surface electromagnetic waves (SEW) propagating along a planar structure consist-
ing of an ideal dielectric, a dielectric layer with large losses and a high dielectric constant, and a left-
handed metamaterial with "amplification" are studied. All media are isotropic. Dispersion relations for the 
eigenmodes of such a waveguide structure are obtained. The possibility of full compensation of the energy 
losses of surface waves is demonstrated. 

Introduction  
There are a lot of experimental and theoretical studies of the metamaterials that have been already done 

and currently are carried out in the world laboratories. These metamaterials possess many unique physical 
properties that are not found in ordinary natural materials, such as: simultaneously negative value of permit-
tivity and permeability, reverse Doppler and Cherenkov effects, etc. So, it is expected that the existence of 
such unusual properties will open the possibilities for creation of new devices [1]. Previous studies were 
mainly focused on the variety of planar waveguide structures that contain the left-handed metamaterials 
without losses [2,3].  

In our recent paper [4] it was demonstrated the possibility of full loss compensation for the SEW at the 
boundary between the dielectric with losses and the isotropic left handed material with the frequency-
independent gain. Previously, it was mainly studied the metamaterials with dielectric claddings with low 
permittivity and without a considerable losses. In the present work it was studied the planar wave guiding 
structure in which the left-handed metamaterial (LHM) with gain [1] is cladding by the finite thickness layer 
with high-permittivity dissipative dielectric material. It is assumed the existence of the gain in the LHM to 
compensate the wave energy losses [1, 2] and is not discussed mechanisms of such gain in this paper.  

Task settings and results 
The considered SEW propagate along the planar waveguide structure that consists of ideal dielectric (

1 4,5ε = , 1 1µ = ), the rather thin layer of thickness d  with high-permittivity lossy dielectric medium ( 2 2,ε µ ) 
and the LHM with gain. All media were assumed to be isotropic. The LHM is characterized by the effective 
permittivity ( )ε ω  and permeability ( )µ ω  that depend on the wave frequency and commonly expressed with 

the help of experimentally obtained relations [2]: 2( ) 1 / [ ( )]p iε ω ω ω ω ν= − − , 
2 2

0( ) 1 / [ ( ) ]F iµ ω ω ω ω γ ω= − − − , here pω  is effective plasma frequency, 0ω  is the characteristic frequency 
of LHM. In further study it was considered the LHM with / 2 10pω p =  GHz and 0 / 2 4ω p =  GHz and pa-
rameter 0.56F =  [2]. The model parameters ,ν γ  simulate the “electric” and “magnetic” gain of electromag-
netic waves in the metamaterial, respectively. Such proportion of the parameters leads to the existence of the 
frequency region where ( ) 0ε ω <  and ( ) 0µ ω <  simultaneously. It was assumed that the layer of high-
permittivity dissipative dielectric is non-magnetic ( 2 1µ = ), has thickness d  and posses the constant dielec-
tric permittivity that equals to ' ''

2 2 2 35 30iε ε ε= + + ⋅ . Such values of task parameters were chosen due to 
model of the electromagnetic wave propagation along the biological sample. 

Let us consider the electromagnetic wave that propagates along this structure. It was assumed that the 
wave disturbances exponentially tend to zero far away from both boundaries. The dependence of the wave 
components is expressed in the form: 3, ( ), ( )exp[ ( )]E H E x H x i k z tω∝ − , here z lies at the separation plane, 
and x is the coordinate rectangular to the wave propagation direction and 3 3 3Re( ) Im( )k k i k= + ⋅ . 

In the considered case it is possible to split the system of Maxwell equations on two sub-systems. One 
of them describes the waves of H-type and another – waves of E-type.  

( ){ } ( ){ }1 1
1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2( )( ) ( )( ) 0h d h de h h h e h h hε ω ε κ ε ε ε ω ε κ ε ε−+ + − − − = ,  (E-type) 

( ){ } ( ){ }1 1
1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2( )( ) ( )( ) 0h d h de h h h e h h hµ ω µ κ µ µ µ ω µ κ µ µ−+ + − − − = ,  (H-type) 
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here 2 2
1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2h k kε µ= − , ( ) ( )2 2

3k kκ ε ω µ ω= −  - are the transverse wave vectors of appropriative ex-
ponents, /k cω= . For the chosen set of parameters the domain where the metamaterial demonstrates left-
handed properties (i.e. simultaneously ( ) 0ε ω <  and ( ) 0µ ω < ) lies in the region where 01 1.5ω ω<Ω = < . 

The inclined straight lines corresponds to 3 0 1ckζ ω ε= =Ω  and 2Re( )ζ ε= Ω ). The considered modes 
are both forward (both phase and group velocities are positive) and backward (phase velocity is positive and 
group velocity is negative).  

 
Fig. 1. The dependence of the frequency 0/ω ωΩ =  on the wavenumber 3 0/k cξ ω=  for the metamate-

rial gain values 0γ ν= =  and for dielectric layer: 2 35ε = ; 0 0.1d cω∆ = = . 
 
The dependencies of the imaginary part of the wave number ζ ′′  versus on the values of the “electric” 

and the “magnetic” gain of the left-handed material are presented on the Fig. 2. The condition 0ζ ′′ =  implies 
a full compensation of losses in the high-permittivity dissipative dielectric layer. 

   
Fig. 2. The dependence the imaginary part of wavenumber of EWave2 on the values on “electric” gain 

ν (at 310γ −= ) and of HWave1 on the values of “magnetic” gain γ at ( 310ν −= ) for 2 35 30iε = + , 10.0ς =  
It was obtained that surface electromagnetic waves that propagate along the interface between the ordi-

nary dissipative dielectric with strong losses and the isotropic metamaterial are strongly damped. It was 
shown the possibility of full loss compensation for the SEW that propagates in such waveguide structure 
along the interface between the high-permittivity dielectric with strong losses and the isotropic LHM with 
gain. However, it is necessary to choose the appropriate values of metamaterial gain for each mode consid-
ered here. The required gain values for such compensation are seemed to be quite reachable. 
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The behavior of light- and temperature induced hysteresis in spin crossover compounds with additional 
control parameter, which is temperature and light intensity respectively, was studied. The impact of thermal 
background noise coming from environment on hysteresis width was analyzed. It was shown that noise 
action narrows the width of hysteresis up to its collapse, which take place at the same noise value indifferent 
on the control parameter of the system. It speaks about universal character of noise action on system 
properties. 

Among molecular magnetic materials spin-crossover (SC) coordination complexes are perspective 
multifunctional materials that are able to satisfy the ongoing needs in the field of information technology. 
Spin-crossover compounds are a class of inorganic molecular materials formed by a transition metal ion with 
𝑑𝑑4 − 𝑑𝑑7 electronic configuration of outer orbital, situated in the octhaedral ligand field with central 
simmetry. Such a space configuration of compound provides the splitting of its 𝑑𝑑-level into sub-levels with 
two stable spin state with high-spin (HS) and low-spin (LS) configuration that are formed as a results of 
corresponding population degenerated 𝑑𝑑-level. Between mentioned stable spin configurations, a transition 
induced by external stimuli (like temperature, light irradiation, pressure and other physical fields) is possible 
[1,2]. Due to intrinsic to bulk SC materials cooperativity properties the expected spin state interconversion 
usually is supported by changing of phase state of the material, i.e. a controllable phase transition occurs. 
Depending of the system parameters the phase change rate can be different: the phase transition can be as 
smooth as of hysteretic nature with drastic change of system properties. 

In current work on the basis of phenomenological macroscopic model with external thermal noise [3,4], 
the light and thermal induced hysteresis in spin-crossover materials are studied. As an order parameter it is 
considered the fraction of HS molecules which is straightforward characteristic of system magnetization. The 
dynamics of HS fraction 𝑛𝑛HS is described by the macroscopic kinetic equation of the following form: 

dnHS
dt

= 𝛽𝛽(1 − 𝑛𝑛HS) − 𝑛𝑛HSexp(−𝛼𝛼𝑛𝑛HS) + 𝜉𝜉(𝑡𝑡) ≡ 𝑓𝑓exc − 𝑓𝑓rel + 𝜉𝜉(𝑡𝑡),   (1) 
where 𝑓𝑓exc, 𝑓𝑓rel are photoexcitation and relaxation flows respectively, 𝛼𝛼 -  is self-acceleration factor that 
determine the relaxation rate of HS state (in general is temperature dependent but for the simplicity reason 
we considered it constant). The photoexcitation is determined by the transition probability from LS to HS 
state per time unit: 

𝛽𝛽 = 𝐼𝐼0 𝜔𝜔 𝑘𝑘∞⁄ .        (2) 
Here 𝐼𝐼0 is intensity of light irradiation, 𝜔𝜔 is absorbtion cross-section of optically avtive element, 𝑘𝑘∞ is high-
temperature asymptotic of relaxation rate (a relaxation rate evaluated at very large sample size 𝑁𝑁, ideally at 
𝑁𝑁 → ∞). The stochastic process 𝜉𝜉(𝑡𝑡) is describing the noise action of environment as a contact of studied 
sample with heat bath. In our study we considered the following statistical characteristics of stochastic 
process: 

    
⟨𝜉𝜉(𝑡𝑡)⟩ = 0

⟨𝜉𝜉(𝑡𝑡)𝜉𝜉(𝑡𝑡′)⟩ = 2𝜀𝜀𝜀𝜀(𝑡𝑡 − 𝑡𝑡′),         (3) 

where  𝜀𝜀 is noise intensity. 
Basing on the mathematical model (1) the light and temperature induced hysteresis for deterministic case 

and for the system with non-zero noise intensity were obtained. The behaviour of hysteresis width due to 
increasing of noise intensity was characterized. The results are given in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. The light-induced (a), (b) and temperature-induced (c), (d) hysteresis in noiseless case (a), (c) 
and in presence of noise (b), (d) with intensities indicate on the plots. 

In noiseless system the increase of temperature shifts the light-induced hysteresis towards higher 
intensities of light irradiation. In this case the increase of light intensity for temperature-induced hysteresis 
loop provoke its shifting towards higher-temperatures. However, such a shifting is supported by 
simultaneous narrowing of hysteresis loop and the situation with large loop in high temperature range cannot 
be reached only by simply increasing of light intensity. From obtained data with non-zero noise intensity it is 
seen that for both types of hysteresis (light- and temperature-induced) the increasing of noise strength 
narrows the hysteresis up to some critical noise value where hysteresis totally collapse (in considered case 
this happens for 𝜀𝜀 > 0.03). In the limit of calculation error, we found the same collapsing value of noise for 
both types of hysteresis for that means that system response on noise action is independent on control 
parameter.  
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The report provides experimental and theoretical results of stimulated Raman scattering indicatrix 
asymmetry study for Stokes component. Theoretical results demonstrate that asymmetry is caused by 
influence of Stokes/anti-Stokes parametric processes. Stokes/anti-Stokes parametric process provides 
additional photons to the forward Stokes component. This excess of photons compared to a backward Stokes 
component increases due to combinational mechanism of stimulated scattering during further propagation of 
waves along the medium. Thus, under competition of forward and backward Stokes components generation, 
the process of forward stimulated Raman scattering takes significant advantage. Satisfactory matching 
between theoretical calculations and experimental results for benzene under excitation by ruby laser pulses 
with duration 25 ns is obtained. 

 
The report is devoted to investigation of stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) indicatrix asymmetry at stop-

point of self-focusing region in benzene under nanosecond laser pulse excitation of ruby laser. Self-phase 
modulation is minimal at stop-point of self-focusing region. Therefore, here we can see classical SRS. 

According to Placzek’s theory, the cross-section of Raman scattering that propagates along the exciting 
beam is the same in both forward and backward directions. However, experimental observations of 
spontaneous scattering sometimes show slight asymmetry. Furthermore, in case of SRS Stokes component 
this asymmetry is essential in almost all experimental conditions. Intensity of the forward SRS first Stokes 
component is usually much higher than the intensity of the backward scattering, which propagates in the 
opposite direction with respect to the exciting laser beam. The nature of SRS indicatrix asymmetry is still 
controversial. 

At stop-point of Self-focusing region Tself-phaseT modulation is small and this region is classical for SRS. 
Experiment consisted of simultaneous energy registration in forward and backward SRS pulses. The 

experimental setup layout is presented in Fig. 1. Experimental dependence of forward Stokes component 
energy S↑Ε  to backward Stokes component energy S↓Ε  ratio on laser pulses energy 0LΕ  is at Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 1. The experimental setup layout: ruby-laser 
generated pulses with duration 25 ns; the light, 
scattered in forward and backward directions 
passed through filters BGF20 and directed to 
calorimetric energy meters IMO−2N. 

Fig. 2. Experimental dependence of S↑Ε  (forward 
Stokes component energy) to S↓Ε  (backward 
Stokes component energy) ratio with respect to 
exciting radiation energy 0LΕ . 

 
At theoretical study it was supposed that laser beam, Stokes component, and anti-Stokes component 

propagate along z  axis and phase matching conditions are achieved and that only Stokes component 
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propagates in the backward direction, since the phase matching of anti-Stokes component is impossible. 
We’ve numerically solved the coupled system of equations for the electric field amplitudes LE  of laser wave 
and fields SE ↑ , SE ↓ , AE  of forward Stokes, backward Stokes, and anti-Stokes components accordingly: 
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If wave frequencies are distant from electronic resonances, refractive indices at laser radiation frequency 
Lω , Stokes Sω , and anti-Stokes Aω  frequencies are almost equal. By neglecting non-resonant cubic 

susceptibility factors in (1) the following equations execute for g : 

/ / / ,

, , .
S S L L A A

S S S L L L A A

g g g

g g g g g g g g

ω = ω = ω

′ ′′ ′ ′′ ′ ′′= = = = =
                                              (2) 

 
For benzene, Sg = 2.79·10P

-14
P m/VP

2
P. Dependence of Stokes component indicatrix asymmetry coefficient 

(by intensity) ( ) / ( 0)I S Sk I z L I z↑↓ ↓ ↑= = =  on the output laser radiation intensity is shown in Fig. 3 in 
logarithmic scale. 
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Fig. 3. Theoretical dependence of SI ↑  (forward SRS Stokes 
component intensity) to I↓ (backward component intensity at 

0)z =  ratio on laser intensity ( 0)LI z =  at 1L = m. 
 

Conclusions 
Main result of the research is that the predominance of the forward SRS over backward scattering can be 

caused by the influence of Stokes/anti-Stokes parametric process. 
TDifferencesT Tof experimental and T Ttheoretical resultsT Tmight have appeared due to neglection of radiationT 

Tintensity T Tchange duringT Tthe laserT Tpulse. T THowever, T the Tmore important is presence of self-phaseT modulation, 
Tdespite the factT Tthat T TbenzeneT Tdoes not revealT Tdistinct self-focusing properties. T 
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We develop a versatile device for precision spectroscopy of molecular energy transitions  aimed at 
measuring a CO+ rotational transition. The experiments are expected to check if fundamental physical 
constants have ever changed in space and time, that can help to verify existing cosmological theories. The 
device will contain a combination of laser setups and a vacuum system to perform ions creation, and their 
sympathetic laser cooling with Ca+ ions. 

Motivation 
 

As is well known, modern fundamental physics is abundant with theories aiming at describing the 
Universe, but lacks effective experimental approaches to verify them. The field of high-precision 
measurements, namely the precision spectroscopy of molecules, gives hope to bridge this gap between 
theory and experiment. 

 
According to [1], precision spectroscopy can be used to constrain the evolution of the fine structure 

constant since the Big Bang. Additionally, laboratory measurements of the vibrational and rotational lines of 
molecules like CH+, OH+,and HeH+ make it possible to identify them in space interstellar mediums using 
sub-millimeter radio telescopes like the Herschel space telescope [2,3,4]. Consequently, the comparison of 
the molecular spectra obtained on the Earth and those detected in remote parts of the Universe can 
potentially verify spatial and temporal variation of fundamental physics constants since the first moments of 
its existence and, as a result, determine which cosmological theories are correct. 

 
The objective of the experiment in Amar Vutha’s research group at the University of Toronto is to 

find out to what extent using molecular ions is relevant to this goal and how the molecular energy levels of 
interest are accessible to measurements. To achieve this, a setup has been constructed, capable of working 
with various compounds whose radiation has been received from distant sources. In particular, the aim is to 
measure rotational transitions in CO+. The majority of the utilized lasers are based on laser diodes, that 
makes them quite cheap and highly tunable simultaneously. That enables us to use the same kind of laser 
setup for experiments with different molecules. Even when a change of lasers is necessary, it won’t affect the 
rest of the assembly – this makes it very versatile. 

 
Design description 

A structural scheme of the experiment setup, as well as principles of its operation, are shown in Fig. 1.  

866-nm, 397-nm and 400-nm lasers are diode lasers, locked to the 852 nm cesium reference laser using 
transfer interferometer [5]. Nitrogen (77K) and helium (4K) dewars comprise a two-stage cooling system, 
installed in a vacuum chamber.  

Pieces of solid substances that contain calcium and C-O groups are put into the ion trap, where they are 
ablated by a Nd:YAG (neodymium doped yttrium aluminum garnet) laser pulse. The produced Ca+ ions are 
cooled with 397-nm laser. In the meantime, the CO+ ions are sympathetically cooled [6] by Ca+ due to 
coulomb interaction. An 866-nm laser is used to maintain closed optical loop during the laser cooling 
process. 
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Fig. 1. . Schematic of the experiment in Amar Vutha’s group at the University of Toronto. Most of the 
lasers are locked (double solid black arrows) to cesium laser (thick red arrow) by means of an 

interferometer. Numbers in circles indicate stages (devices involved are connected with double dashed 
lines): (1) ablation, (2) laser cooling, (3) calcium fluorescence spectroscopy. 

Construction progress 

So far, all external cavity diode lasers (400-nm, 397-nm and 866-nm) have been assembled, 400-nm and 
397-nm lasers have been temperature stabilized and locked to the 866-nm reference laser. Vacuum chamber 
is also built and leak-free. Nd:YAG and 866-nm lasers are currently under adjustment, and presence of Ca+ 

fluorescence is being checked. 
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 It has been proposed to use series of the elementary wave packets (EWP) for calculation of the 

diffraction integrals for the femtosecond optical pulses. 
 

I. Introduction 
 Optical pulses of the femtosecond (10-15c) range of time vary in the ultra-high frequency band, which causes 
the features of their diffraction, in particular the absence of zero amplitudes in the far field under diffraction 
on the slit.  The general solution (for an arbitrary form of the electromagnetic pulse) can be obtained by 
decomposing it in series by the elementary wave packets (EWP) proposed in the author's papers [1], which is 
not limited to a quasi-monochromatic approximation [2].  In this paper, the most interesting for femtosecond 
optics is considered the case of diffraction of optical pulses, which can be decomposed by orthonormal 
EWP-functions of lower orders (n = 0,1,2).  The proposed method can easily be extended to EWP-functions 
of higher orders. 
 

II.   Femtosecond pulse diffraction in fraunhofer approximation 
We use the scalar theory of diffraction in the Kirchhoff approximation.  Let a rectangular aperture 2a ∙2b be 
located in the z = 0 plane.  An entrance field is a flat wave propagating in the z direction 
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Thus, the problem of diffraction reduces to the calculation of the integral (2).  The latter is performed by the  
decomposition method for EWP-functions. Then, instead of (2), we write 
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 where the index "0" marks the well-known distribution of the field on the diffraction aperture.  
 To find the expansion coefficients ( ),n nA B we multiply (3) on the corresponding function ( ) ( )2 1 2 2,n nU x U x+ +

and integrate over time within the duration of the pulse.  Then we will get 
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The expressions (4), (5) take into account the transparency of the aperture ( )0S , the parity of the EWP of 
functions and their derivatives.  Integrals in the left parts of equations (4), (5) due to the fact that the EWP 
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functions are orthonormal, are equal to unity.  Next, we show that the non-diagonal elements of the matrices  
rapidly decrease if n n′≠ .  Thus, the coefficients in the expansion (3) are equal to  
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where ( )0 0,x yr  - the transparency of the aperture.  
  Let uscalculate the elements of the transfer matrix [ ]nnA ′ , [ ]nnB ′ .  The latter can be called transient because 
they determine the amplitudes nnA ′ , nnB ′ with which the EWP - function of the 2 2n′ +  -order of the field on 
the aperture, excite the EWP-function of the 2 1n′ +   -order of the diffracted field.  We restrict ourselves to a 
change of  ,n n′   , within the limits of 0, 1, 2.  The matrices  ijA    and ijB    have  the form 
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Consider, for example, how diffracted the odd EWP ( )1 0U n = .  So 
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The results of calculations by the formula (9) are given in Fig. 

 
Fig. Distribution of EWP in the diffracted field for y = 0 

 
III. Conclusions 

The diffraction of femtosecond optical pulses is determined by the time dependence of the exciting pulse, its 
spatial distribution on the aperture and the transfer matrices of the EWP functions.  Moreover, in the process 
of diffraction, the transformation of  paired  EWP  functions into odd and vice versa.  The closest orders of 
the EWP functions correspond to the largest conversion coefficients, and hence the diagonal components of 
the transformation matrices ijA   and ijB   .  The diffraction on a rectangular aperture can be represented as 

the transformation of orthonormal time EWP-functions with spatial distributions ( )sin /c Nax crt , which
max 2 4N ne = + , max 2 30N n= + are  determined by the order of the excited EWP signal.  The Fraunhofer 

diffraction criterion for femtosecond pulses has the form ( )2 2
0 0 / 2r x y c>> + t that resembles the criterion for a 

quasi-monochromatic pulse, but is milder one.  
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  Semiconductor nanoparticles (NPs) became important and wide-used tool for cell imaging because of 
their unique remarkable properties. In this work we report selective intracellular targeting of silicon 
carbide based NPs into thin onion epidermis. To control the NPs uptake by onion cell we applied two 
methods- fluorescence microscopy and elaborated in our laboratory photoelectrical methods.  

 Introduction  
 Nowadays, the biomedicine greatly benefits from the advancement in nanotechnologies. It has been 
found that different nanoparticles (NPs) can enter living cells, providing specific tagging of cell. [1].  
 In this work, nanoparticles were used as the basis for which a method of their introduction into the cell 
was developed without loss of life-saving cells, which could be happened by reason of the toxicity of the 
nanoparticles. [2]. And this method designed to confirm the presence of nanoparticles in the cell for 
research using the photoelectrical method [3]. 

 Materials and Methods 
 The inner layer of a fresh thin onion epidermis was peeled off. The onion peels were neatly put into a 
colloidal suspension (2 mL) containing the NP suspension (5 g/L, diameters of SiC-based nanoparticles 
are 2-4 nm), ethanol was chosen as the solvent. The onion epidermis samples were exposed to the 
suspension for exposure of 3 h. All experiments were carried out at a temperature of 21° C and vapor 
pressure of 1,018 hPa, without mixing. After a certain exposure time, the onion peels were intensively 
rinsed in deionized water to remove the NPs deposited into the epidermis surface and unincorporated 
inside the epidermal cells. 
 Finally, the samples were observed under a fluorescence microscope (Leica DMI 4000B, Leica 
Microsystems SAS, NANTERRE, France) using the following filter: UV/violet excitation band 2.92 eV. 
Leica EC 3 camera (Leica Camera Sarl, Saint Jorioz,France) was used.  

Experiment 
Fluorescence microscopy 

 Typical fluorescence images of the onion epidermal cells exposed to the suspensions with and without 
NPs are shown in Figure 1, Figure 2, respectively.  
   

     
Fig.1 Fluorescence image of the onion epidermal cells exposed to the suspensions with NPs. 
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Fig.1 Fluorescence image of the onion epidermal cells exposed to the suspensions without NPs. 

 
 As one can see, no fluorescence is visible in the absence of NPs (Figure 2), while the cell structure of 
the fluorescent onion epidermis consisting of large, rectangular cells may be easily recognized in the 
presence of NPs (Figure 1).  
  As one can notice that the external cell membranes and nuclei are preferentially tagged by the 
fluorescing NPs (Figure 1). The cytoplasm of the onion cells contains some small fluorescent spots as 
well, but their number is low, and the corresponding fluorescence intensity is weak in comparison to the 
fluorescence level of the cell membranes and nuclei. 
 This method is designed as an independent method of verifying the presence of nanoparticles inside 
cells. This research is necessary for further research using photoelectrical methods of bioimaging cells 
(Figure 3). 
 

 
Fig.3 Photoelectrical image of the onion epidermal cells exposed to NPs. 

Conclusions 
 In the course of this work, we obtained a method for incorporating nanoparticles into living cells, which is 
fairly simple and at the same time relatively fast. As a result, was the obtaining good images of onion cells 
using a fluorescence microscope. This makes it possible to continue research using this method for verifying 
the presence of nanoparticles inside cells for subsequent research using photoelectrical methods. 
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Structural, chemical and morphological characteristics of luminescent active La1-x-yEuyCaxVO4 sol-gel 
nanoparticles are studied. Incorporation of Ca2+ cations in the REVO4 crystal lattice is confirmed. Changes 
of the samples’ compositions are found to be accompanied by changes of sizes and morphology of  
nanoparticles.  

Introduction 
Partial replacements of the RE cations with iso- and heterovalent ions in the REVO4 compounds lead to 

various changes of their physical and chemical characteristics. In particular, replacement of the RE cations 
with alkaline earth (AE) cations causes increase of luminescent intensity and arising of additional excitation 
band near 400 nm. Arising of excitation band around 400 nm is very desirable feature for practical 
applications of luminescent nanoparticles. At the same time, heterovalent substitutions can be accompanied 
by changes of crystal structure, arising of new types of defects, deviations of chemical composition and other 
unexpected effects. Therefore, in a case of doping of the developed nanoparticles with heterovalent 
modifying impurities, it is very important to control basic chemical characteristics of the obtained samples 
because they effects on their optical and luminescent properties. Aim of this work is to study structural 
features, morphological and chemical characteristics of the luminescent active La1-x-yEuyCaxVO4 
nanoparticles synthesized by sol–gel method. 

Synthesis and crystal structure 
The investigated La1-x-yEuyCaxVO4 (0 ≤ x, y ≤ 0.2) nanoparticles were synthesized by sol-gel method. 

Phase compositions and crystal lattice parameters of the synthesized samples were determined using X-ray 
diffractometer DRON-3М. The La0.9Eu0.05Ca0.05VO4 sample with low concentration of the Ca2+ and Eu3+ 
impurities is also attributed to the monoclinic structure. Increasing of concentrations of the Eu3+ and Ca2+ 
impurities leads to formation of the monoclinic and tetragonal phase mixture at x = 0.1 and 0.15. The 
La0.6Eu0.2Ca0.2VO4 sample becomes related to tetragonal structure, belonging to the I41/amd space group. 
Therefore, increasing concentration of europium and calcium ions in La1-x-yEuyCaxVO4 (x, y ≤ 0.2) solid 
solutions leads to the change of the crystal structure. 

Results and diacussion 
Characterization of the samples morphology and chemical composition was made using scanning 

electron microscope (SEM) Tescan Mira 3 LMU with 20 nm electronic beam diameter. The images of the 
samples (Fig. 1) show that they are formed by nanoparticles of size from 20 to 100 nm. The La0.9 
Eu0.05Ca0.05VO4 samples with low concentration of the Eu and Ca impurities consist of grains of 0.1 – 0.2 μ 
size those are formed by nanoparticles of 10 - 20 nm size. The nanoparticles of larger size, ~ 100 nm, are 
characteristic for the samples with higher concentration of dopants, La0.8Eu0.1Ca0.1VO4. The most of them 
have polyhedral shapes with clearly defined edges and angles between them. The particles with the observed 
polyhedral shapes have to be assigned to the crystal system of lower symmetry. Thus is, most likely, they 
should be regarded as a manifestation of the monoclinic phase of the studied samples. The next increase of 
the Eu3+ and Ca2+ dopants concentrations also generates particles of ~ 100 nm sizes. Despite of the poor 
quality of this image it is possible to conclude that the shapes of the particles are closer to the cylinders and 
rods. The same shapes are observed for the samples of the highest dopants concentration, La0.6Eu0.2Ca0.2VO4. 
However, it should be noted that size of the particles is smaller for these samples; it is preferably 30 - 60 nm. 
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La0.8 Eu0.1Ca0.1VO4 

 
La0.6 Eu0.2Ca0.2VO4 

Fig. 1. SEM images of the La0.6 Eu0.2Ca0.2VO4 and La0.8 Eu0.1Ca0.1VO4 samples 

Chemical elements analysis was performed for 3 – 5 various agglomerates or grains for each sample 
using SEM tools. Average data are accumulated in the Table 1. We have found that La, Eu, Ca, V, and O are 
the main components of the samples. The La3+ ions in the synthesized samples (first column of the Table 1) 
are quite closed to the expected compositions (see the far right column of the Table 1). The total content of 
the Eu3+ and Ca2+ ions are also quite close to the expected compositions. However, it is easy to see that the 
predicted simultaneous fourfold increase of ions Eu3+ and Ca2+ content (from 0.05 up to 0.20 at. %) is not 
implemented for the actual synthesized samples. We can observe when the content of the Eu3+ ions increases 
by ~10 times, the content of the Ca2+ ions increases only by ~ 2 - 3 times. This result should be taken into 
account when describing other properties of the synthesized compounds, e.g. their luminescent properties.  
 
Table 1. Calculated starting composition of the La, Ca and Eu atoms in the samples under synthesis, average 
content of atoms (in at. %) and evaluated composition of the synthesized samples.  

.  
Starting composition La Eu Ca Evaluated composition 
La0.9Eu0.05Ca0.05 26.60 0.73 1.76 La0.92Eu0.02Ca0.06 
La0.8Eu0.10Ca0.10 20.81 2.34 1.11 La0.86Eu0.10Ca0.04 
La0.7Eu0.15Ca0.15 12.30 3.30 1.73 La0.71Eu0.19Ca0.10 
La0.6Eu0.20Ca0.20 12.88 7.07 2.97 La0.56Eu0.31Ca0.13 

 
Conclusions 

The changes of the samples’ compositions are accompanied by the changes in the size and morphology 
of their constituent particles. These changes are consistent with the XRD data indicating that the samples of 
higher dopants concentration are mixtures of monoclinic and tetragonal phases and the content of the latter 
increases when the content of europium and calcium ions increases. These results should be taken into 
account under analysis of other properties of compounds with heterovalent substitutions; especially it 
concerns their luminescent properties.  
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Problems of modeling the volume laser-induced shock phenomena in irradiated matter are 

discussed. Modified Rayleygh model, Lugovoy-Prokhorov theory of moving focuses and cascade 
model are used for the explanation the basic peculiarities of these phenomena are used for the 
explanation represented experimental data.  

 
Basic peculiarities of shock processes may be brepresented with help experimental data, which are 

represented in [1, 2]. Crystals 4H-SiC were irradiated by pulses of femtosecond laser (duration of pulses 130 
fs, wavelength 800 nm, frequency of pulses 1 kHz, density of energy 200-300 nJ/pulse) with help 
microscope. 

Conditions of irradiation are represented in Fig. 1 ((a), (b)) [1]. Femtosecond laser pulses were irradiated 
along the lines inside 4H-SiC single crystals at a depth of 30 μm by moving the sample at a scan speed of 10 
μm/s. The laser beam was irradiated at a right angle to the (0001) surface of the crystal. The irradiated lines 
were almost parallel to the 1100    direction. A schematic illustration of the laser-irradiated pattern is shown 
in Figure 1 (a). The distance between neighboring lines was 20 μm. 

Bright-field TEM (transmission electron microscopy) image of the cross section of a line written with a 
pulse energy of 300 nJ/pulse is shown on Fig. 1 ((c) – (e)) [1]. 

 

 
Fig. 1.  (a) Schematic illustration of the laser irradiated pattern. The light propagation direction (k) and 
electric field (E) are shown. (b) Optical micrograph of the mechanically thinned sample to show cross 
sections of laser-irradiated lines (200 nJ/pulse). (c) Bright-field TEM image of the cross section of a line 
written with pulse energy of 300 nJ/pulse. (d) Schematic illustration of a geometric relationship between the 
irradiated line and the cross-sectional micrograph. (e) Magnified image of a rectangular area in (a). Laser-
modified layers with a spacing of 150 nm are indicated by arrows. (f) Bright-field TEM image of a portion of 
the cross section of a line written with a pulse energy of 200 nJ/pulse. (g) Zero-loss image of a same area as 
in (f) with nanovoids appearing as bright areas. Correspondence with (f) is found by noting the arrowheads 
in both micrographs. (h) Schematic illustrations of the microstructure of a laser modified line. Light-
propagation direction (k), electric field (E), and scan direction (SD) are shown. Only two groups (groups I 
and II) of the laser-modified microstructure are drawn [1, 2]. 

In contrast to the formation of surface periodical structures three-dimensional periodic structures were 
obtained in this case. Sectional area of these structures was ~ 22 μm, the depth of ~ 50 μm. As seen from Fig. 
1(c) we have five stages disordered regions, which are located at a distance from 2 to 4 μm apart vertically 
[1]. Branches themselves in this case have a thickness from 150 to 300 nm. In this case there are lines in the 
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irradiated nanocavity spherical diameter of from 10 nm to 20 nm. In this case irradiated structures have 
crystallographic symmetry of the initial structure. 

More detail information about processes, which are generated in first two stages, represents in Fig. 1 ((f) 
– (h)) [2]. 

The modeling of experimental data of Fig.1 may be divided on three stages.  
First stage is creation of periodical structures (Fig. 1(c)). This figure is the trace of moving focuses in 

irradiated matter and therefore may be modeled with help Lugovoy-Prokhorov theory of moving focuses [3]. 
Second stage is creation of optical break-down Fig. 1 ((c) – (g)). These data are results of multiphotonic 

absorption in regime of saturation the excitation and may be modeled with help of cascade model [3].  
Third stage is creation of nanovoids (Fig. 1 (h)). Nanovoids may be represented as vacancies clasters 

[3]. Therefore it may be represented as chapter of radiation physics of solid too [3].  
Generation of nanovoids may be represented as results of the laser-induced break-down and creation of 

cavitation bubbles [3 – 5] too.  
The finished formula for determination maxR  has next form [3] 
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Where where Eir – energy of irradiation, τi – pulse duration, r – radiusus of irradiation zone, c – speed of 
light, E –Yong module, R – radiuses of one “need”. If we substitute r = 250 nm, R = 10 nm, E=600 GPa [3], 
Eir=130 nJ, τi = 130 ps, c=3⋅108 m/s, than have Rmax=11 nm. 

The speed of shock waves for femtosecond regime of irradiation is less as speed of sound. But we have 
two speeds of sound in elastic body: longitudinal lsϑ  and transversal tsϑ  [3]. The ratio between of these two 
speeds is equaled [3] 
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where ν – Poisson’s ratio [3] 
But this ratio must be true for shock waves too. Therefore for silicon carbide for ν = 0,45 [3] α = 0,33. 

Roughly speaking last ratio is determined the step of ellipsoidal forms of our nanovoids (Fig. 1(h)).  
In general case this value must be multiplied on Mach number M.   
After this remarks and including average speed of sound formula for determination of Rmax may be 

represented in the next form 
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For our case and for we have M=1 max max' 0,75 8R R nm= = . But Much number has more value as one for 
millisecond and nanosecond regimes of irradiation and less value of one for femtosecond regime. Therefore 
we have tolerable coincidence of modeling and experimental data (Fig. 1 (h)). 
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 In multi-particle condensed media (CM), elementary excitations have collective properties; 

therefore, one should proceed from the interaction of atoms to the interaction of collective wave excitations. 

In this regard, for spatially distributed CM, as well as living organisms and even atomic nuclei, nonlinear 

resonant interaction of waves (NRIW) play an important role [1]. NRIW is characterized by complex 

patterns with excessive parameter variations. In contrast to local nonlinearities, spatial accumulation of 

interactions is characteristic of NRIW, therefore, even weak wave nonlinearity leads to significant new 

phenomena. The development of laser physics, nonlinear optics and spectroscopy has shown a wide variety 

of NRIW. Unlike nonresonant nonlinear wave processes, which in most cases are studied in nonlinear optics, 

the resonances for each of the interacting waves increase the nonlinear susceptibility by 102-105 times (the 

ratio of the frequency to the half width of the resonance ω/γ). This is especially true for the vibrational 

resonances of most media and electronic states (ES) of gaseous media. In this regard, for vibrational 

resonances, multiwave processes play a key role even with thermal excitation of vibrational modes. As a 

result of anomalously effective nonlinear resonant interactions of thermally excited vibrational modes, higher 

vibrational states (HVS) (overtones and compound tones) are generated, which approach ES and interact 

strongly with them inducing their changes. The phenomena of strong vibrational-electron interaction (VEI), 

thermal compression of substances, and vibrational instability of VI during phase transitions (PT), when 

abrupt changes in ES and chemical bonds (CB) occur, are associated with this [2]. The strong VEI are 

confirmed by anomalous amplification of ~10-104 times absorption bands of overtones and compound tones 

for capillary and adsorbed water, as well as water in the leaves of plants. The emergence of fundamentally 

new ES in the forbidden zone is associated with strong VEI and oscillatory instability of CM.    

Theoretically, the laws of NRIW were studied using coupled systems of non-linear Maxwell 

equations for many waves and equations for the density matrix of material media [1]. In this case, the 

principle of superposition of waves in a linear theory is generalized to the principle of superposition of 

nonlinear processes, for example, the generation of total and difference frequencies, stimulated Raman 

scattering (SRS), two-photon absorption (DFA), etc. The theory takes into account both coherent interactions 

of waves, including all possible parametric interactions with SRS, depending on the phases of the waves and 

wave detunings Δk, and incoherent processes of DFA type. The main regularities of NRIW were studied and 

compared with the experiment: 1) the spectral-spatial concentration of energy (CE) with NRIW [1]; 2) 

multiwave illumination (MI) of the medium for coherent superposition of waves [1] and 3) mutual nonlinear 

resonance focusing and defocusing of waves [3] (together with the MI this explains the existence of the basic 

system of living organisms (Chinese meridians system)); 4) universal bipurcations of the MI — the complete 

transformation of the wave energy [1]; 5) induced nonlinear dispersion and nonlinear phase quasi-

synchronism, which is a generalization of the notion of phase synchronism (FS) in nonlinear optics [3]; 6) 

non-equilibrium excitation of higher vibrational states [4]. In CE phenomenon, energy from many waves of 

different frequencies, for example, vibrational modes, is converted into a single wave. CE is confirmed by 

observation of vibrational emission bands (associated with inverse population) in aerosil (5 nm), carbon 

nanotubes and BN, water adsorbed in them and capillary water in silicate media, OH groups in fused silica 

[5,6]. Theoretically, using the model of a quantum anharmonic oscillator, it was shown that, at CE, at the 

vibrational level v≥4, thermal compression of the medium with collapse of wave functions (CWF) appears. 

 Especially clearly, CE manifests itself in the case of phase transitions — the heat of phase transitions 

per one atom, molecule, or structural unit Q1 is always equal to the energy of the characteristic vibrational 

state. The melting of Cl2 occurs when a single mode ν0≈560 сm-1 is excited, and boiling occurs at a CE at the 

overtone 3ν0. For CO2, the corresponding phase transitions occur at CE in the deformation mode νδ= 660 сm-

1 and the overtone 2νδ. Water is boiled at CE in the valence mode νOH≈3400 сm-1, and KOH boiling at 

concentration of energy at 3νOH. This is the essence of the phenomenon of phonon discreteness that we 

discovered, the heat of melting, boiling, and polymorphic transformations of molecular, covalent, and ionic 

crystals, as well as metals [7]. When the Si crystal melts, Q1=8hcν1 (ν1=520 сm-1), and for corundum (Al2O3) 

Q1=25hcν2 (ν2=378 сm-1). When the metals Mo and Ta are melting, the ratios Q1/hсνmax (hсνmax=kТD are the 

phonon energies with the maximum frequency, and ТD - the Debye temperature) are 10 and 17, respectively. 
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But at the same time, the Q1/А ratio (the A-work function of an electron from a metal) is less than 9%. Thus, 

high overtones with energy, much less binding energy, control the change of high-energy ES. This is a 

nontrivial connection between classical and quantum physics — the classical motions of low-energy atoms 

control the quantum states of high-energy electrons. Together with the phenomenon of KE, this is the real 

demon of Maxwell. It is significant that the Q1/А maxima correspond to the minima of the atomic radii R, 

which leads to an increase in strength. It is proved that CE compared to the average vibrational energy 

η=nhсνmax/kT corresponds to changes in entropy ΔS=ηR, R=8,3 J/(moleK). It is established that for the set of 

FT, the real value η=2÷30. 

The inclusion of wave nonlinearities in fundamental theories leads to the development of nonlinear-

quantum natural science, which unites physics, chemistry, biology, medicine, and materials science. It is 

proved that formally linear Young's modulus E and G shift are essentially related to NRIW and strong VEI. 

The yield strengths σ0,2 and tensile strengths σmax are associated with even higher nonlinearity degrees. 

Chemistry has established collective properties of chemical bonds and resonance-wave properties of 

solubility, thermal conductivity, electrical conductivity and sound speed [8], and in biophysics - a strict 

concept of signal-energy channels, various states of water in plants, the use of thermal energy in the 

functioning of cells, etc. [9]. 
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Coherent spin polarized transport across proximitized ferromagnet-superconductor and superconductor-

ferromagnet bilayers has been studied. Using the scattering-like approach, we have calculated probabilities 
of spin-dependent Andreev-reflection processes in multilayered structures formed by a normal counter-
electrode, a potential barrier and a hybrid bilayer. Related experiment aimed to reveal correlation between 
the two long-range-order phenomena through their coupling at the hybrid interface is proposed.  

Motivation 
 

Integration of superconducting (S) and ferromagnetic (F) layers into a unified device is an important 
issue for developing superconductive spintronics. It is well known that in hybrid systems fabricated from 
materials with different and even mutually exclusive properties, a strong mutual interaction between the 
subsystems at their interface may dramatically modify properties of the proximitized films. Below we 
discuss the interplay of superconductivity and ferromagnetism for systems where both order parameters are 
homogeneous in space and the main effect consists in the presence of an interface dividing the two adjacent 
materials with individual orderings. The question we are addressing is how transport characteristics of F/S 
and S/F hybrids embedded into a tunnel-like device differ and what knowledge can be extracted from 
current-voltage (I-V) characteristics measured for both sides of the ferromagnet-superconductor bilayer. Such 
experiments which, up to our knowledge, have not been performed yet would provide important information 
concerning the interface dividing the two materials and correlation between their long-range orderings.  

 
Theoretical model 

 
We adopt the well-known Bogoliubov-de Gennes formalism for the N-I-F/S planar structure with the 

F-interlayer thickness dF comparable to a characteristic length of the superconducting correlation decay 
in the F-layer as well as for the N-I-S/F system with the S-interlayer thickness dS of the order of the 
superconducting coherence length ξ. The spectrum of electrons in all conductors is approximated by 
parabolic bands and their wave functions are assumed to carry unit flux. If so, then related wave functions in 

the F-film subbands are given by the following relations, 
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, respectively. Functions ( )u k  and ( )v k  

were introduced in the BCS theory, ( )Φ k  is the superconducting order parameter phase, the axis x is 
perpendicular to the interfaces. The superconductor is assumed to be isotropic with a pairing potential ∆, F 
metals are expected to follow the Stoner model with an exchange energy shift 2h between the subbands. 
Next, we take into account the Fermi velocities mismatch in different regions and for different spins kF

↑ ≠ 
kF

↓ ≠ kF
(S). In this contribution, we discuss only two extreme cases for the potential barrier between a 

counter-electrode and the hybrid bilayer, (i) lack of the barrier (a direct contact) and (ii) an extremely 
high barrier (a tunneling limit). The translational invariance implies the conservation of the 
momentum parallel to the interface. In order to compare our numerical results with experimental 
observations and taking into account that the ferromagnetic film is expected to be polycrystalline, we 
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calculated and used the averaged (over the Fermi surface) values for niobium kF
↑ = 5.1 nm−1 and kF

↓ = 4.7 
nm−1. The wave vector modulus in the superconductor was put to 4.9 nm−1.  

In Fig. 1 we demonstrate how the differential conductance dI(V)/dV for a tunnel N-I-F/S planar 
structure normalized to its normal counterpart is modified with increasing the parameter γ = (kF

↑ - kF
↓)dF. 

Peaks in the calculated curves reflect positions of the Andreev bound states in the F interlayer. Note that 
results for a direct contact are similar to those for an N-I-S trilayer with a low-height barrier.  
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Fig. 1 Effect of the parameter γ = (kF

↑ - kF
↓)dF on the N-I-F/S planar-junction differential conductance in a 

superconducting state normalized to that in the normal state, temperature T = 0.  
 

In Fig. 2 we show how the thickness of the S interlayer in the N-I-S/F planar structure dS affects the 
shape of the normalized differential conductance in two limits, direct and tunnel contacts (left and right 
figures, respectively). The periodic structure superposed over the conventional background arises due to 
the interference of Andreev-reflected quasielectron and quasihole states in the S film and has the same 
physical nature as well-known Tomasch oscillations in N-I-S/N devices.    
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Fig. 2 Effect of the parameter η = dS/ξ on the N-I-S/F planar-junction differential conductance in a 
superconducting state normalized to that in the normal state, temperature T = 0. 

 
Comparing Figs. 1 and 2 we can conclude that transport characteristics of F/S and S/F hybrids 

incorporated into four-layered devices with a normal counter-electrode and a potential barrier differ 
significantly. We propose a three-terminal N1-I1-F/S-I2-N2 device which permits to perform simultaneous 
measurements of the ferromagnet-superconductor bilayer characteristics from both sides and thus to obtain 
detailed information about the mutual influence of the two long-range-order phenomena through their 
coupling at the hybrid interface.  
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A microscopic model is used to describe longitudinal spin excitations in a two-sublatticeantiferromagnet 
(AFM). Thediagrammatic technique for spin operators allows to overcome limitations typical for 
phenomenological approaches. We have obtained an expression for the longitudinal dynamic spin 
susceptibility χzz(q,ω) applicable in all regions of frequency ω and wave vector q space beyond the 
hydrodynamical and critical regimes.Virtual processes that determine the AFM longitudinal 
dynamicalsusceptibility are considered. It is shown that the frequencydetermined by the 
excitation/absorption of two magnonslies energetically above transverse spin wave frequency and it remains 
even in the absence of thermal excitations. 

Physical mechanisms that govern longitudinal magnetization dynamics under the effect of ultrafast laser 
pulses are the subject of intensive debate. Its understanding is crucial for fundamental detection limits of 
ultrafast spin-based magnetic electronics – magnonics [1].Existing experiments [2-4] show that the ultrafast 
response of an antiferromagnetic system to intense optical excitation is distinctly different from that of a 
ferromagnetic system. Up to now the longitudinal dynamics for an AFM is less investigated than that for a 
ferromagnet or a ferrimagnet. 

To capture the main physics, we consider the simple isotropic model for a two-sublattice AFM. Within 
the microscopic (spin Green’s function) approach, the study of system’s longitudinal magnetization 
dynamics is reduced to the calculation of the dynamic susceptibility χzz(q, ω), the function of frequency ω 
and momentum q. In turn, susceptibility calculation is reduced to the calculation of the retarded spin Green 
functions Gzz(R)

tot and, accordingly, to the calculation of longitudinal and transverse sublattice Green 
functions. 

It was shown that, in general, the longitudinal energy spectrum and the longitudinal susceptibilityare 
determined bytwo virtual processes: (i) excitation/absorption of two transverse magnonsat ω ~ εk+εk-q ;(ii) 
absorption of one transverse magnon and excitation of another one at ω ~ εk - εk-q .The overall scattering 
weight of the simultaneous creation/annihilation of two magnons is proportional to the zero-point 
longitudinal quantum fluctuations in the AFM ground state.The energy of this longitudinal spin excitation 
lies above the energyof transverse spin waves. This channel remains even in the absence of thermal 
excitations. Second channel is controlled by the occupation factor of thermalmagnons. This makes the spin 
waves with wave vector k ~ 0 to be dominant ones. The energy of these longitudinal spin excitations lies 
below the energy of transverse spin waves at the same temperature and wave vector. 

The obtained results could be important for understanding the physics of nonequilibrium magnetic 
dynamics under the effect of ultrafast laser pulses in AFM materials. 
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We present the results of experimental observation of room-temperature nonlinear magnetoelectric 

effect in single-crystal nickel ferrite resonator in centimetre wave band. It was demonstrated that brief 

application of in-plane DC electric voltage results in a noticeable (up to 500 MHz) shift of magnetostatic 

resonance frequency, which is linearly proportional to the applied electric power and very weakly depends 

on the bias magnetic field. A prolonged application of voltage allowed to estimate the Joule heat influence as 

≈5 % of the total shift. 

The investigation of magnetoelectric and multiferroic materials is an important trend of the last few 

decades [1]. It is stimulated by the tempting perspectives of producing microwave signal processing devices 

that will synergetically combine the attractive properties of magnetic materials (such as nonreciprocity, low 

group velocity of spin waves, readily obtainable nonlinear phenomena) with the highly sought-after electric-

field-only control of device’s characteristics. 

The nonlinear current-driving room-temperature magnetoelectric effect in ferrimagnetic materials with 

centrosymmetric crystal lattice has been first observed a few years earlier in M-type hexaferrites in a 

millimetre waves region [2]. Our recent investigation has also confirmed the presence of this effect in Y-type 

hexaferrite material with similar crystal structure in centimetre wave band. The purpose of this report is to 

present the experimental evidences for the same effect in nickel ferrite ferrimagnetic with cubic lattice 

symmetry. 

The material explored during the research was the pure single-crystalline nickel ferrite (NiFe2O4) grown 

by the floating zone technique. Two samples were cut into thin platelets with the <111> crystallographic axis 

oriented perpendicularly to the plane. The specimens had lateral dimensions 3x1.5 mm2 and were 0.3 mm 

thick. A 0.5-μm-thick Pt/Ti electrode stripes were deposited on the top surface by rf sputtering to provide the 

electric contacts for the E-field application. The electrodes configuration is shown on the inset on the Fig. 

1a). The current-to-voltage characteristics of the samples demonstrated the typical nonlinear behavior, 

labeling them as semiconductors. Such behavior was attributed to the presence of impurity atoms and/or 

oxygen deficiency, that initiated transformation of some portion of ferric ions (Fe3+) to ferrous (Fe2+) ones 

leading to the hopping-type electrical conductivity.  

During the experiments, the samples were put on the top of regular microstrip transmission line 

manufactured from the 0.5 mm thick RT Duroid 5880. The measurement cell was positioned between the 

pole pieces of electromagnet in such way that external static magnetic field 
0H  was pointed perpendicularly 

to the microwave magnetic field and in the plane of the magnetic specimen. The bias field was adjusted to 

set the resonance frequency of the dominant fundamental mode to the desired value. After that a static 

voltage U was applied across the nickel ferrite sample during a short period of time and a noticeable 

resonant frequency downshift was observed. The interval between voltage application and data recording 

was small enough (1-2 s) to avoid sample’s heating due to the Ohmic losses (this problem is addressed in 

more details below). The representative example of the resonant profile modification with applied voltage is 

given on Fig. 1b). It appears that magnetoelectric frequency shift in all cases is a linear function of applied 

electric power. The obtained results measured at 6 different reference frequencies for both nickel ferrite 

samples are summarized on Fig. 1c. 

It is known that for the in-plane bias magnetic field the resonance frequency of backward volume 

magnetostatic modes in free isotropic ferrite platelet is given by the following expression:  

( )2 , 0,1,2...nq m arctg m  = − + − = , where ( / ) , 1,2...nq n b S n= = , 

2 21 / ( )M H H    = − − , 0H H = , 4M M  = , M is the saturation magnetization,   is the 

gyromagnetic ratio [3].  
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For the dominant mode (m=0) in the limit 1nq   one gets / 2nq  − , or 

2 / (1 / 2)H M H nq   = + + .  

If we then assume, that ME effect results in non-thermal modification of saturation magnetization, we 

get to the following expression ( )
1

2 (1 / 2)(1 / 2 /ME

n n M H Mq q   
−

 = + + +  . Should the M  be a 

linear function of applied electric power, like in [2], then the frequency vs. power slope ought to depend 

strongly on the bias field value due to the /M H   term. However, Fig. 1c) shows that this slope is H 

independent for both samples, indicating that theoretical model in given form is not applicable and has to be 
improved.  

Finally Fig. 1d) shows the measurements of ME frequency shift after a long-term application of DC 
electric voltage. The curve demonstrate two distinct trends: 1) ME effect region (time < 10 s) where 
magnetoelectric frequency shift by 370 MHz take place and 2) Joule heat region where frequency drifts due 
to the sample’s heating. The latter one amounts to 15 MHz only during the 10 min time interval. When the 
voltage drops to zero, the ME effect quickly ceases off and after that moment all the frequency change is due 
to the sample slow cooling to the ambient temperature. Thus, we can conclude that the sample’s heating 
effect is indeed negligible. 

   

    
Fig. 1. a) Current-to-voltage characteristics of the investigated samples; b) example of magnetoelectric 

voltage tuning of the magnetostatic mode’s resonance profile; c) frequency shift vs. applied electric power 
measured at different bias field values; d) frequency shift after prolonged application of electric voltage. 
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We use the edge-current injection technique to elucidate the dynamics of long superconductor–normal 

metal–superconductor Josephson junctions. Following a theoretical prediction that the junctions with a 
weak link made of a diffusive metal could sustain Josephson vortices with normal cores, we confirm it 
demonstrating their presence in MoRe/Pb/Sn-I-Pb heterostructures. It is shown that our devices follow the 
resistive model of Josephson junctions and contain quantum topological entities (vortices) in the weak link. 

 
Quantum transport in Josephson junctions is based on the spectrum of states carrying current through the 

weak link between two superconducting (S) electrodes. In the conventional superconductor-insulator-
superconductor trilayer a non-dissipative supercurrent can be transmitted across a nanometer-thin insulating 
layer when a phase difference is imposed. At the same time, superconducting correlations may penetrate into 
a comparatively thick, non-superconducting coherent metal (N) over lengths greater than ξ, the coherence 
length in the N interlayer, as well. This effect has been studied mainly for short (L < ξS) SNS junctions 
whereas some aspects of the charge transport across long (L > ξS) Josephson junctions of the SNS-type 
remain unclear. In particular, it relates the nature of Josephson vortices which, on the contrary to Abrikosov 
vortices in type II superconductors, are supposed to have no normal cores (the superconductivity is expected 
to be completely suppressed). However, it was predicted that if the weak link is made of a diffusive metal, 
the junctions can sustain Josephson vortices with true vortex cores inside the metal. In the present work, we 
report experimental observations exhibiting the presence of a normal core in the vortices formed at the SNS-
junction interface.   

We have fabricated long (L > ξPb) five-layered Josephson MoRe/Pb/Sn-I-Pb junctions with 
superconducting molybdenum-rhenium alloy and lead films, and a tin-oxide interlayer between them. Within 
the so-called resistive model, at currents above the critical one Ic the voltage-vs-current dependence is known 
to be described   by a formula 2 2

c( )V I R I I= −  with R, the junction resistance in the normal state. As 
follows from the left figure below, the initial part of the ( )V I  characteristic for cI I>  is well described by 
this relation with a very small value R = 0.054 Ohm. It proves the normal-metal nature of the junction 
interface. To show the presence of Josephson vortices in the multilayer and to control the nonlinear dynamics 
of quantum vortices in a long Josephson junction we have applied edge currents of a fixed value. The 
appearance of a negative-differential-resistance region on the I-V characteristic which is arising with 
increasing the current injection indicates the emergence of quantum topological entities (vortices) in a long 
Josephson junction, see the right figure. 

 

                       
Fig. 1 An initial part of the measured I-V curve, the solid line, compared with that predicted by the resistive 
model, the dotted line (left) and the effect of increasing edge-current injection on the I-V characteristic 
(right). 
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Real and imaginary parts of the “generalized” (a pick-up coil size dependent) nonlinear magnetic 

susceptibility ( ),hχ α  are calculated for an arbitrary radii’s ratio α = r/R of the flat single-turn coil (r) and 
thin superconductive disk (R) (with thickness d << R) in the framework of the critical-state model at 
fundamental frequency. The results of the well-known Clem – Sanchez (CS) critical-state model for nonlinear 
magnetic susceptibility χ(h) of the superconductive disk in transverse ac field with reduced amplitude h are 
reproduced in the limit α → ∞. It is shown that for a standard experimental situation (specimen inside 
magnetometer pick-up coil) the relative systematic error of the critical current Jc measurements is negligible 
(< 2%) for α > 2, but tends to 25% while α → 1. On the other hand, in the case α < 1 the generalized 
susceptibility’s dependence on h differs qualitatively from the CS one. The Cole – Cole diagrams for 
generalized susceptibility are plotted for various α values. 

Introduction 
The real and imaginary parts of nonlinear magnetic susceptibility χ(T,Hac) of hard flat-shaped 

superconductors in transversal ac magnetic field with amplitude Hac are investigated in numerous 
experimental studies [1-8]. They are analyzed in quasistatic limit in the framework of the Bean’s critical-
state model [9], which was generalized for the case of thin disk in transversal geometry in [10-12]. The 
universal dependence of quasistatic nonlinear magnetic susceptibility χ(h) on reduced field amplitude h = 
Hac/Hd, (with Hd = Jc d /2 – the characteristic field for disk in transversal geometry, where Jc is the critical 
current density, d is the disk thickness, d << R, the disk radius) was presented in [12] (Clem – Sanchez (CS) 
model). The main results of CS model (besides numerical calculations of nonzero odd harmonics ( )n hχ ′  and 

( )n hχ ′′ ) were refined analytical series expansions of susceptibility at fundamental frequency ( )hχ ′  and 

( )hχ ′′  for large (h >> 1) and small (h << 1) amplitudes, as well as numerical value of reduced amplitude hm 
= 1.943 at which maximum in χ’’(h) dependence occurs and values in the maximum point ( )mhχ ′  = -0.382 
and ( )mhχ ′′  = 0.241. Widely used loss-maximum (LM) [1] method for Jc(T) dependence extraction from 
χ(T,Hac) measurements is based on these CS model results. Within LM method the absolute Jc(T) value 
depends through hm only on film thickness d , is insensitive on a specimen’s lateral size R and weakly 
sensitive on its lateral shape [1,2]. Each point of Jc(T) dependence needs one temperature run of χ(T,Hac) 
measurements at fixed Hac value. Neither of theoretical results mentioned above deals with any peculiarities 
of experimental setup, such as design of drive and pick-up coils. The standard one is for two equivalent 
compensated solenoid pick-up coils inside solenoid drive coil. Specimen to be measured is inserted into one 
of the pick-up coils. In the case of flat-shape samples in the transversal geometry, flat (“open-faced”) pick-up 
coils have advantages with respect to solenoid ones such as highly enhanced filling factor and improved 
sensitivity [13]. But in the case of hard superconducting film measured by open-faced flat spiral pick-up 
coils inside usual solenoid drive coil the resulting signal was shown [14] to differ qualitatively from the one 
predicted in CS model. The calculated dependences of nonlinear response on the size of single-turn as well 
as open-faced flat spiral pick-up coils are given in this presentation.  

Definition of a “generalized susceptibility” and its calculation for the case of single-turn pick-up coils. 
Let us begin with the case of single-turn pick-up coils of a radius r. One of these counter-switched coils 

is concentric (x = 0, y = 0) with the type-II hard superconductive thin (d << R) disk at z = 0 plane. Both coils 
and the disk are inserted into externally applied homogeneous magnetic field Ha(t)=Hz(t)=Hac cosωt. Let us 
define a “generalized susceptibility” χ  of a sample in such setup through the resulting signal from the pick-
up coils (π/2-shifted with respect to the drive coil) normalized by the absolute value of expected real signal 
in the case of the ideally diamagnetic (“Meissner”) sample in the same geometry. At the fundamental 
frequency it reads: 
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 ( ) ( ) ( )0 0
0 0

sin sin
T T

ac L MH t dt t dtχ ω ω′ = Ε − Ε ⋅ ⋅ Ε − Ε ⋅ ⋅∫ ∫  (1a) 

 ( ) ( ) ( )0 0
0 0

cos sin
T T

ac L MH t dt t dtχ ω ω′′ = Ε − Ε ⋅ ⋅ Ε − Ε ⋅ ⋅∫ ∫  (1b) 

Here T = 2π/ω, ( )i i tΕ = − ∂Φ ∂ , ФL(t), ФM(t) and Ф0(t) are the magnetic fluxes penetrating through the 
coils loaded by the actual sample, by the “Meissner” one, and through the bare coil, respectively. Since the 
present treatment is essentially the macroscopic one (neglecting scales such as London penetration depth), 
the “Meissner” results are obtained by formally tending Jc to infinity (ФM = ФL(Jc→∞)). ФL(t) is generated 
by the resulting induction Bz(t), which is the sum of the external one (μ0 Hz(t)) and a term created by currents 
induced in the superconducting disk.  

 ( ) ( )
0

2 , , 0
r

L z at B H t z dπ r r rΦ = = ⋅ ⋅  ∫  (2) 

In the framework of the critical state model for disk Bz[Ha(t), ρ, z = 0] was obtained in [12]. Inserting 
those results into (2) and then into (1a,b), ( ),hχ α  and hm(α) are obtained for arbitrary parameter values 
(given in presentation). The Cole – Cole diagrams for generalized susceptibility are plotted below for various 
α values. In the case α →∞  generalized susceptibility reduces to the usual (CS) nonlinear magnetic 
susceptibility calculated in [12]. For 1α >  these results are applicable to solenoid pick-up coils. Deviation of 
hm(α) from CS value determines systematic error of Jc measurement within LM method while the concept of 
“generalized” (a pick-up coil size dependent) magnetic susceptibility [14] is ignored. It is shown that for 
standard experimental situation (specimen inside solenoid pick-up coil) relative systematic error of Jc 
measurement is negligible (< 2%) for 2α > , but tends to 25% while 1α → .  

 

Fig. 1. Cole – Cole diagrams for α → ∞ (1), α = 1 (2), α = 0.99 (3) and α = 0.8 (4) 

On the other hand, reduced amplitude h dependence of generalized susceptibility for the case of open-flat 
coil with 1α <  qualitatively differs from the CS one. It is characterized by the threshold amplitude value 

( ) ( )1
0 ar coshh α α−=  for magnetic flux penetration into the coil, and enables to pick two different points of 

Jc(T) temperature dependence for each T run at fixed Hac value (for the threshold of ( ),hχ α  temperature T0 
and the maximum of ( ),hχ α′′  temperature Tm) [14], rather than one point of Jc(Tm) in the CS case. Series 
expansions of ( ),hχ α′  and ( ),hχ α′′  are presented for large reduced amplitude h >> 1 and small amplitude 
h << 1 at 1α >  (small difference 0 1h h h∆ = − <<  at 1α < ). Qualitative change of ( ),hχ α  expansions in 
the vicinity of (-1, 0) point at α = 1 is obvious from the Cole – Cole diagrams (see Fig.). Dependence 
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( ) ( ), 1 ,h hχ α χ α′′ ′∝ +     at 1α ≥  for h << 1 (curves 1, 2) changes to ( ) ( )
3

4, 1 ,h hχ α χ α′′ ′∝ +     at 1α <  

for 1h∆ <<  (curves 3, 4). The results for generalized susceptibility ( )1 2, ,hχ α α  of open-faced flat dense 
spiral pick-up coil with minimal radius r1 and maximal one r2 are also presented at 2 1 1α α> > , 2 11α α> >  
and 2 11 α α> >  cases.  
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We theoretically analyze and compare performance of THz-frequency signal sources based on an 

antiferromagnet (AFM)/Pt spin Hall nano-oscillators (SHNOs), which utilize different mechanisms of ac 

power extraction from the AFM layer: via the magnetic dipole emission mechanism from an SHNO coupled 

to a high-Q resonator [1, 2] and via the THz-frequency variations of the tunneling anisotropic 

magnetoresistance (TAMR) of antiferromagnetic tunnel junction (ATJ) [3, 4]. We show that for a typical 

hematite/Pt SHNO the magnetic dipole emission mechanism could be preferable and could provide output ac 

power about several microwatts in the frequency range 0.5–1 THz (Fig.1). In contrast, ac signal extraction via 

the TAMR oscillations in an ATJ-based SHNO consisting of IrMn AFM layer could be easily experimentally 

realized at micro- and nano-scale [3, 4], while the typical output ac power of such a source is about 10–10 W or 

less (see Fig.1). However, we believe that this power could be increased up to several microwatts for an ATJ-

based SHNO with optimized parameters. 

 

Fig. 1.Frequency dependences of the generated power by an AFM SHO based on a hematite/Pt structure 

(dipolar radiation mechanism) placed in a resonance system: dielectric resonator (dash-dot-doted line) and 

free space (dash-doted line). For comparison, a similar dependences are presented for an AFM SHO based 

on ATJ with typical parameters (dashed line) or optimized parametes (solid line) coupled to the external load 

(50 Ω). 

The most of SHNOs are based on a layered structure consisting of a current-driven platinum (Pt) layer 

and an AFM layer. The dc electric current flowing in the Pt layer creates due to the spin Hall effect, a 

perpendicular spin current that, being injected in the AFM layer, tilts the AFM sublattices out of the easy plane, 

thus exposing them to the action of a strong internal exchange magnetic field of the AFM. The sublattice 

magnetizations start to rotate about the hard anisotropy axis of the AFM with the terahertz frequency 

proportional to the injected spin current and the AFM exchange field. To achieve magnetic dipole emission 

we need AFM material where AFM sublattices are canted inside the easy plane by the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya 

interaction (DMI). In this case uniform magnetization MDMI rotation in the AFM layer creates oscillating 

dipolar magnetic field that can be registered, if generating SHO is coupled to an appropriate electrodynamic 

system. 
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The sustained current-driven magnetization dynamics in the AFM layer of an SHO starts when the 

applied electric dc drive current Idc exceeds the current threshold Ith, needed to compensate natural magnetic 

damping in the AFM material.  

After the experimentally demonstration of electrical switching of an antiferromagnet [3.4], an idea to 

use such ATJs as ac signal sources utilizing THz-frequency variations of junction’s resistance was recently 

proposed. To analyze an efficiency of this mechanism of ac signal extraction we consider an ATJ based on 

IrMn/Pt bilayer structure, where the drive dc current Idrive flowing in the Pt layer forces the flow of spin current 

into the AFM layer and excites the rotation of magnetizations of the antiferromagnet’s sublattices through the 

spin Hall effect. The magnetization rotation gives rise to the ac variations of TAMR [3], thus one can assume 

the junction resistance changes in time as R(t) = R0 + ΔR sin(ωt) with a time-average value R0. At the same 

time a bias dc current Idc traversing the junction cross-section is also supplied and its flow through the THz-

frequency oscillating resistance results in the generation of ac voltage of magnitude Uac = IdcΔR across the 

whole structure. Thus, when such a dc biased ATJ is connected through a bias tee to a load having resistance 

RL = 50 Ω, ac voltage generated in the ATJ excites ac current in the load and one can extract the ac power of 

the excited signal from the load (external THz-frequency circuit). 

Our theoretical model of proposed ac signal source based on ATJ is quite simple. We consider ATJ as 

an equivalent circuit consisting of the ac voltage source (generating a signal of magnitude Uac) with internal 

resistance R0 shunted by a capacitor of capacitance C. This circuit is connected through the ideal bias tee 

(which works as an ideal THz-frequency transmission circuit, so consequently, we can simply ignore it in our 

model) to the resistive load of resistance RL. 

Using this model we calculate frequency dependence of ac power emitted by this source based on ATJ 

with parameters from [3] (see dashed line in Fig. 3). As one can see the ac power is quite small (about 0.1 nW) 

at low frequencies and reduces with an increase of frequency for the junction with chosen parameters [3]. 

Although output power of such a source is quite small it should be noted that the proposed AFM generator is 

quite simple and reliable in experimental realization at micro- and nano-scale. Optimization of parameters 

(such as cross-section area of tunnel junction and tunneling barrier thickness) can give a substantial 

improvement of output ac power (see solid line in Fig. 1). 
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A generalization of the Hamiltonian approach of the investigation of nonlinear spin-wave processes to the 

case of the presence of antisymmetric quadratic magnetic self-interactions is presented. As an example, 

nonlinear processes in a ferromagnetic nanowire exhibiting interfacial Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction are 

considered.  

Spin waves (SW), propagating in ferromagnetic materials and nanostructures, have perspectives for the 

creation of novel microwave signal and information processing devices. Important features of SWs are (i) the 

possibility to be involved in various parametric and nonlinear processes at moderate SW power and (ii) the 

existence of nonreciprocal SWs. Both these attractive features can be present simultaneously in ferromagnetic 

– heavy metal bilayer films and nanowires showing the interfacial Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction 

(IDMI) [1]. 

In contrast to nonuniform exchange, anisotropy and magnetodipolar interactions, IDMI is asymmetric 

interaction, that makes impossible investigation of nonlinear SW processes in the presence of IDMI using 

developed theory [2]. Here we present the generalization of Hamiltonian formalism of nonlinear SW 

interaction to the case of nonsymmetric quaratic magnetic interactions, such as IDMI, bulk Dzyaloshinskii-

Moriya interaction, spin-flexo-electric interaction, etc. Generalization of the Holstein-Primakoff 

transformations as well as method of nonlinear SW interaction coefficients calculation are presented. 

As an example, we consider nonlinear SW interaction in an in-plane magnetized ferromagnetic nanowire 

in the presence of IDMI. Firstly, it is shown, that undesirable 3-magnon scattering within the lowest SW branch 

is prohibited in the entire SW wave number range, until the nanowire is magnetized along any of its principal 

axes. Second, we calculated nonlinear shift of SW frequency, which is found to be nonreciprocal with different 

sign of nonreciprocity compared to linear SW spectrum. As a consequence, with an increase of SW amplitude, 

SW spectrum becomes less nonreciprocal, as shown in Fig. 1. This dependence could be used in the 

development of power-dependent nonreciprocal SW devices.  

 

Fig. 1. Spectra of spin waves in Py/Pt nanowire at different spin-wave amplitude a ~ Mx/Ms: a << 1 

(solid line), a = 0.6 (dashed), a = 0.8 (dotted); Py thickness 1 nm, external field 0.2 T. 
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We develop a theory, which explain temperature dependence of the magnetization of ultrathin Co magnetic 

films with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy. Our theory reasonably well describes experimental data. We 

investigate the transition from pure 2D system to 3D magnetic films.  

 

 Ultrathin ferromagnetic films with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy and intrinsic chiral interaction 

attract much interest from both theoretical and application point of view. Such film supports chiral magnetic 

objects [1,2], which  promise to become new fundamental units for logic and memory devices [3-5]. 

Recently, major advances were achieved by demonstrating room temperature skyrmions in such systems. 

The type of object, which can be realized in the system, as well as its fundamental properties, like size and 

mobility, are given by intrinsic magnetic parameters, which are to a large extent unknown, especially in the 

ultrathin film limit. 

 The energy density of ultrathin magnetic films with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy writes as 

2
2.

2 2
z

A K
F M

x

 
   

 

M
                                                              (1) 

The temperature dependence of the magnetic moment of a sample  SM T  can be calculated within the spin-

wave approach  ( ) 0S SM T M T     SM T  Bg n  ,  where g  is a Lande factor, 
kk

n n rr                                                                     

is a number of magnons in the sample,   
1

exp 1Bk
n k k T


   
 

r h  is the magnon occupation number,  k  

is a dispersion law, Bk  is the Boltzmann parameter and the summation is performed over eigenstates of spin 

waves within the first Brillouin zone. We consider a film, where xL , yL  denote a size of film plane and 

z CoL t  is a thickness of a film. The change of the magnetic moment per unit volume is 

( )
( ) .S

x y z

M T
M T

L L L


                                                           (2)                                                         

 There are two external parameters the gap 0  and the exchange parameter, which enter to the 

dispersion law. The gap can be calculated via the anisotropy field 0 KH   . The exchange parameter A  is 

considered as a fitting parameter.  

 We fabricate ultrathin magnetic Co(0.6 – 0.9 nm) films by magnetron sputtering. The samples are 

characterized using combined magneto-optical Kerr effect microscopy and integral magnetometry to 

determine the effective anisotropy field at room temperature as well as the temperature dependences of the 

magnetization. We demonstrate that the calculated temperature dependences of ( )M T  reasonably well 

explain experimental data.  

 For temperatures 0 1Bk T h ? , the temperature dependence of the ultrathin ferromagnetic films 

with perpendicular magnetic anisotropy can be described by an analytical formula  

0

ln .
2

B B Bk T k T
M

d


 

 h h
                                                           (3) 
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 We analyze the thickness dependence of the change of the magnetic moment at fixed temperature. 

We chose a sample of the plane size 400x yL L a   , where a  is a lattice constant, and performing direct 

summation we calculate M for different number of monolayers. The results are presented in fig. 1. 

 

  
 

Figure 1. The thickness dependence of the change of the magnetic moment M  at room temperature 

300T K  for the plane size 400x yL L a   . 

 

 M  decreases with increasing of a Co film thickness. This corresponds to a transition from a pure 

2D behavior, described by (3), to 3D behavior of the film, described by Bloch law. 
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Propagation of surface magnetic polaritons at metal-uniaxial ferrite in strip domain state without 

magnetized field was observed. Analytical expressions for real and imaginary part of longitudinal 

wavenumber for polariton with losses in both metal and ferrite were obtained. 

Introduction 

Surface polaritons at metal-vacuum surface are actively investigated [1]. At optical range, they 

characterized by micron lengths of propagation, though at microwave it can be reach kilometers. From the 

other side the existence of metal and dielectric don’t allow to control parameters of this polaritons. By 

replacing dielectric to ferrite such principle opportunity will appear. The propose of the work is to describe 

the magnetic polaritons propagation in metal-ferrite in stripe domain state structure. 

Theory 

Keep account on the structure which consist of semiinfinite metal and ferrite parts and its common 

surface was shown in Fig. 1. Electromagnetic fields have nonzero components 𝐸𝑥 , 𝐸𝑧, 𝐻𝑦. 

 

Fig. 1. Metal –ferrite strip domain structure 

Due to the Drude's theory for free electron dielectric permeability of metals has real and imaginary parts 

[1] 
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The analysis similar for metal-dielectric structure [1] can be done for mention above metal-ferrite 

structure. As a result can be found a longitudinal wavenumber for surface polariton. 
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where f  – dielectric constant of ferrite. If lay 22 1 =  that true for dielectric, result is redused to well 

known dispersion relation for surface polaritons. By substitution real and imaginary part of permeability for 

metal and permittivity for ferrite can be found analytical solution for longitudinal wavenumber z z zk k ik = +   

( )( )2 2 2 2
2
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2 2 2 2
,

2
z z
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where 
2 2

22 22( ( ) 2 )f m m m f m mA               = − − − , 
2 2 2

22 22( (2 ) ( ))f m m f m mС             = − − + −   

2 2 2
m m fB    = − −  2 m mD   = −  and sign “+” before first fraction related to 2

zk   and “-“ to 2
zk  . 

Result of numerical solution for longitudinal wavenumber for structure aluminum – barium 

hexaferrites was shown in Fig.2. 

 

Fig. 2.Dispersion dependence of longitudinal wavenumber for magnetic polariton in aluminum – barium 

hexaferrites structure 

In addition to the typical dependence for the optical range, there is a difference in the microwave range by 

the magnetic nature of ferrite.  

Conclusions 

Analytical solution for longitudinal wavenumber for surface polaritons at metal uniaxial ferrite in 

stripe domain state structure was obtained. Spectrum of surface magnetic polaritons consist of two branches 

in opposite to traditional one branches for metal-dielectric structures. First branch is at optical ranges. 

Fundamentaly new there is a branch at microwave which related to surface magnetic plazmon polaritons. 
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The discrepancy between the calculated and experimental values of the phase transformation start tem-

perature displacement in Fe-Ni invar alloys under the influence of a high magnetic field is discussed. Re-

placement of a part of nickel with manganese enhances the efficiency of the field effect. It is assumed that the 

observed effect is associated with the inhomogeneous magnetic structure of the fcc phase (austenite) due to 

the competition of positive and negative exchange interactions between the components of the alloy. Magnet-

ic inhomogeneity obviously leads to heterogeneity of the austenite composition and the appearence of re-

gions of preferred nucleation of the bcc phase (martensite) which occurs according to the “athermal” kinet-

ics when the temperature decreases. 

 

The feature of the martensitic γ → α - transformation (MT) in the iron-based alloys is the presence of two 

fundamentally different kinetics of transformation: isothermal and athermal. The change in the kinetics of 

MT was found for alloys that exhibit invar properties (Fe‒Ni, Fe–Pt) and for Fe–Ni-based alloys with a third 

component, such as manganese, molybdenum cobalt, chromium, and carbon. The reason why in many sys-

tems of iron alloys, or even in the same alloy, there are different types of MT has not been established and 

even rational considerations are not expressed on this subject. The nucleation of martensite in the case of an 

isothermal transformation obviously occurs on the crystal structure imperfections of the initial phase. An 

example of an athermal transformation model in dilute solid solutions and, in particular, in the Fe–C system 

is the fluctuation model of static local composition inhomogeneities in austenite with a small amount of dis-

solved element (“enriched with iron atoms”, see [1]). The main objection of this model was the statement 

about the absence of composition fluctuations in concentrated solid solutions, for example, in Fe-Ni alloys. 

An important stage in understanding the nature of martensitic transformation in iron-based alloys was de-

tection and investigation of the effect of high magnetic field on MT. It was established that a high pulsed 

magnetic field can result in the formation of athermal martensite even in alloys with typically isothermal 

transformation under cooling. The main mechanisms of the effect of magnetic field on the martensitic trans-

formation were found. 

The effect of high pulsed magnetic field on the martensitic transformation in Fe–Ni and Fe–Ni–Mn alloys 

characterized by dual kinetics is discussed. The region of the athermal reaction in Fe-Ni alloys below the 

isothermal MT interval is determined. It is shown that the effect of a pulsed magnetic field on the athermal 

MT in Fe-Ni alloys is the greater, the higher the concentration of iron atoms in them and the lower the mar-

tensitic point. Attention is drawn to the discrepancy between the theoretical estimates of the martensitic point 

displacement in a magnetic field and the values obtained in the experiment (table 1) [2, 3]. 

 

Table 1. Comparison of experimental and calculated changes of martensite point (𝑀𝑠
𝑎𝑡ℎ ) for the Fe–Ni and 

Fe–Ni–Mn alloys in pulsed magnetic field of 28 MA/m (350 kOe) 

Alloys, 
wt.% 

Fe, 

wt.% 

Fe+Mn, 

wt.% 

q, J/m3 

108 
𝑀𝑆

𝑎𝑡ℎ, 

К 

Δ𝑀𝑆, К 

Exper. 

Δ𝑀𝑆 , К 

Theory 

𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚.

𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑦
 

Fe-30Ni 70 70 2,2 240 70  82 0,85 

Fe-27,7Ni 72,3 72,3 2,2 177 153 61 2,5 

Fe-23,6Ni-3,3Mn 73,1 76,4 2,0 30 182 10 18,2 

Fe-23,6Ni-3,6Mn 72,8 76,4 - -28 175+28  - 203/? 
 

The magnetic structure of the γ-phase and its inhomogeneous state are considered; the role of spontaneous 

and paraprocess magnetostriction in phase transformating is estimated. It is suggested that in the invar Fe-Ni 

alloy with double kinetics the athermal MT in a pulsed magnetic field occurs as a magnetic first kind phase 

transformation. 

The possibility of athermal martensite nucleation at the direct and reverse transformation on magnetic 

(concentration) inhomogeneities in austenite with disoriented magnetic moments (antiferromagnetic contri-
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bution) in local regions that allow coherent conjugation at the phase interface is analyzed. It may be local 

areas enriched with iron atoms. They also have a relatively higher thermodynamic stimulus of transformation 

and in the absence of a magnetic field. 

Thus [2, 3], the higher the iron concentration in the Fe–Ni alloys and the lower the transformation tem-

perature,the higher the effect of high pulsed magnetic field on the shift of martensite temperature of the al-

loys. This can be explained by the increase in the antiferromagnetic component in the fcc phase at the ex-

pense of an increase in the number of iron atoms in the nearest neighboring environment of iron. 

The athermal transformation in invar Fe–Ni alloys with a nickel content of less than Сcr = 29.5 wt % (with 

an iron content) and in Fe–(23–24)Ni–(3–4)Mn alloys in a pulsed magnetic field is likely to be the firstorder 

magnetic phase transformation. 

 The nucleation of martensite in Fe–Ni alloys in a high pulsed magnetic field preferably occurs within the 

solid-solution austenite areas characterized by high disordering of atomic magnetic moments since the areas 

exhibit the minimum hysteresis of the γ ↔ α transition. These local areas are likely to be ironenriched. They 

also have relatively higher thermodynamic stimulus of transformation even in the absence of magnetic fields. 

 The alloying of Fe–Ni invar compositions with small amounts of other elements (in particular with man-

ganese) allows the athermal character of martensitic transformation to be retained within certain temperature 

and composition ranges. 
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First-principles density functional theory calculations were performed in order to investigate the 

stability and electronic properties of new two-dimensional (2D) Haeckelite BeO structure (containing 8-4 

membered rings). The optimized geometry, band-structure, local density of states (LDOS), binding energy, 

and charge density were calculated. We revealed that BeO Haeckelite structure demonstrates dielectric 

behaviour and characterizes by an indirect band gap. Furthermore, the influence of the strain on the 

formation, stability and electronic properties of 2D BeO sheet is discussed.  

 

The two-dimensional (2D) materials have drawn great attention in material science due to their exotic 

electronic properties [1]. II-VI semiconductors are interesting candidate materials for the tailoring of two 

dimensional (2D) graphene-like structures [2]. Recently, a two-dimensional BeO honeycomb monolayer on 

Mo(112) support was obtained [3]. Extensive efforts have been made to discover new 2D materials. The 

alternative two-dimensional materials like several graphene allotropes, GaN, and NbS2 haeckelites have been 

predicted to be stable by using theoretical investigation. Haeckelite-like structures and line defects also have 

been observed in different materials free and on support. These new 2D materials have attracted interest in 

opening the possibility to find semiconductor materials with unexplored properties.  

The aim of this work was to obtain the electronic properties of two-dimensional Haeckelite BeO 

structure by using first-principles density functional theory calculations.  

The calculations have been performed based on the density functional theory (DFT with periodic 

boundary conditions as implemented in the ABINIT package [4]. For the exchange-correlation interaction, 

the generalized gradient (GGA) approximation with Perdew – Burke – Ernzerhof (PBE) [5] functionals have 

been considered. Troullier-Martins norm-conserving pseudopotentials have been used. An energy cut-off of 

36 Ha was used. The Brillouin zone was sampled by (12 x 12 x 1) Monkhorst – Pack k-mesh. The Broyden 

structural optimization method is used to optimize the geometry and the atomic positions are relaxed until 

the force on each atom is less than 0.05 eV/Å. Electronic minimization was performed with a tolerance of 

10‐5 eV. A vacuum gap was taken 12 Å for geometry optimization calculation.  

The geometry of the BeO haeckelite monolayer with octagonal and square rings are depicted in Fig.1a,. 

The interatomic distances between Be and O atoms are 1.48 and 1.56 Å. The lattice parameter is found to be 

5.20 Å. 

The band structure and DOS for the free BeO monolayer are shown in Fig.1b,c, respectively. The 

conduction band minimum is at Gamma point. The valence band maximum locates in two different points 

(Fig.1b). The indirect band gap for the free haeckelite BeO monolayer is found to be 5.48 eV by GGA-PBE 

calculation. The direct band gap at G point was estimated to be 5.71 eV.  

It was shown that BeO Haeckelite monolayer structure demonstrates dielectric properties and 

characterizes by an indirect band gap. Furthermore, the influence of the strain on the stability and electronic 

properties of 2D BeO sheet is discussed. In addition, the catalytic activity of the BeO monolayers was 

investigated. So, the interaction 2D BeO structures with hydrogen, and carbon monoxide molecules were 

simulated. The results were compared with the hexagonal BeO structure.  
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Fig. 1. The optimized BeO Haeckelite (8-4 member rings) structure (a), band structure (b), and density 

of states (DOS) (c).  
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The paper deals with the modeling and optimization of selective characteristics of cut-off filters based on 

nanocomposite metal-dielectric systems. An algorithm based on evolutionary method that can determine 

individual selective characteristic that most approximate to the ideal is offered. 

Priority directions in the development of modern science and technology are research in the field of energy 

efficiency, protection of biological objects from electromagnetic radiation, saving resources. In the applied 

aspect, particular attention is paid to the application of selective systems with given spectral characteristics [1-

4]. Such systems with corresponding selective characteristics are mainly realized in the form of multilayered 

interference structures, which consist of alternately placed thin layers of high-conductivity metals and 

dielectrics. Use of the nanocomposite metal-dielectric structures containing nanosized particles of metal, which 

are distributed in a dielectric matrix, is perspective. These structures surpass the complex traditional multilayer 

systems by the properties [1, 3]. The selective properties of such systems depend on the microstructural 

parameters of the nanocomposite and the values of the electromagnetic parameters of its components. Thus, 

by varying the specified parameters it is possible to set the corresponding selective characteristics. The type of 

selective characteristic determines the effectiveness of the device for solving the corresponding tasks. For 

example, in the case of infrared cut-off filters (IR filters) with energy-saving properties, their effectiveness in 

practice is determined by the following conditions: geographical location of the object; orientation of the object 

relative to the sides of the world; climatic conditions in which the object is located [1]. Therefore, an important 

task is to optimize the microstructural and electromagnetic parameters of the nanocomposite to ensure the 

efficiency of the selective system created on its basis. 

In this paper, the optimization of selective characteristics of IR filters based on nanocomposite metal-

dielectric structures has been carried out. To accomplish this task we choose an evolutionary method of 

optimization [5] that is often used for the solution of similar tasks. The object of the study was the 

nanocomposite metal-dielectric system, which consists of a nanosized silver metal film with a thickness dm 

and an antireflective layer, as which aluminum oxynitride is used. By controlling the technological parameters 

of synthesis it is possible to change its optical properties [6]. As goal function of optimization, it is chosen the 

ideal selective characteristic of the cut-off filters for application in warm climatic conditions: 

𝑅 = {

𝑅 ≈ 0, 𝑖𝑓 𝜆 < 0,78 μm
0 ≲ 𝑅 ≲ 1, 𝑖𝑓 𝜆 = 0,78 μm 

𝑅 ≈ 1, 𝑖𝑓 𝜆 > 0,78 μm
, 𝑇 = {

𝑇 ≈ 1, 𝑖𝑓𝜆 < 0,78 μm
0 ≲ 𝑇 ≲ 1, 𝑖𝑓 𝜆 = 0,78 μm 

𝑇 ≈ 0, 𝑖𝑓𝜆 > 0,78 μm
 (1) 

Optimization is performed for the structure (individual), which consists of a given number of components, 

each of which is characterized by the parameter a. The values that can take a in range from at to ad. At the 

beginning, with the help of a random variable generator, which assigns each component random value a, an 

initial set consisting of N individuals is formed. The next step is to determine the average evaluation function 

Ni

N

i


1
 , where δi – evaluation function of the ith individual. Using the selection operator from this 

plurality, two individuals are selected, in which the value of the evaluation function is less than the average in 

the plurality. In turn, the operator of the change, again using the random variable generator, gradually changes 

the parameter a for these two individuals. As a result, a new plurality is formed, as well as a new average 

evaluation function is determined. In case that new δ less than previous, the cycle begins anew on the basis of 

the received results. Provided that the new δ is larger than the previous, the obtained results are not taken into 

account. Process continues with a set number of iterations p. Thus, the average evaluation function, decreasing 

its value from iteration to iteration, sets the direction of changing the parameter a. As a result, at the end of the 

set number of iterations, there remains a set of individuals with parameters a, whose values are close to the 

ideal. 
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The results of the optimization of selective characteristics of IR filters based on nanocomposite metal-

dielectric systems are presented in fig. 1. Curve 1 corresponds to the metal-dielectric system, with a thickness 

of nanosized silver metal film dm = 10 nm, curve 2 ‒ dm = 20 nm. 

 

Fig. 1. Spectral dependences of reflection coefficient R and transmission coefficient T: 1 ‒ model 

structure with dm = 10 nm; 2 ‒ model structure with dm = 20 nm; dash line is ideal selective characteristic of 

the cut-off filter 

The fig. 1 shows that in the investigated spectral range from 0.2 to 2 μm, the difference between the goal 

function (1) and the curves 1, 2 is about 25%, 15%, respectively. We can see that the obtained selective 

characteristics provide a high degree of transparency in the visible range of 0.38 ÷ 0.78 μm. Therefore, this 

method is an effective tool in solving the problem of optimization of microstructural and electromagnetic 

parameters of energy-efficient cut-off filters based on nanocomposite metal-dielectric structures. 
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We studied the influence of symmetry of the distribution of critical currents in highly inhomogeneous long 

Josephson junctions and stacks with inductive coupling on IV-characteristics and ac power of emission. When 

the distribution is fully symmetrical, only even zero-field steps remain in the IV-curves, whereas in the non-

symmetrical case both odd and even zero-field steps appear. Coherent emission was found at zero-field steps 

of stacks at voltages which correspond to frequencies of the in-phase modes. 

During the last decade the increased attention of researchers was attracted to the construction of sources 

of THz waves on the base of stacks of Josephson junctions. This appears due to the experimentally found effect 

of strong coherent emission of intrinsic Josephson junctions without applied magnetic field [1]. The effect of 

coherent emission is closely connected to the process of the formation of self-induced steps (zero-field steps) 

in IV-characteristics of stacks. We study the influence of symmetry of the distribution of critical currents along 

junctions J(x) on the formation both zero-field steps and coherent emission from stacks of highly 

inhomogeneous junctions. It is known that zero-field steps appear in IV-characteristics of junctions with 

random spread of critical currents [2], and heights of these steps do not depend on frequency in the limit of the 

low quality factor. On the other hand, the height of the zero-field step is proportional to the square of the 

Fourier transformation of J(x) [2], so if J(x) is symmetrical, only even zero-field steps appear [3]. We defined 

J(x) along the half of the junction by the binomial multiplicative process [4]. J(x) in the second half of the 

junction was obtained by means of repeating the same distribution as in the first half (Fig. 1a) or by means of 

the mirror imaging of the distribution in the first half (Fig. 2a). For calculations we used the method described 

in Ref. [5]. All junctions have the length D=100 micrometers and the width 50 micrometers. The critical current 

was Ic=2.1 mA, and the critical voltage was Vc=4.3 mV. The Josephson length of penetration of magnetic field 

was 22.5 micrometers. The velocity of light was c= 6.1107 m/s. The capacitance per unit area was 10-4 F/m2. 

Zero-field steps in the IV-curve of the separate junction are seen at voltages of Fiske steps which correspond 

to frequencies of both odd and even geometrical resonances (Fig. 1b, circles). Values of voltages are defined 

as DcpVp 20  with p=1, 2… is integer, 0  is the quantum of magnetic flux. Emitted from the left end of 

the junction ac power is shown in Fig. 1c (circles). It is seen that there are maxima of emission at zero-field 

steps. IV-curves of the stack of two junctions is shown in Fig. 1b (diamonds, V is voltage over the stack 

normalized on the quantity of junctions). Zero-field steps in this case are split due to the inductive interaction. 

They are defined by expressions  1,, pudp VV , where indicies d and u relates to the anti-phase mode and 

the in-phase mode, correspondingly, and LL f /  with Lf is mutual inductance of junctions and L is the 

inductance of junctions [5]. We used the coupling constant 3.0 . It is seen that heights of maxima from the 

stack is as much as four times larger than those from the single junction. This means the presence of coherent 

modes in a stack [5]. The IV-curves and power of emission for the fully symmetrical distribution of critical 

currents (Fig. 2b, c) have the same particularities as in Fig. 1b, c but only even geometrical resonances remain.  

We conclude that only full symmetry of J(x) provides the appearance of only even zero-field steps in the IV-

curve. 
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Fig. 1. (a)- distribution of critical currents along 

the junction. (b)- IV-characteristic of the separate 

long junction (circles) and of the stack of two 

junctions (diamonds). (c)- the ac power of 

emission from the separate junction(circles) and 

from the stack of two junctions. Resonances are 

shown by arrows. Orders of  resonances are 

marked by numbers.     

Fig. 2. (a)-the symmetrical distribution of critical 

currents along the junction. (b)- IV-characteristic of  

the separate long junction (circles) and the stack of 

two junctions (diamonds). (c)- the ac power of 

emission from the separate junction(circles) and 

from the stack of two junctions. Resonances are 

shown by arrows. Orders of  resonances are marked 

by numbers.     
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The paper investigates hydrogen atoms channeling in non-chiral carbon nanotubes. It is shown that profiles 

of functions of densities probability of hydrogen atoms presence in nanotubes channels calculated accounting 

an angular dispersion, depend essentially on nanotubes radii. 

 

The given paper is the continuation of the cycle of papers (see, for example, references in [1] and references 

in it), where an orientation motion of hydrogen atoms in carbon nanotubes (CNT) is investigated. Proceeding 

from Lennard-Jones one-particle interaction potential      
12 6

4r r r      
  

 (see, for example, [2]), 

where the parameters  and  for the pair C – H equal   3,025 А,   2,06410-3 eV (see [3]), in the frames 

of channeling theory (see, for example, [3]) the following averaged interaction potential of hydrogen atoms 

with CNT is calculated: 
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where 0 60V d  ,  2 1F , ; ;a b c x  – the hyper geometric Gauss function, 5R a   – CNT radius with 

chirality  ,0n , 3 2R an   – CNT radius with chirality  ,n n , 0 3a d , 0 1,42Аd   [5]. Plots of 

potential (1) for some CNT are presented in Fig. 1а, b. 
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Fig. 1. Plots of averaged interaction potentials of hydrogen atoms with non-chiral CNT: (a) – of type  , 0n : 

1)  6,0 , 2)  8,0 , 3)  10,0 ; (b) – of type  ,n n : 1)  6,6 , 2)  8,8 , 3)  10,10 . 

 

Further, in the result of numerical solution of Schrödinger equation in a polar coordinate system, wave 

functions      , exp 2l
n l n li
 

           and their corresponding energy levels are found n l
  are found, 

where 0,1,...l   – an orbit quantum number. After this, using these data, profiles of density possibility of 

hydrogen atoms presence (moving at zero angle to CNT axis with a mean velocity scm105,0 7v  and 

characterized by an angular dispersion mrad5,00  ) in CNT channel accordingly the following formula: 
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where the populations of transverse motion levels  
0

0n lP
 

 averaged by a normal distribution are calculated 

by the following way: 
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Here in (3)  lJ x  – the Bessel function of l  order, ,0l  – the Kronecker symbol, m – a mass of hydrogen 

atom, S – an effective square of CNT transverse cross-section. In Fig. 2а, b, c the plots of function (2) are 

presented correspondingly for CNT with  6,6 ,  8,8  and  10,10  chiralities. 
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Fig. 2. Plots of profile function  
0

   of density probability of hydrogen atom presence in CNT channels, 

correspondingly, with  6,6  – (a),  8,8  – (b)and  10,10  – (c) chiralities. 

 

As it is seen from Fig. 2а, b, c, the function  
0

   for all CNT under investigation has at 0   sharp 

maxima that confirms a focused effect manifestation for channeled neutral hydrogen atoms (for charged ions 

this effect was studied in [6]). Besides, as it is seen from Fig. 2 b, c, at transition to CNT with great radii in the 

regions of potential minima  V   (see Fig. 1b) there are small maxima connected with so-called effect of 

quantum hangup (or as it was analyzed in [7], in these regions a so-called iridescent effect takes place). 

Evidently, that at quite great CNT radii R, and at great angular dispersions 0  as well, a focused effect 

decreases and an iridescent effect, on the contrary, increases. 
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By means of Bekenstein entropy concept and Unruh temperature it is shown that the first and the second 
laws of thermodynamics may be treated as specific connections between the laws of energy conservation in 
the classic mechanics and Robertson-Schrödinger and Heisenberg uncertainty ratios, correspondingly. 
 

As it was shown for the first time in [1], the first and the second laws of thermodynamics may be 
connected, correspondingly, with Robertson-Schrödinher and Heisenberg uncertainty ratios. The given paper 
shows that the laws of thermodynamics may serve as a specific ratios (or bridges) between a classic and 
quantum mechanics. For this, as in [1], let’s take advantage of Bekenstein entropy concepts 

2 BS k mc x∆ = π ∆   (see [2]) and Unruh temperature 2 BT a k с= π  (see [3]), which in [4] were postulated 
for a particle with a mass m , in a distance x∆  from so-called holographic screen of А square. Then, from 
one side, in the result of identical transformations one may realize a transition from expression for a 
complete energy ( )2 2E mx U x= +  (one-dimensional case is considered) to the first law of thermodynamics 

E T S P V∆ = ∆ − ∆  (see, for example, [5]): 
 

( )E mx x U x x∆ = ∆ + ∂ ∂ ∆   → ( )E m x t x t F x∆ = ∆ ∆ ∆ − ∆  → ( )( ) ( )2 2 A АB BE k mc x a k c F x∆ = π ∆ π − ∆   
→ E T S P V∆ = ∆ − ∆ .      (1) 

 
Evidently, if ( ) 0U x = , then formula (1) gives transition from kinetic energy 2 2кE mx=   to the second law 
of thermodynamics 1S E T∆ ∆ =  [5]. From the other side, in the result of identical transformations we’ll do 
the following transition from Heisenberg uncertainty ratio: 
 

2x p∆ ∆ ≥   → ( ) 2x p t t∆ ∆ ∆ ∆ ≥   → 2xma t∆ ∆ ≥   → ( )( )2 2 2B Bk mc x a k c tπ ∆ π ∆ ≥    → 
2T S t∆ ≥ ∆ .       (2) 

 
Deducting from the last uncertainty in (2) the uncertainty 2E t∆ ≥ ∆ , we get again the second law of 
thermodynamics. At last, as it is shown in [1], from Robertson-Schrödinher uncertainties ratio (see, for 

example, [6]) 212 rpx −≥∆∆  , written down for the operators of coordinate and impulse (here r  – the 
correlation coefficient between the values x  and p , which will be different from zero for so-called coherent 
correlation states considered, for example, in [7, 8]), the first law of thermodynamics follows. 
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Implantation of dielectric nanoparticles or point-like radiation defects in the interior of high-Tc 

superconductor (HTS )can significantly improve its characteristics at microwave frequencies. Namely, this 

nanotechnological treatment allows to decrease the microwave surface resistance, Rs , in the Meissner state 

and eliminate Abrikosov vortices oscillations and related energy losses in the mixes state of the film, thus 

decreasing the Abrikosov vortices contribution to the Rs value in the mixed state of HTS film. In the present 

work rf- oscillations of elastic vortex strings, as well as their contribution to the microwave surface resistance, 

are considered for the mixed state of superconducting film with implanted nanoparticles,  providing  point-

like and extended linear pinning sites for oscillating vortices.  . 

Artificially formed defect nanostructure in HTS films 

Implantation of dielectric phase nanoparticles in the interior of high-temperature superconductors (HTS) is 
a modern trend in fabrication of superconducting materials with high current carrying capability [1]. The 
positive role of implanted dielectric nanoparticles, as well as artificially induced point or extended linear 
defects, produced by heavy ion irradiation of superconducting samples [2], consists mainly in enhancement of 
Abrikosov vortices pinning and preventing their dissipative motion under the Lorentz force action caused by 
the transport current flow in superconductor. The pinning effect provided by implanted nanoparticles (or point-
like radiation defects) at definite technological conditions can be enhanced due to self-organization of such a 
zero-dimensional objects in a so called ‘nanorods’, which are linear one-dimensional defects inside a 
superconducting matrix, providing strong pinning of Abrikosov vortices when magnetic field is oriented along 
the linear defect axis [1,2]. Besides that, dielectric nanoparticles (as well as point-like radiation defects) 
implanted in the matrix of HTS film can significantly improve its characteristics at microwave frequencies. 
Namely, these implanted zero-dimensional nanosize objects can decrease the surface resistance in the Meissner 
state and eliminate Abrikosov vortices oscillations and related microwave energy losses, thus decreasing the 
Abrikosov vortices contribution to the Rs value in the mixed state of type-II superconductor [3-5].   

Vortex oscillations and rf-losses in superconductors with strong pinning 

In the present work we develop a phenomenological model for high frequency response of Abrikosov 
vortices in the mixed state of 3D anisotropic superconductor with point-like and/or extended linear (columnar) 
defects in the crystal lattice, which act like strong pinning sites for Abrikosov vortices. We consider vortices 

as elastic strings and calculate the surface resistance Rs(ni, B, , T ) in the linear regime (i.e. at small amplitudes 
of rf  field, Hrf ;  ni – is concentration of point-like defects). At not too high dc magnetic fields B one has for 

the total surface resistance Rs : Rs(ni, B, , T) = Rs,e (ni,, T) + Rs,v(ni, B, , T) , where Rs,e term is due to 
thermally excited quasiparticles, while Rs,v term corresponds to the contribution of oscillating vortices. Using 
phenomenological model for rf vortex dynamics [6] and disregarding collective effects in the vortex ensemble, 
we have obtained expression for Rs,v which resembles contribution of vortex oscillations for the cases, 
schematically shown in Figs.1(a) and 1(b), namely: when elastic vortex strings are strongly pinned by point-
like pinning sites (dielectric nanoparticles or point-like radiation defects), as it is demonstrated in Fig.1(a), and 
in the case of extended linear (columnar) pinning sites – see Fig.1(b). In the latter case one can expect that the 

main contribution to Rs,v , at least at high enough temperatures T  Tc , arises due to thermally exited vortex 
kinks, which connect two parts of the whole vortex line situated on two adjacent neighboring columnar pinning 
sites and can viscously move  along the columns axis (z-axis in Fig.1(b)) under the Lorentz force action [2].  
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Fig. 1.  (a) -  RF oscillations of elastic vortex string pinned by point-like pinning sites;  

(b) - Oscillation of vortex kinks in superconductor with columnar defects. 

 

       For both these cases, corresponding Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) we have obtained expressions for the surface 

resistance Rs,v:   
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Here  n – is the normal state resistivity (T > Tc); Bc2 – is the upper critical field; p –is so called “pinning 

frequency” [6] ;  -is the viscousity coefficient for vortex motion,  - is the vortex self-energy. Incrase in 

nanoparticles concentration leads to decrease in L and growth of p –Fig.1(a), as well as the vortex kink enrgy 
–Fig.1(b), thus leading to the decrease of the surface resistance in accordance with Eq. (1). From Eq.(1) it also 
follows, that there is a significant difference in frequency and temperature dependencies of Rsv for two cases 
under consideration. Obtained results agree well with experiments performed on HTS films [3-5]. 
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The relative grain-boundary energy of undoped silicon films with equiaxed and fibrous structure depending 

on film thickness was determined by the method of grain boundary grooves with the use of atomic force 

microscopy. It was shown that undoped films with equiaxial structure possess the lowest relative grain-

boundary energy; the largest relative energy was observed in fibrous structure. It can be assumed that this is 

due to the different nature of the grain boundaries in these structural modifications. 
 

Silicon films are the subject of intense fundamental and applied research, due to their  wide use  in 

modern microelectronics and solar power. As is known [1], the characteristics of the electronic 

devices that used silicon films are directly connected with the structural properties of the films, in 

particular, their grain boundary and grain boundary joints. The stability of the properties of the grain 

boundaries strongly affects the stability of the element containing silicon films. The most direct 

indicator of the degree of non-equilibrium is grain-boundary energy [2,3]. The lower it is, the more equilibrium 

and, therefore, stable is the structure. 
 
The aim of this work is to estimate the relative grain-boundary energy in undoped silicon films in a wide 

range of thicknesses with be means of atomic force microscopy (AFM). 

 
Nanosilicon films were prepared by low-pressure chemical vapor deposition from a silane/argon mixture. 

Films were deposited on thermally oxidized (100 nm oxide thickness)(100) single-crystal silicon wafers. The 

deposition temperature was equal to 6300C. The film thickness was ranged from 10 to 2200 nm. 
 
The most common way to experimentally probe relative grain-boundary energies is to measure the 

geometry of the grooves that form where the boundaries intersect a free surface. Under the assumption of full 

surface isotropy, the condition for mechanical equilibrium of the triple line is: 
γrel = γb/γs = 2cos(Ψ/2), 

where Ψ is the dihedral angle at the triple line, γs and γb are the surfase energy and grain boundary energy, 

respectively. γrel is the relative dimensionless grain boundary energy. The measurement of grain boundaries 

dihedral angles were performed by AFM. The complete methodology of extracting the values of γrel from the 

AFM data was detailed in [3]. Since the groove sides have a different inclination, the two-corner angle was 

defined as the sum of two angles and which were measured separately: 
 
The advantage of ASM research is the ability to receive and process a large amount of data. 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic geometry of the grain boundary groove 

It has been shown (Table 1) that as the average values of dihedral angles and relative grain boundary energy 

of undoped nanosilicon films strongly depend on film thickness. At thicknesses of 85 nm, a sharp increasing 

of relative grain boundary energy is observed. This behavior correlates with changing of film structure from 

equiaxial to fibrous (at thickness ≥ 70 nm) and appearance of preferred orientation [110] [4]. 
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           Table 1. 

 
Film thickness, nm ΨS, degree γb/γs 

10 148,22 0,54 
50 155,63 0,40 
85 71,64 1,62 

100 169,08 1,18 
1500 141,53 0,66 
2200 116,56 1,06 

 
Analysis of the data showed that the largest dihedral angle and the lowest relative grain-boundary energy 

are observed for undoped silicon films with a equiaxed structure. This is due to the presence in such films of 

a large number of high-angle grain boundaries with low stresses. The small relative grain boundary energy for 

films with a thickness of 100 nm is due to the predominance in these films of twin boundaries of the first order 

with very low energy. In thicker films with a fibrous structure multiple twin boundaries and low-angle 

grain boundaries predominate. Such boundaries contain dislocations with high stress fields. This leads 

to an increase in the relative grain boundary energy. 
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Highly efficient thermal interface materials (TIM) have been created using thin films of aluminum nitride 

(AlN) and were studied with the aim to remove heat from high-power light emitting diodes (LEDs). The 

experimental results for comparative tests of our, AlN-based TIM and industrial TIM in high-power (3 W) 

LED assemblies are presented. 

 

One of the weak points in high-power semiconductor devices is the generated heat. It is known that during 

their operation 70-85% of electricity is converted into heat. This problem can be solved by reducing the thermal 

contact resistance between the source of the heat produced, a chip and the substrate of integrated circuits, a 

radiator. Special thermal-interface materials (TIM) are used for this purpose. The same problems are relevant 

for various electrical devices as well, for example, for light emitting diodes. 

In this contribution we present experimental studies of aluminum-nitride thin films as an effective material 

for a thermal interface in high-power LEDs. As known, aluminum-nitride films have a very high thermal 

conductivity (> 170W/mK for a polycrystalline material, and up to 275 W/mK for single crystals), high 

electrical insulating characteristics (dielectric strength), low thermal expansion, good metallization and 

mechanical strength. 

Fabrication of high-quality nanostructured AlN films was carried out in a vacuum technological 

equipment with unique characteristics which allow to realize low-temperature ion-plasma synthesis of film 

coatings. 

3W LEDs were installed on a multilayer plate consisted of TIM AlN films of a thickness from 3 to 5 μm, 

synthesized on an aluminum base with an area of 200-260 mm2 and a thickness of 1.5 mm. To test the 

effectiveness of the novel TIM, we installed the same LEDs on standard heat-conducting printed circuit boards 

T-101-G with a polyamide film of a thickness of 100 μm as a TIM. 

 

             
Fig. 1. I-V characteristic of the LEDs installed  Fig. 2. I-V characteristic of the LEDs installed 

         on the AlN-film TIM                                               on standard printed circuit boards 

 

By analyzing the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of the LEDs, the heat-conducting properties were 

investigated. Measurement and analysis of the I-V characteristics was carried out according to the following 

method. 

First, the LED assemblies of the two types were placed in a heating cabinet and recorded the I-V 

characteristics at temperatures from 25 °C to 120 °C. The sweep time was 0.5 seconds. Further, at room 

temperature, a constant operating load current (200 mA and 550 mA) was passed through the LED crystal for 

120 sec. During this time, the temperature of the LEDs was stabilized. After that, the I-V characteristic was 

recorded immediately when a current pulse of 0.5 s duration was applied. The next step was a comparison of 

the current-voltage characteristics obtained with a pulse current of 200 mA and 550 mA, and the current-

voltage characteristic measured at different temperatures in the heating cabinet. Thus, the real temperature of 

the LED crystal was determined during its operation. 
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In fig. 1 and 2 shows the experimental I-V characteristics of the LEDs installed at different TIMs. Fig. 1 

corresponds to the installation of the LED on the AlN-film TIM and Fig.2 was obtained usibg the standard 

method of installation on thermally conductive printed circuit boards. Comparing the I-V characteristics it 

become clear that for LEDs mounted on a standard printed circuit board, under the action of a load current of 

550 mA, strong heating is observed, and the crystal temperature rises to 60 - 70 °C. The same load current 

warms up the LED mounted on the substrate from the AlN-film TIM, only up to 23 °C. 

Thus, the results obtained indicate an effective heat removal from a high-power LED using AlN as a TIM, 

comparing with an industrial TIM. 

The publication is based on the research provided by the grant support of the State Fund for Applied 

Research (project № 45/51-18). 
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We fabricated multilayer S1/F-I-S2 type tunnel heterostructures MoRe/Co2CrAl-I-Pb and studied their 

current-voltage characteristics at the 4.2 K. The study of tunnel current between Co2CrAl and Pb electrodes 

has shown that singlet Cooper pairs can be converted into triplet Cooper pairs. When the thickness of 

Co2CrAl spacer is 100 nm may be “shunting effect” of the spin-polarized current injection through the 

tunnel barrier. Spin-polarized tunnel current injection is possible when the thickness of Co2CrAl spacer is 

200 nm. 

 

Thin ferromagnetic films-spacers with a high spin polarization degree are used in spintronic for spin 

polarizers. Of particular interest for these purposes are half-metallic ferromagnet films of Heusler alloys that 

may exhibit conduction electrons with 100% spin polarization. The spacer thickness must be greater than the 

electron spin diffusion length ls. This length in Heusler alloys is in units of nm. Such an approach to 

choosing the spacer thickness may be problematic for superconducting electronics. In superconducting 

devices a current is supplied to the spacer through a superconducting film. The fact is that singlet Cooper 

pairs can be converted into triplet Cooper pairs on the superconductor-ferromagnet interface. The spread of 

the triplet Cooper pairs into the ferromagnet depth are able to produce superconducting current. This 

superconducting current can “shunting” the creating spin-polarized current injection effects in a tunnel 

junction. The depth of triplet pair’s propagations into a ferromagnet ltr can be tens and hundreds nanometers, 

which is much larger than ls. In such cases, the spacer thickness must not be determined by the spin diffusion 

depth ls but by the value ltr. 

The purpose of this work is 

• ascertainment of the possibility of converting singlet Cooper pairs into triplet pairs at the interface of 

the half-metallic ferromagnetic alloy Co2CrAl and superconducting Pb; 

• experimentally determine the possibility of the existence of a “shunting effect” of a current spin-

polarized injection from a ferromagnet through a tunnel barrier; 

• to make the penetration depth of triplet Cooper pairs into a half-metallic ferromagnetic Heusler alloys 

Co2CrAl. 

To solve these problems, we fabricated multilayer S1/F-I-S2 type MoRe/Co2CrAl-I-Pb tunnel 

heterostructures. The current was passed through the struct ure from MoRe superconductor to Pb 

superconductor. We determined the presence of spin-polarized current injection through the tunnel barrier by 

the shape of the current-voltage characteristic of the tunnel contact between Co2CrAl and Pb electrodes [1]. 

The thickness of Co2CrAl films was 100 nm and 200 nm. 

The study of tunnel current between Co2CrAl and Pb electrodes showed that singlet Cooper pairs can be 

converted into triplet Cooper pairs on the interface between the half-metallic ferromagnetic Heusler alloys 

Co2CrAl and Pb superconductor. When the thickness of Co2CrAl spacer is 100 nm may be “shunting effect” 

of the spin-polarized current injection through the tunnel barrier. Spin-polarized current injection is possible 

when the thickness of Co2CrAl spacer is 200 nm.  

Thus, when used in superconducting devices as a spacer-polarizer of half-metallic Heusler alloy films 

their thickness must be at least 200 nm. 

 

[1] E.M. Rudenko, I.V. Korotash, Y.V. Kudryavtsev et al. Low Temp. Phys. 36, 186 (2010); E.M. 

Rudenko, I.V. Korotash, Yu.V. Shlapak et al. Low Temp. Phys. 37, 614 (2011); E.M. Rudenko, I.V. 

Korotash, A.A. Krakovny et al. Low Temp. Phys. 42, 236 (2016). 
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The influence of various kinds of mechanical treatments on the crystal structure of an iron-nickel alloy 

EP718-ID was studied. By the method of X-ray analysis it was shown that the significant changes in structure 

observed in specimens after dispersing. 

 

Introduction 

The tendency of iron-nickel alloys to form a multi-grain in the billets during processing by methods of 

plastic deformation in the surface layer during the cutting and strengthening process is the main factor in 

reducing the strength of the manufactured machine parts. Formation of the dispersed structure in the billets of 

the heat-resistant alloy EP718-ID, which is used for the manufacture of high pressure compressor blades for 

gas turbine engines, will allow to perform further pressure treatment that will not lead to significant 

heterogeneity due to uneven deformation in the volume of the resulting billet. 

Inconel 718 is austenitic alloy. The main phases containing the given alloy are as follows: a solid Ni-Cr 

solution (matrix, γ, face-centered cubic lattice), Ni3Nb (γ'', volumetric tetragonal lattice), Ni3(Al, Ti) (γ', face-

centered lattice), Ni3Ti (η, hexagonal lattice), Ni3Nb (δ, orthorhombic lattice), μ-phases and Laves phases. γ' 

forms a phase of precipitation which is coherent with the γ-matrix and is the main reinforcement phase. At 

elevated temperatures, γ'' becomes unstable and can be converted into δ phase. δ phase is a dishardening 

precipitation, which is usually located on the borders of the grains; it increases the resistance to destruction 

during creep and shifting the grain boundaries. In the alloy, the formation of carbides of type MC and borides 

of type M3B2 (tetragonal lattice), which are located mainly on the boundaries of grains and increase the 

resistance to breakage during creep, is possible. The phases δ, μ and Laves have low ductility, reduce the 

mechanical and corrosion properties of the alloy [1, 2]. 

 

Research method 

The purpose of the study was to study the effect of various kinds of mechanical treatments of an iron-nickel 

alloy on the crystal structure. 

Samples were studied in the following conditions: 

• original bar cutting; 

• after grinding and polishing; 

• after milling; 

• treated with steel balls in an ultrasonic field; 

• after dispersing by an electric explosion method. 

X-ray diffraction analysis of the state of the surface layer was performed on a DRON-3M diffractometer 

using a tube with a copper anode (Kα-line) at an accelerating voltage of 30 kV and a current of 20 mA. The 

data obtained on an X-ray diffractometer were processed in the “Origin” program. 

 

Results and discussion 
Traditional types of machining did not make significant changes in the crystal structure of the surface layer. 

On X-ray diffractograms of the samples after polishing, milling, ultrasonic treatment, the same lines were 

observed as on the initial sample – a bar cut. 

Significant changes were observed after active plastic dispersing using the electric explosion method, Fig.1. 
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Figure 1 – X-ray diffractograms of EP718 alloy in the initial state and after dispersing. 

 

Conclusions 
The results obtained indicate that it is possible to obtain a crystal structure of the EP718 alloy and the 

corresponding mechanical properties by means of a given dispersing. 
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Thin film heterostructures composed of superconducting electrodes (molybdenum rhenium alloy) and a 

nanoscale silicon layer doped with tungsten, have been designed and experimentally studied. The current-

voltage characteristics of junctions exhibiting local maxima of the current against the background of abrupt 

current increases for the first time, were measured in the voltage range of -800 to 800 mV, at temperatures of 

4.2–8 K. The positions of these singularities, which are symmetrical with respect to zero voltage, varied from 

sample to sample within the range of 40–300 mV. With increasing temperature, they became blurred and 

completely vanished with the disappearance of superconductivity in the electrodes. The nature of the observed 

singularities is associated with the properties of electron tunneling through the impurity states localized in the 

semiconducting barrier. 

The process of low-temperature tunneling of quasiparticle excitations in solid-state heterostructures with 

random inhomogeneous barriers, is significantly affected by multiple sub-barrier collisions with scattering 

centers. At the same time, the standard approach based on the idea of electron tunneling through a smooth 

potential barrier, turns out to be unacceptable for cases when the effects of quantum interference turn out to be 

the determining factors for the given configuration of scatterers in a particular sample. The processes of charge 

transport in three-layer systems, metal-insulator-metal (MIM) with a dielectric (or semiconducting) layer, 

containing nanoscale inclusions (impurities or clusters) of conductive material, can be used as an example. If 

the energy of particles incident on the barrier is lower than the energy of the bound states in the impurity 

centers, then we have non-resonant tunneling. In the opposite case, we have the effect of resonant particles 

passing through the barrier. Here, for each energy, unlikely configurations of impurity centers (resonant-

percolation path s1) are implemented, which correspond to the transmission coefficient (transparency) which 

is close to one. Since the transparency of the vast majority of impurity configurations is small, resonant-

percolation paths are the exact determinants of the average transparency of the D barrier layer, which must be 

relatively thick. 

In line Josephson junctions MoRe-Si(W)-MoRe were prepared by magnetron sputtering of targets in a 

stream of argon (at a pressure of about 0.1 Pa), followed by deposition of thin films through metal masks onto 

polycrystalline Al2O3 substrates. The molybdenum rhenium alloy layers were deposited on the substrate at 

room temperature and had a Tc ~  9K. Tungsten-doped silicon films were deposited by modular sputtering of 

the target in an argon stream, wherein the target consisted of a silicon Si wafer, with several tungsten wires 

0.3mm in diameter being arranged on top. By changing the number of wires on the target, we were able to 

change the tungsten concentration in the silicon interlayer.  The thickness of the MoRe layers that served as 

the upper and lower electrodes of the Josephson junctions MoRe- Si(W)-MoRe, was 100–150 nm, and the 

thickness of the semiconductor barrier ranged from 5–20 nm. Experimental analysis of the silicon surface layer 

doped with tungsten is implemented by means of a Tesla scanning electron microscope with a resolution of 2 

nm. Even with this type of resolution the surface of the Si(W) layer looked very smooth and uniform without 

any signs of tungsten clusters, which apparently indicates that the size of the W clusters is very small (smaller 

than 5 nm). A simultaneously performed study of the Si(W) film composition using roentgen microanalysis 

combined with SEM has shown that  essentially, there was no tungsten in the Si(W), and that  small amounts 

of tungsten were present only in some areas, which is where the W clusters were likely located. The effect of 

temperature on the further discussed singularity along the tunnel curves was studied by incubating the sample 

in helium  vapor when the heat sink of the generated Joule heating  is worse in comparison to when the sample 

is immersed in liquid helium. We will also note that the excess heat load on the thicker barrier can be higher 

due to the increase in the power it generates.  
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As was in the case of relatively high concentrations of tungsten cW > 6 at. % we observed current-voltage 

curves, which demonstrated not only a superconducting component of the current Is in the absence of a voltage 

drop across the junction, but also the presence of a sufficiently large excess current Iexc. These two factors 

unambiguously indicate that the Si(W) layer is highly transparent, since the manifestation of both Is and Iexc is 

a result of the fact that the electron transmission coefficient through the barrier layer is close to one. 

We will now discuss the experimental results obtained for the tungsten concentrations cW ~ 4 at. % and 

measured in the voltage range of -800 to 800 mV at temperatures ranging from 4.2–7.5 K. In these samples 

neither supercurrent nor excess current were observed, and the current voltage characteristics looked unusual, 

possessing shapes that are not observed in traditional SIS tunnel junctions. The shapes of the obtained I-V 

curves are reminiscent of the corresponding characteristics for MIM tunnel junctions with a localized impurity 

inside the barrier which are predicted by Matveev and Larkin [1]. The problem they investigated assumes that 

the position of the impurity in the barrier is asymmetric—that it is displaced close to the left electrode, for 

example, so that the probability of tunneling to the appropriate local level from the left electrode is much 

higher than the probability of going toward the right electrode, which determines the tunneling current through 

the given structure. The standard theory of tunneling through an energy level Ei localized in the barrier is based 

on the one-electron approximation and predicts a stepwise increase of the tunneling current when the voltage 

is V~Vth, when the Fermi level of the right electrode becomes equal to the value of Ei. However, this approach 

ignores the Coulomb interaction between the electron located in the impurity level (for example, positively 

charged impurity or cluster), and the conduction electrons in the metal plates of the tunnel junctions. In this 

case the total charge of the impurity and the electron that came from the left electrode is equal to zero.  

Thus we have investigated three-layer film tunnel junctions MoRe-Si(W)-MoRe, in which the tunneling 

is performed mainly though one nanocluster, offset from the center toward one of the electrodes. The 

asymmetry of the location of such a cluster and the interaction of the tunneling electron with the conduction 

electrons of one of the metal plates leads to appearance of the resonant peculiarity on the current-voltage 

characteristics in the temperature range of 4.2–7 K, which is absent if the electrodes transition to a normal 

state. In order to amplify this singularity we first used a superconducting injector, which allowed us to observe 

the local maximum in the tunnel current against the background of its abrupt growth. It disappeared when the 

measurement temperature approached the critical temperature of the superconducting transition of 

molybdenum-rhenium alloy, which was used as the lining of the test tunnel junctions.  
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We have studied transport characteristics of random binary networks composed of d-wave superconductor 

Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3O6+xmicroparticles and half-metallic ferromagnet La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 (LSMO) nanoparticles. Double 

resistive percolation transition (superconductor–metal–semiconductor) for nanocomposites with the LSMO 

volume fraction below 30% was observed. We argue that the constituent particle geometrical size and indirect 

interaction via superconducting proximity effect play a crucial role in realizing necessary conditions enabling 

the percolation transitions in the nanocomposites under consideration. 

Hybrid half-metallic ferromagnet (hmF)/superconductor (SC) random composite structures can enable 

new intelligently tailored functionalities and have gained attention at present as new functional materials. 

Unusual transport properties of this type of nanocomposites bear much fundamental interest and make their 

promise for applications, e.g. as novel functional materials for microwave radiation detection. 

We studied percolation transitions in random binary nanocomposite, which have been composed of cuprate 

superconductor Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3O6+x (Bi-2223) microparticles and hmFLa0.7Sr0.3MnO3 (LSMO) nanoparticles. 

Namely, we designed and fabricated a number of hybrid nanocrystalline samples (films) by combining with 

different volume ratios of the hmF and d-wave SC components. This allowed us to investigate percolation 

effects in electrical transport properties of the nanocomposites. 

 

Fig. 1.(a) dependence of the LSMO:Bi-2223 nanocomposite resistivity on the volume content of LSMO; 

T = 300K, both in linear and logarithmic scales; (b) temperature dependences of the nanocomposites 

resistivity below TP for 20, 25, 30, 40, and 50 vol.% of LSMO. 

Specific feature of the composites is that the high-Tc SC used was a powder with a grain size 5-15 μm, 

while the manganite LSMO was a nanopowder with a particle size 20 - 30 nm. Samples of different 

composition were prepared according to the volume fraction, percentagewise, of the components Bi-

2223:LSMO = 80:20, 75:25, 70:30,60:40, 50:50. 

We considered the dependence of nanocomposite resistivity on the volume content of LSMO.As you can 

see from Fig. 1(a), at T = 300 K, a rapid change in the samples resistivity occurs in the vicinity of about 20 

vol.% of LSMO. At fixed temperature, the resistance is controlled by a tunneling process and can be described 
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as𝑅 = 𝑅0𝑒
𝑟𝑖𝑗/ζ,here R0 is a constant (or a weak function of the LSMO volume content), ζ is the characteristic 

tunneling length, and rij is the minimal distance between two Bi-2223 particle`s surfaces. This is due to the 

fact that each Bi-2223 grain is ‘enveloped’ by LSMO nanoparticles.Thus the nanocomposites resistance 

behavior on the LSMO concentration, R(VLSMO) is compatible with the tunneling-percolation model 

[1].According to Ref. [1], in the intermediate regime between the percolation-like and the hopping-like 

electronic processes the current between particles is a continuous function of the interparticle distances. Thus 

the resulting conductance of a nanocomposite decays exponentially with these distances and does not imply 

any sharp cutoff or threshold. A significant deviation of R(VLSMO) from the conventional percolation theory 

that predicts a power-law behavior of the conductance is able to ascribe to a large geometric disparity between 

the components and a polaron-type conductivity of half-metallic manganites. 

Figure 1(b) shows the temperature dependences of the nanocomposites resistivity for samples with 

different volume content of LSMO. The addition of already 20 vol.% of LSMO significantly broadens the 

resistive superconducting transition R(T) of the nanocomposite. The resistance of the sample with 40 vol.% of 

LSMO nanoparticles remains finite in the whole investigated temperature range, although the onset of the R(T) 

reduction matches the Tc of Bi-2223.The superconducting transition temperature splits in two critical 

temperatures Tc1 and Tc2 along with a broadening of overall superconducting transition. The first one,Tc1, marks 

the superconductivity of Bi-2223 grains whereas the grain boundary remains normal. At the second one, Tc2, 

grains boundaries also become superconducting. Below a superconducting transitionTc1an indirect (via 

proximity effect) coupling between constituent components enters into a force. Proximity effect possesses 

several specific peculiarities.It (i) causes significant broadening of the nanocomposites transition to a 

superconducting state, and (ii) generatesan unconventional (triplet) superconducting state of the coupled d-

wave superconductor/ferromagnet structure. 

Conclusions 

It was found that the classical percolation theory is strongly affected by both a large geometrical disparity 

between components and the superconducting proximity effect. Double resistive percolation transition 

(superconductor–metal–semiconductor) is observed for nanocomposites with the volume fraction of LSMO 

below 30%. The observed behavior is due to two different effective length scales which reflect a two-level 

scale interaction in the system. One is determined by a geometric disparity between the constituent 

components, whereas another length scale arises due to proximity effect. The constituent particle geometrical 

size and indirect interaction via proximity effect play a crucial role in achieving the necessary conditions 

enabling the percolation transitions in the nanocomposites under consideration. 
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The work shows the spalling of single-crystal Si, caused by electrolytic saturation with Hydrogen. 

Electrolytic saturation of Si samples with Hydrogen was carried out after irradiation with H + ions. The 
electrolytical saturation by Hydrogen was carried out after irradiation by H+ ions . The electrolysis carried 
out in H2SO4 water solution. By electrolytical Hydrogen saturation the Si surface spalling was observed. 
SEM photos of the samples after irradiation before and after electrolysis confirm that spallation occurs 
along the layer with the highest hydrogen concentration. 

Introduction 
Silicon remains at present the main material of the electronics industry. Therefore, the development of 

silicon processing technologies is very important. One of such technologies is the technology of smart cards. 
This technology bases on irradiation of silicon surfaces with ions to separate the surface layer. Usually the 
separation of the surface of Si occurs at an irradiation dose exceeding the dose of 1017 ion / cm2 [1]. The 
purpose of this paper is to show that the separation of the surface layer of silicon becomes possible when 
irradiating by much lower dose if the technology supplemented by the subsequent saturation of the sample 
with hydrogen. 

Experimental ditals 
In our work the samples of monocrystallic Si were irradiated by H+ ions with energy 1.5 MeV and 

energy dispersion lower than <150 eV. The integrated proton doses ranged from 2×1014 ions/cm2 and were 
on several orders lower than the dose required for the Si surface to split off. The electrolytic saturation of the 
sample by Hydrogen has carried out through the irradiated surface. The side surfaces of the silicon sample 
had two metallic gold contacts. The irradiated surface of the sample was located between two contacts. The 
metal contacts were isolated from the electrolyte. The irradiated Si surface used as a cathode, and the carbon 
electrode was an anode. For electrolysis, a 10% aqueous solution of H2SO4 was used with the addition of 2% 
KF. The current of electrolytic saturation of silicon by Hydrogen was 1 mA. After electrolysis during the 20 
min, the Si surface was spall along the gold contacts. Images of the cathode before electrolytic saturation and 
after the flaking of sample surface are presented on Fig.1A and Fig.1B correspondingly. 

A  B  
Fig.1A,B. Photos of H+ irradiated monocrystallic Si samples A- before electrolytical  

saturation and B- after flaking caused by electrolytical saturation with Hydrogen. 

Discussion 
The results of calculations performed using the mathematical package SRIM are presented in Fig. 2. We 

see that vacancies arise at the sites of the crystal lattice of silicon in the path of proton motion (Fig. 2A). The 
maximum of vacancies is at the end of the proton motion. The maximum doping by hydrogen of silicon after 
irradiation is also at the end of the proton motion (Fig. 2B). Irradiation of the surface of a sample of silicon 
leads to the appearance of a narrow layer under the surface with a high concentration of Hydrogen and 
defects in the crystal lattice. This layer has a thickness of ≈ 2 μm, and lies below the surface at a calculated 
depth ≈ 30 μm. The SEM photo of the sample after irradiation before electrolysis (Fig. 3A) also confirms 
this. In Fig. 3 shows SEM photographs of samples of Si irradiated with protons with an energy of 1.5 MeV 
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before electrolytic saturation with hydrogen and the same samples after saturation. Defects are known to be 
good hydrogen traps. Electrolysis of the sample after irradiation with protons promotes saturation of the 
supports with hydrogen. The hydrogen pressure in the pores exceeds the mechanical strength of the material 
[2]. A comparison of the photo shows that the spalling of a part of the surface of the Si samples passed 
mainly along a thin layer in a sample with a high defect concentration after irradiation. 

                     
Fig.2A Distributions by depth of Si vacancies.    Fig.2B. H+ ions depth distribution 

                    

Fig.3. SEM photos (x1000 monocrystallic Si samples): A – after H+ irradiation before electrolysis, 
B - after electrolytical saturation with Hydrogen. 

Conclusion 
An analysis of the results obtained suggests that the electrolytic hydrogen saturation of single-crystal Si, 

previously irradiated with protons with a small radiation dose, is an effective method for flaking the sample 
surface. The surface of Si is flak through a layer with the greatest concentration of radiation defects. 
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By means of the method of volt-ampere characteristics, we have investigated the flow of a current pulse 

with a density of 105 A/cm2 through a directly biased p-n junction of the field effect transistor. Using a special 

current generator, a transistor in the forward direction relative to the p-n junction was subjected to a single 

rectangular current pulse. The I(V) characteristics with an S-shaped region was obtained. 

Introduction 

Subsequent microiminurization of semiconductor devices and large integrated circuits with the use of 

micro and nanotechnology, a problem arises that is associated with an increase in the current density while 

maintaining its absolute values. Reducing the size of the working elements of the chips leads to a significant 

increase in the density of the current to an order of 105 A/cm2. This stimulates the emergence of new effects in 

semiconductors, which limit their operating range [1-3]. Research of such effects is relevant and of interest 

both for developers of modern semiconductor devices and for physicists. 

The purpose of this work is to study the flow of an impulse of current of extreme density when direct 

biasing of the p-n junction of the transistor, provided that the thickness of the working layer of silicon is less 

than the layer of depletion in it and the presence of the structures of the so-called "rear gate" ("back gate") 

type. 

A single rectangular current pulse was passed by from a special current generator through the SOI 

transistor biased in the forward direction relative to the p-n junction. The duration of the pulse was adjusted in 

the range from 10 μs to 1 sec. In the study of the kinetics of the change in voltage drop at the beginning of the 

current pulse, its duration varied from 20 μs to 200 μs. 
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Fig. 1 Oscillograms of the voltage drop on the SOI transistor 

For maximum and minimum values of voltage drop, the volt-ampere characteristics for different moments 

of time were constructed. Simultaneously with the passage of the current pulse it was possible to observe the 

transistor with the help of a microscope. In this case, the duration of the current pulse was set so that it would 

be possible to see the glow of its cord. This duration was 10 ms – 100 msec. 

As can be seen from oscillograms in Fig. 1, for small currents the voltage drop repeated rectangular shape 

of the current pulse (osc. 1-3). The increase in the amplitude of the current pulse led to an increase in the 

voltage drop at the end of the pulse (osc. 4, 5), the subsequent formation of the peak and, the displacement of 

the peak before the pulse (osc. 6-10). On oscillograms 8-10 there is an appearance of additional transients. 

Additional voltage minima appear between the peak current and its stationary value. After forming the peak 

of the voltage, the value of its drop at the end of the pulse is stabilized and becomes constant in time. In some 

structures, with the increase in the amplitude of the current pulse, also the stabilization of the value of the 

voltage drop has occurred. 
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As can be seen from Fig. 2, the I(V) characteristic has several areas. Until the peak of the voltage is 

observed, the I(V) has a standard appearance (section A of curve 1 and 2). After the appearance of the voltage 

peak on the I(V), an S-shaped region appears (section B of curve 1). Next, it passes into an area with increasing 

voltage (section C of curve 1), and after it - into the second S-shaped region (section D of curve 1). 

 

Fig. 2 Volt-ampere characteristics of the SOI transistor 

The I(V) characteristic, shown by curve 2, is constructed for maximum values of the voltage drop, that is, 

for peak voltage. There are no S-shaped sites on it. 

From the literature [4] it is known that in a system with the S-shaped characteristic there should be a current 

cord. This cord starts shunting a part of the base area, which leads to a voltage drop on it. Increasing the current 

within certain limits does not change the value of the voltage drop. This, perhaps, is due to the fact that when 

increasing the current, the diameter of the cord increases. 

The second jump of the voltage is associated with the appearance of the second cord of current, which is 

located at a certain distance from the first. According to [4], in such systems there should be stratification of 

the current on the cords. It can be assumed that in a broad and short sample, there may be significantly more 

cords. 

Conclusions 

The conducted studies of the passage of the current pulse with high density showed the emergence of an 

S-shaped region on the I(V) of the SOI transistor. After the appearance of the S-shaped area, the appearance 

of one full current cord and the nucleation of several more cords is visually observed. 
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The set of pure and doped with aluminum and tellurium ZnSe crystals were grown by the Bridgman 

method. The studied samples under X-ray and photoexcitation reveal visible luminescence related with 

excitons and emission centers created on the base of zinc and selenium vacancies. The electronic band 

structures of ideal and defect-containing crystals were calculated by the Full-Potential Linear Augmented 

Plane Wave (FLAPW) method. The Al and Te dopants have different impact on band edges regions of ZnSe 

electronic structure.  

Introduction 

Rare event processes are of high importance for understanding of fundamental problems in physics of high-

energy particles. It is generally accepted the combining of source of neutrinoless double-beta decay and 

detector of this process in the same crystal allow to achieve a higher probability of rare event registration. The 

most perspective tools for suchlike experiments are cryogenic scintillation bolometers with simultaneous 

measurement of bolometric and scintillation signals. Such tools can be made on the base of ZnSe crystals 

because of its good thermal properties and the fact that 82Se isotope is a candidate for neutrinoless double-beta 

decay. Special attention is paid to purity of ZnSe synthesized raw materials and grown crystals, and the 

presence of various defects that affect the scintillation characteristics. The structure of point defects can be 

controlled by doping with isovalent and polyvalent impurities. Such the method is easy to realize when growing 

crystals from the melt. In the same time electronic band structure calculations afford an opportunity to estimate 

the effect of various defects on the optical properties of crystals. A combination of such calculations with 

experimental optical spectroscopy studies can clarify the question regarding the influence of various defects 

on the optical and scintillation properties of ZnSe crystals.  

Results and discussions 

ZnSe experimental samples, both pure and doped with controlled impurities Te (CTe = 0.3 %) and Al (CAl 

= 0.05 %), were grown by Bridgman method. As a raw material, we used ZnSe, obtained by gas-phase 

synthesis with 5N purity and CVD method with 6N purity. The X-ray luminescence spectra of the samples 

were measured at the room temperature. For ZnSe(Al) and ZnSe(Te) samples wide luminescence bands with 

max = 600 nm and max = 640 nm, respectively (Fig. 1a), were observed. The shift of the luminescence 

maximum indicates a different contribution of elementary bands with different structure of luminescence 

defect centers: (Zni
*VZn

--TeSe
*), (Zni

*VZn
--Al+

Zn), (Zni
*VZn

--OSe
*). Photoluminescence spectra for undoped ZnSe 

crystals studied before and after annealing are shown on Fig. 1b. There are 3 different regions can be selected: 

1) excitons luminescence laying at band edge region near 440 nm; 2) intrinsic emission near 460 nm related 

with zinc and selenium vacancies; 3) donor-acceptor pair recombination with involving of shell levels near 

conduction band. 

The geometry optimized calculations of the electronic band structures and optical constants of ideal and 

defect-containing ZnSe crystals were performed in a supercell approach using the FP-LAPW method [1]. The 

3x3x3 supercells were chosen for calculations and the studied defects were: a) substitutional defects of Al 

atoms on Zn positions, Te or O atoms on Se positions; b) vacancies of Zn and Se; c) combinations of the 

abovementioned defects. The partial densities of states and the linear optical properties (including absorbance 

and reflectance spectra) were calculated.  
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Calculated partial densities of the states for undoped ZnSe and ZnSe(Al) and ZnSe(Te) crystals are shown 

on Fig.2. It is seen that Al and Te have significantly different influence on zinc selenide electronic band 

structure. In the case of pure samples top of the valence band (TVB) consist mainly of selenium states while 

bottom of conduction band (BCB) formed simultaneously by zinc and selenium states. Introducing of Te on 

Se sites leads to appearing of tellurium states near TVB and to redistribution of zinc and selenium states at the 

BCB. This result allows suggesting of active Te role in optical processes of ZnSe(Te) crystals. In the case of 

ZnSe(Al) the states of Al almost absent near TVB but have relatively high densities at BCB. Moreover, for 

case of Al on Zn site Fermi level lying at the BCB that can result in improvement of conductance.  

Acknowledgement. Publication is based on the research provided by the grant support of the State Fund 

for Fundamental Research of Ukraine (project № F76/46-2018). 

Conclusions 

Pure and Al- and Te-doped ZnSe crystals reveal visible yellow luminescence under X-ray and 

photoexcitation. The shift of the luminescence maximum indicates a different contribution of elementary bands 

with different structure of luminescence defect centers: (Zni
*VZn

--TeSe
*), (Zni

*VZn
--Al+

Zn), (Zni
*VZn

--OSe
*). 

Electronic band structure calculations indicate that doping with Al and Te lead to significant changes in the 

region of ZnSe crystal band edges. 
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Fig. 1.(a)- X-ray luminescence of pure, Al- and Te-

doped ZnSe crystals;(b) - Photoluminescence spectra 

of undoped ZnSe crystals before and after annealing 

(λex = 325 nm, T = 5 K) 

Fig. 2. Calculated PDOS for the pure ZnSe 

(top), ZnSe:Te (middle) and ZnSe:Al crystals 

(bottom). Fermi energy EF is shown by 

vertical line for each case. 
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Using the theory of quantum corrections to the theory of conductivity, the theoretical values of the 

magnetoconductivity of the ITO films were calculated and compared with those obtained from the experiment 

in 2D- and 3D-cases. 

 

A negative magnetoresistance was observed in metals and degenerate semiconductors at low temperatures 

in weak fields. The classical theory of conductivity can not explain the anomalies of thіs effect. Its explanation 

at the quantum level was proposed in [1], but the agreement between theory and experiment was unsatisfactory. 

Later, the theory of quantum corrections to the theory of conductivity for various mechanisms of failure of the 

electron wave function phase was created [2]. 

 

For the calculation of conductivity within the theory of quantum corrections, there are different calculation 

models, namely: the model of noninteracting electrons; a model that takes into account the interaction of 

electrons; and a model that takes into account the influence of the spin-orbital interaction of electrons with 

impurities on a magneto-resistance. The effect changes significantly when we go from the 2D- to the 3D-case. 

 

The object of the research were ITO films, which showed the effect of negative magnetoresistance at low 

temperatures [3]. In the model of noninteracting electrons, interference occurs due to the multiple electron 

scattering on impurities, which occurs in ITO films [4], preferably in the direction opposite to the direction of 

diffusion. In the  2D-case,  
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In the  3D-case, 
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Using the theory of quantum corrections to the theory of conductivity [2], the theoretical values of the 

magnetoconductivity were calculated in 2D- (1) and 3D-cases (2). Fig.1 represents a comparison of the 

calculation (line) and calculated from the experiment (point) magnetoconductivity for different temperatures.  
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Fig.1 

 

Curves harmonization was obtained by selection   value. A calculated values of L  was compared with 

the linear dimensions of the sample to make a conclusion about it dimension. 

 

As the temperature rises, the reconciliation of the calculation and the experiment worsened. The model of 

noninteracting electrons in both dimential cases does not involve changing the sign of the effect. To reconcile 

it is necessary to use a model that takes into account the influence of spin-orbital interaction [2]. 
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The Kramers-Kronig relations are derived on the basis of the motion equation with Abraham-Lorentz force.  

The typical Kramers-Kronig relations [1] 
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where  denotes the principal value of the integral,  Ω and ω' are real frequency, ξ(Ω) and η(Ω) are functions 

formed by the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric susceptibility (DS)  ζ = ξ + iη (similarly for the 

refractive index [2, 3]), are not satisfied (see lines 1 and 2 in Figure 1) in the case of the electron motion 

equation   which includes the Abraham-Lorentz force [4] 
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where a is the electron acceleration in the electron-photon system: 
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where m and e are mass and charge of electron, respectively, c is a speed of light in a vacuum. Accordingly, 

the  SD function has the form: 
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i

A        (4) 

where A = const,   Γ = 2e2/3mc3,  ω0 = (k/m)1/2 is the eigenfrequency of electron, k is the quasielastic constant 

of Hooke’s law. 

  

Fig. 1. Plots of  the dependence of the real (a) and imiginary (b) parts of  DS function ζ(Ω) = ξ(Ω) + iη(Ω) 

on the frequency Ω; 1 – initial data, 2 – data after applying the Kramers-Kronig relations, 3 – data after 

applying the generalized Kramers-Kronig relations from this work. 

A direct calculations shows that function (4) has three poles, the arrangement of which is shown in 

Figure 2 (a, b). To derive the Kramers-Kronig relations, we call them generalized Kramers-Kronig relations, 

the residues theorem was applied [5]. The integration contours are shown in Figure 2(c). 
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Fig. 2. Contour plots of the dependences of the real 

(a) and imaginary (b) parts of DS function on 

complex frequency ω' + iω'', as well as the 

positions of the poles of the DS function; c – the 

contours of integration. 

As a result, formulas 
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where the square brackets have a residue at the pole ω3, that is, in the lower half-plane. The usual Kramers-

Kronig relations is obtained for the case when the response function, the dielectric susceptibility, in the lower 

half-plane is holomorphic, that is, it has no poles. In this connection, typical relations may not be fulfilled, as 

shown in the beginning. The relations obtained by us are sutisfied with high accuracy, depending on the step 

the integration interval, see lines 1 and 3 in the Figure 1. 

Finally, we note that it would be extremely interesting to verify the validity of data for known materials 

using exactly such (5)-(6) Kramers-Kronig relations [6, 7]. 
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The surface electrical conductivity of PZT-22 ceramics has been investigated. The specific surface 

electrical conductivity of the lead zirconate titanate ceramics PZT-22 has an activating character. The 

activation energy depends on the temperature interval and is determined by the presence of various impurities. 

Values of activation energy indicate the existence of energy impurity levels in the band gap of PZT ceramics.  

 
Introduction 

Ferroelectric ceramics based on solid solution of lead zirconate titanate (PZT) of composition 

Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 are nowadays the most promising in the production of piezoelectric transducers. The 

study of the electrophysical characteristics of PZT ferroelectric ceramics is important for controlling 

the parameters of such materials. 
 

The purpose of the work 
The purpose of this work is investigation of the surface electrical conductivity of PZT ceramics and 

determination the activation energy of conductivity in the temperature range 365 K < T < 600 K. The 

experimental results obtained make it possible to judge the mechanism of electrical conductivity. 

 

The analysis of researches and publications 
Previously has been studied the electrical conductivity of PZT-35 ceramics [1]. PZT ceramics is a multi-

phase polycrystalline system. Investigation of electrical conductivity allows us to consider electronic processes 

in such materials as in wide-area semiconductors, applying a zone theory of solids. 

 

Methodology of investigation 

The experiments were performed on industrial non-polarized samples of ferroelectric ceramics of the 

composition Pb0.95Sr0.05 (Zr0.46Ti0.54)O3+0.78 wt.% Cr2O3  ( PZT-22). The main composition of lead zirconate 

titanate of this type of ceramics is modified with SrCO3 and Cr2O3 additives. The measurement of surface 

conductivity was performed on direct current at voltage U = 10 V. The current was measured by electrometer 

BK2-16. The voltage was applied from a stabilized power supply B3-38. Surface electrical conductivity was 

measured at atmospheric pressure. Samples of PZT-22 ceramics had silver electrodes, which were applied 

industrially by incineration of silver paste. For comparison, samples of PZT-22 with nickel electrodes, which 

were applied by thermal vacuuming, were investigated. The temperature of the samples varied with the heater 

and controlled by a chromel-copper thermocouple. 

 

Results and discussion 

The temperature relationship of the specific surface electrical conductivity of ceramic of the brand PZT-22 

has been obtained. Temperature relationship of specific surface electrical conductivity is exponential and is 

described satisfactorily by equation  

exp( ),a
s so

E

kT
    

where γs - specific surface electrical conductivity; γso - coefficient; Ea - activation energy; k - Boltzmann's 

constant; T - temperature. 

Figure 1 shows the relationship of the logarithm of the specific surface conductivity γs of the PZT-22 

ceramics on the inverse temperature. 
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Figure 1. The relationship of the logarithm of the specific surface electrical conductivity γs of the PZT-22 

ceramics on the inverse temperature. 

 

The analysis of this relationship for PZT-22 ceramics has shown that it has a linear character. The activation 

energy is Ea = 0.45 eV in the temperature range 365 K < T < 420 K. At a temperature T = 420 K there is a 

fracture of this relationship. The activation energy is Ea = 0.67 eV at a temperature of 420 K < T <600 K. 

  The surface electrical conductivity of PZT-22 ceramics has an activation character. Thermal activation 

leads to a significant increase in the concentration of charge carriers, which is the main reason for the increase 

of surface electrical conductivity. The existence of two sites on the logarithmic relationship of the specific 

surface conductivity with different values of the activation energy is proved by the fact that they are due to 

different types of impurities. Such values of activation energy indicates the existence of energy impurity levels 

in the band gap, the width of which for PZT ceramics is about 3.0 eV. 

The comparative analysis of the results obtained with the results of measuring the surface conductivity in 

a vacuum (P = 4 Pa) at a temperature T < 420 K shows that the activation energy of the electrical conductivity 

at atmospheric pressure Ea = 0.45 eV is less than when measured in a vacuum Ea = 0.62 eV. 

This fact may reflect the presence of water molecules and OH hydration groups on the ceramic surface at 

atmospheric pressure, which influence the nature of surface electrical conductivity. When heated to T > 450 

K, the surface of the ceramics is dehydrated, which leads to an increase in the activation energy. Thus, the 

electrical conductivity of PZT-22 ceramics has an impurity character at investigated temperatures.  

In the graph of Figure 1 there is a break point at temperature T = 593 K at which the activation energy 

changes. At this temperature a phase transition takes place and it corresponds to the Curie temperature for 

PZT-22 ceramics. 

 

Conclusions 

The specific surface electrical conductivity of the lead zirconate titanate ceramics of the brand PZT-22 has 

an activating character. The activation energy depends on the temperature interval and is determined by the 

presence of various impurities. At Tc = 593 K there is a phase transition corresponds to the Curie temperature 

for PZT-22 ceramics. At this temperature there is a break point of graph at which the activation energy changes. 
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Perovskite is a variety of materials with specific structure, with different properties depending on compound. 

Generally, perovskite has a formula ABX3, where A and B are different cations and X is an anion. One of the 

common materials for photovoltaic cells is (CH3NH3)PbI3, or MAPbI3. By doping this material with other 

substances, their specific properties can be significantly improved. To analyse the processes occurring in 

samples, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy has been used. Physical phenomena are put into line with 

electrical circuit, that later could be analysed. By changing the parameters of the experiment, one can derive 

the change of the circuit elements parameters and interpret it as a change of corresponding phenomena.  

Perovskite properties and optimizastion 

MAPbI3 is frequently used in modern photovoltaics due to the combination of its properties: 

semiconductivity, ferroelectricity, and ion migration occuring under certain poling conditions. However, the 

stability of the material is low: the performance of plain MAPbI3 device decreases by 70-85% within 4 days 

[1]. Also it is highly water- and moisture-sensitive: the presence of water during the production decreases the 

photovoltaic performance [2], and ambient humidity leads to faster irreversible degradation of the device [3]. 

Therefore, improvement of perovskite devices stability is of great interest.  

Recent study indicates the increase in stability and detectivity of MAPbI3 device, achieved by composting 

with polystyrene that is incorporated into the material on a fabrication stage [1]. It can also be used for the 

improvement of perovskite solar cells. To study the influence of polystyrene on phenomena taking place in 

perovskite, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was used. The simplest effective equivalent circuit 

built for interpolation of impedance spectroscopy data is shown in Fig. 1. Each R-C cell corresponds to certain 

physical phenomenon, such as bulk conductivity, grain boundaries, and ferroelectric effect, each one having 

specific range of characteristic capacitance [4]. This circuit was used to analyze the results of experiments with 

variations in poling conditions, polystyrene concentration, sample illumination, and EIS bias. Change of the 

resistance and capacitance of equivalent circuit elements correspond to change in physical phenomena. This 

data can be utilized to optimize polystyrene concentration and poling parameters for use in solar cells 

production, such as better efficiency and stability of the material.  

 

Fig. 1. Equivalent circuit used to analyze the influence of experiment parameters on physical phenomena 
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Two scattered radiation suppression techniques: air gap and anti-scatter grid, are compared to 

scattering kernels superposition method of scattered radiation compensation. Air gapping efficiency is 

contrasting to scanner size increasing. Grid efficiency is contrasting to the dose increasing. Scattered 

compensation method results in comparable to grid images quality having the same compact sizes but no 

dose increasing. 

 

Introduction 

X-ray imaging system has at least two tools: x-ray source and the detector sensible to photons 

emitted by the source x-ray. Traveling in the medium between the source and the detector, photons 

interact with object placed between the source and the detector through the absorbing or scattering 

process. Photons that has reached the detector participate in formation of the x-ray image: primary 

photons bear useful information about object structure when the scattered photons corrupt the image 

lowering it’s contrast and bringing artifacts. To reduce the amount of scattered radiation fallen to the 

detector scattered reduction techniques such as: anti-scatter grid and air gapping are commonly used. 

Anti-scatter grid is a grid of metal plates focused in such way that primary radiation mainly passes 

through them when the scattered radiation is absorbed by the plates. The negative side of anti-scatter 

grid is that primary radiation is also suppressed that is compensated by dose increasing. Air gapping 

is a natural idea of increasing the space, air gap, between the object and the detector. Due to the fact 

that detector plane is always closer to the focus of the scatter radiation than to focus of the source, the 

scattered radiation intensity falls faster than primary radiation intensity with increasing of the “air 

gap”. 

 

Testing 

To compare the efficiency of both: mentioned scattered reduction techniques and described in or 

previous work [1] scattering compensation algorithm, series of Monte-Carlo simulations have been 

provided using Gate software on the computing cluster of National Taras Shevchenko University. 

Simulations were performed using 10 000 000 photons on each simulation with taking into account 

Photo-effect, Brehmshtrattlung, Compton and Rayleigh scattering. Simulation set up are same as in 

our previous work. 

 

Conclusions  

Large enough air gap filters scattered radiation as good as high-quality anti-scatter grid: 6 m air 

gap had given comparable to 12 ratio grid results without significant primary radiation reduction. But, 

due to significant size increase, the scattering compensation approach, that had compensated the 

scattered radiation mostly as good as anti-scatter grid did, seems to be better alternative. 
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Epileptic activity is characterised as the alternating state of neuronal activity. The nervous system from 

normal states is intermittently changed to oscillatory behaviour characterized by synchronous activity. The 

underlying oscillatory and biological mechanism has been studied in a perspective of finding the best solution 

for epilepsy treatment. In order to understand brain mechanisms involved in the epileptic seizures onset, there 

are animal and computational modelling has been used. The goal of this work is to explore the phenomenon 

of multiple stable states in systems consisting a large amount of interconnected units. The phase 

synchrony (PSA) and principle component analysis (PSA) has been used to analyse the collective behaviour 

of the system. 

Introduction 

It has not fully understood how complex the brain activity is. The underlying mechanisms and physiology 

of the oscillatory states have studied extensively. Computational methods are a powerful tool for simulating 

dynamics of neuronal networks involved in epileptics. The common technique that is used in epilepsy is 

electroencephalogram (EEG). The EEG used for diagnostic purposes and medical treatment. The EEG 

recordings could reflect the averaged activity of millions of neurons. Some in vitro studies have shown that 

such neuronal activity evolves into a single hypersynchronous cluster [1, 2]. Neurons that placed in the outside 

region of seizure onset showed changes in activity minutes before the seizure. The transition between different 

states from non-seizure to normal can be controlled in different ways [3]. The different states emerge from the 

dynamics of the system that can be activated by either conditions or noisy input to the system. The main 

purpose of this work is to understand the mechanism involved in the dynamics in epileptic seizures.  

Methods 

Epileptic seizures are considered to be the result of hypersynchronous activity arising from an imbalance 

between excitation and inhibition in large population of cortical neurons. This model of neuronal population 

described in detail in article [4]. In this model the system consist of two groups of neurons – excitatory and 

inhibitory. Those two groups are the real and the imaginary parts of a single complex variable Z respectively. 

The first order dynamics of the complex variable Z is [5]: 

 
𝑑

𝑑𝑡
𝑍 = (𝑎|𝑍|4 + 𝑏|𝑍|2 + 𝐶)𝑍 +  𝜀(𝑡) 

Where 𝑍 = 𝑥 + 𝑖𝑦, 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ 𝑅, 𝐶 = 𝑐 + 𝑖𝜔 is a constant complex coefficient. The 𝜀(𝑡) is a complex input 

to the system. In order to obtain the system featuring multiple stable states, or attractors we used high degrees 

in this model. Equation is invariant under constant phase rotations 𝑍 → 𝑒𝑖𝜑𝑍. The stationary behavior of the 

solutions of equations described by equation: 

𝑍
𝑑

𝑑𝑡
𝑍 + 𝑍

𝑑

𝑑𝑡
𝑍 =

𝑑

𝑑𝑡
(𝑍𝑍) =

𝑑

𝑑𝑡
𝜌 = 2𝑎𝜌3 + 2𝑏𝜌2 + 2𝑐𝜌 

The stationary solutions of equation: 

𝑑

𝑑𝑡
𝜌 = 2𝐹(𝜌) = 0;        𝐹(𝜌) = 𝑎𝜌3 + 𝑏𝜌2 + 𝑐𝜌 

  From this equation we can find the spectrum of dynamic attractors for the system If  𝑎 > 0 - unstable 

system. In the case of 𝑎 < 0 it is depended on other parameters. If 𝑐 > 0 we have one stable limit cycle (LC). 
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𝑐 < 0, 𝑏 < 0 - one steady stable state (SS). In the case 𝑏 ≥ 0 and 𝑐 >
𝑏2

4𝑎
 - bi-stability (one SS and one LC). If 

𝑐 <  
𝑏2

4𝑎
  - one stable SS.  

This model does not directly represent physiological reality. But its coefficient can be associated with the 

biological characteristic. The parameter 𝑎 represents the refractory properties of the neurons that prevent 

infinite activation rates. The 𝑏 > 0 associated with the overall excitability or action potential generation 

feature. The 𝑐 represents the balance between synaptic and inhibition inside the neuronal system. The overall 

synchronization properties of the solution can be measured by the PSA and PCA methods.   

Results 

In this study has been used the interconnected model unit that represent the behavior of neuronal 

populations as a dynamic system. To analyze the collective behavior we applied principle component analysis. 

We obtained a large variety of states with different oscillatory modes and phase relations between the units. 

These states can be induced stochastically by appropriate initial conditions. The system can settle to one or 

another pattern depending on the initial conditions. So, those results could be implemented for a reactive 

control transitions from preventing epileptic seizures before or during the onset.   
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Despite the outstanding achievements of biochemists, biophysicists and molecular biologists in the study 

of the importance of macro- and micro-elements in the process of vital activity of organisms, the process of 

magnesium transport itself, as well as the mechanism of removing magnesium from the cell, keeps a secret. 

Analysis of experiments and effects of magnesium deficiency confirm the forced excretion of magnesium from 

the cell,  proceed apoptosis process. 

 

The English chemist Humphry Davy first isolated magnesium in 1808. In the human body, the amount of 

magnesium is about 20-28 g - mostly within the cells themselves, where, at the same time with potassium, it 

is the second most important mineral and functions in more than 300 known enzymatic reactions. In fact, 

magnesium ions in the body are never in a free state, they always "work" for the benefit of life, forming a 

variety of coordination compounds with proteins. The most quantity of magnesium is found in tissues with the 

intensive metabolic processes (myocardium, skeletal muscles, nervous tissue). All the energy processes in the 

organism pass with the mandatory participation of magnesium. 

A lot of scientific material has been accumulating, that indicate a close connection between the structural 

and metabolic changes in various organs and tissues with the exchange of metal ions in the organism. A special 

role assigned to metal ions in ensuring the division, differentiation and proliferation of rapidly renewed tissues. 

Owing to the electronic structure of magnesium and its comparative nuclear floaty, it serves as an energy 

buffer in the process of cell viability. We decided to test this hypothesis, based on the fact of "mysterious 

disappearance" of magnesium from the cells that die. 

The first experiments we conducted on the model object - the salivary glands of Drosophila melanogaster, 

because this organ is present only in the larval stage of the fly, besides it enriched with polytene chromosomes, 

which means that the presence of magnesium is excessive. We assumed that if magnesium "prevents" the cell 

from dying, it should be removing from it before the organ destroyed in the process of metamorphosis. 

 

Using the PIXE method and the salivary gland material, we did not find the presence of magnesium in the 

salivary glands of the fly, ready for metamorphosis. 

At the first experiment, 3 astronomical hours were devoted to the scanning of materials. We selected 

arbitrary scanning areas: on the sample, several regions, near the sample, the substrate was clean, without any 

traces of the sample. The size of the scan area is 200x200 μm. The minimum scanning time is 4min 18s, the 

maximum scan time is 33min. Parameters of the proton beam: beam diameter 5 μm, beam current 10 pA, 

proton energy 1.5 Mev. Conclusions: The obtained PIXE spectra do not reveal magnesium (the sensitivity of 

the technique is 1/1000 000).  

To confirm our method for detecting magnesium, we also examined the magnesium concentration by the 

ICP AES Shimadzu -9000 atomic emission spectrometer and obtained the following results about 6 mg/l 

(0,07%, w/w/) 

Both of these experiments, as well as the effects of magnesium deficiency, described in the literature, 

confirm our hypothesis about the forced excretion of magnesium from the cell, so that the cell "could die." 
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Figure 1 μ-PIXE spectrum of salivary gland cells 

 

Magnesium activates an enzyme found in all cell membranes. This enzyme controls the balance of sodium 

and potassium, keeping sodium out of the cell, and potassium inside the cell. This is necessary to maintain 

intracellular water balance, the activity of nerve cells and the production of cellular energy. With magnesium 

deficiency in the cell, potassium rapidly removed from it, resulting in intracellular potassium deficiency, and 

this deficiency, in turn, leads to cell death. The increased sodium content in our experiments is fully consistent 

with studies of age-related erythrocytes of magnesium deficiency and, as a result, potassium surplus. Increased 

calcium content causes irreversible damage to mitochondrial endomembranes, which results in the cell passing 

through the point of irreversibility and its death becomes inevitable. 

In summary, it can be presumed, that the entire path of "migration" of magnesium to the cell that is 

preparing for death is regulated, and the delay of  the death can be realized by increasing the concentration of 

magnesium in the cells at key points. 
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The magnetic resonance tomograms restoration problems for irregular free induction decay data 

greed in the magnetic gradient K-space were considered. The procedure of measuring signals with the 

magnitude of irregularity is realized. Interpolation methods for completing missed measurements have been 

proposed. The reconstructed tomograms for special conditions of the tomographic experiment are analyzed. 

The conditions for high quality visualization on te base of incomplete signal data set for real tomograms are 

obtained. 

 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is one of the most widely used medical methods for the investigation 

of human internal organs. It is safe and does not have a beam load on the object under study. MRI 

technologies are being improved and more and more widespread. Due to the wide range of applications there 

are still many topical issues that scientists in this direction are working on. One of them is to increase the 

accuracy of the diagnosis, reduce the time of measurement, obtain data on biophysical and biochemical 

processes. Characteristics of magnetic fields are critical to solving these problems. Therefore, it is important 

to succeed in solving problems with the stability of the magnetic field, which includes the spatial instability 

and heterogeneity of the magnetic field, as well as the magnitude of the constant magnetic field. The problem 

of compensating magnetic field instability in MRI remains an urgent issue. An example of such studies is the 

correction of distortions caused by the heterogeneity of magnetic fields [1].  

The work is devoted to the development of a technique for reconstruction of images with partial 

incompleteness of the data of the free induction recession signal by the method of interpolation modified for 

application in the K - space. To modulate the data recovery process of the free-induction decline signal, a 

real tomographic image of the cut of a person's head is used. Trajectory of data collection - in rows. Such a 

technique will be useful for solving problems of reducing the time of collection of diagnostic data, as well as 

for correction of artifacts caused by small movements of patients. For simulation, a free-induction decline 

signal, as described by formula 1, was taken [2,3] 
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          (1)  

where 0S  is  a  constant, , , 1,2x y x yK G     (γ -  hydrogen  gyromagnetic  ratio;  ,x yG  -  magnetic fields  

transverse gradients; 1,2  - MR pulse sequences delay time characteristics). 

Two cases of irregularity of the data in the image are considered: the uniform irregularity of the data (in 

the image signal matrix, the zero signal values were evenly inserted), but with the magnitude of the 

irregularity, which depends on the distance from the center of the area of the K-space. Zero values of the 

signal correspond to the situation of the measurement of the free-induction decline signal during the 

tomographic examination. When they found a point with a zero signal value for calculations, they took 3 

points that were located next to it. The comparison of recovered reconstructed images is estimated by the 

correlation coefficient (2). 
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where k – correlation coefficient, ,i jx
 - the brightness of each pixel of the initial image, ,i jy

 - the 

brightness of each pixel of the reconstructed image, y  - the average brightness of the pixels of the 

reconstructed image, x   - the average brightness of the pixels of the original image of the image 

Results 

Data simulation four different incompleteness value was carry out. The results are presented in Table 1 

and Figure 1. 

Table 1. Correlation coefficient dependence on recovered data percent. 

Percent of 

recovered data (%) 

K Percent of 

recovered data 

(%) 

K 

7,7 0,99066 30 0,96045 

10 0,98977 7,7(non-

uniform 

heterogeneity ) 

0,99452 

20 0,97581   
 

  
                  a                                        b                                         c                                         d 

Fig. 1. ( a - original image; b - uniform distribution of 10%  data heterogeneity; c - non-uniform 

heterogeneity of data, 7.7% restored dat; d - uniform distribution of heterogeneity equivalent 7.7%  

restored data. 

 As we can see from the obtained results, image data with the loss of 30% can be restored by this method 

with a fairly high accuracy (the correlation is equal 0.96045). The image quality is acceptable only for visual 

comparison. Increasing the points number for calculation for signal reconstruction should improve the MR 

image visual quality. 

The results of the comparison of images obtained when 7,7% of the uniform data heterogeneity and uneven 

heterogeneity (in each of 7 zones, the percentage of heterogeneity) are significant for further research. 

Correlation coefficients are equal 0.99066 and 0.99452 respectively. 

The number of restore points in two cases is the same, but the image obtained using uneven heterogeneity 

is much better visually perceived and has a higher correlation coefficient. Finding image areas where data loss 

is insignificant affects to the image quality is very important for mo detail researches.  
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Here we propose the mobile system for the remote collection of electroencephalographic (EEG) signals. 

The system includes wearable portable sensors and receiver. The key feature of the system is real-time 

monitoring and signal processing. For the capability of low-latency data receiving, processing, storage and 

visualization the hard-, soft- and firmware have been designed. Power consumption, coverage range, and 

internal noise have been examined, and the potential of using the described system in laboratory practice is 

shown. 

 

Introduction 
Nowadays there is high interest in gathering and computing biomedical signals by portable digital devices. 

This area is important for humans (health monitoring), as well as for the study of physiology in animals. Such 

devices are widely used in electroencephalography – the electrical brain activity analysis by measuring evoked 

potentials or spectral component. This method is implemented in many clinical applications: the depth of 

anesthesia, the diagnosis of coma, epilepsy and other cerebrovascular diseases, the medicine testing. 

The objective of such device for collecting EEG signals is to measure the bioelectric potentials on the scalp 

or on the electrodes implanted in the brain, amplification, digitization, pre-processing, storing and transmitting 

the measured signals to the computer after the measurement process. However, there are some problems in 

processing and transmitting EEG-signals in real time (like device [1]), what is crucial for the medicine testing 

on animals or the epilepsy seizure prediction on humans. Proposed EEG system is free from the described 

disadvantages. 

 

Hardware design 

Considering the special requirements for the ability to remotely collect EEG data from small laboratory 

animals, such as low weight, extremely low power consumption for long operational time and low-latency 

real-time monitoring [2], the system consists of a device directly connected to the brain of an animal (Sensor), 

and a device for receiving data from the sensor via radio communication (Receiver). The main part of Sensor 

and Receiver is CC2640 microcontroller unit, which contains all required components in a tiny package: low 

power processor, random access memory, analog to digital converter (ADC), and Bluetooth Low Energy 

transceiver, as described in [3] (Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. Functional block diagram 

 

The system works as followed: four micro-power operational amplifiers INA333 amplify the signal 

obtained from the electrodes implanted into cerebrum of an animal. After amplification, the signal passes to 

the ADC with 400 Hz sampling rate per channel. In order to save energy raw data stores throughout 500 ms 
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interval and then transceiver activation from power save mode and transmission to the Receiver occurs. The 

connection between MCU in Receiver and computer maintains via USB-UART converter based on CH340G 

chip. This approach eliminates the creation of drivers for the computer and ensures platform independence. 

To save space, printed and SMD radio components were used included antennas. The dimensions of printed 

circuit boards of Sensor and Receiver are 31×18.8 mm and 46×27.5 mm respectively (Fig. 2). 

 

   
 

 a b 

Fig. 2. Sensor (a) and Receiver (b) 

 

Results 
Due to the need for continuous measurements performed by the system, power consumption is a top 

problem. This characteristic was defined by mean of a digital storage oscilloscope with additional software. In 

waiting mode current of the Sensor is 3.03 mA with transmitter power 0 dBm. In the active mode (signal 

measurement and data transmitting) current is 3.47 mA. Also, power consumption is slightly depended from 

the transmitter power (2.8% from -21 to 3 dBm). This result shows the ability of Sensor to work approximately 

12 hours from 50 mAh Li-ion battery with efficiency 80% without a recharge. 

For define internal ADC noise, the constant voltage has been applied to the inputs. As the results of 

31 thousand samplings, disperse is 0.23 and signal to noise ratio is at the level of 51 dB, which corresponds to 

the noise of 2 least significant bits. Nevertheless, full noise reduction occurs, because only 8 most significant 

bits from 12 are transmitted to the Receiver. 

Coverage range is strongly depended from output power and slightly from the orientation of the Receiver. 

It varies from 1.2 m with -21 dBm to 7.5 m with 2 dBm in position when Receiver antenna oriented in the 

direction of the Sensor. 

 

Conclusion 

Proposed wireless system for remote EEG signal collection is usable in laboratory practice for exploration 

EEG of animals. In addition, this system with some constructional and software improvement might be used 

in human health monitoring. 
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In this paper the microdischarge in a vortex gas flow was studied. The physical and optical properties 
ware investigated. The temperatures of excited vibrational levels and excited rotational levels of molecules 
ware determined from an emission spectra of the microdischarge by using a Specair code. The electric field 
in the microdischarge plasma was estimated by the dependence of the voltage drop on the discharge at 
different interelectrode distances. The average electron energy and the electron energy distribution function 
were determined using code Bolsig +. 

 
The atmospheric pressure (Patm) microdischarge plasma is the one of the most promising directions in the 

nonequilibrium plasmachemistry today [1]. It is confirmed by a large number of researches which are 
devoted to usage of microdischarge plasma in plasma-medicine. The most current interest in this direction 
are such things as: wound treatment starting from blood coagulation and finishing with healing acceleration; 
dental application of plasma; sterilization of medical equipment or living tissue, etc. Also microdischarge 
plasma can be used as a source of the secondary discharge. It was shown, silver nano-particals can be 
obtained in the solution by microdischarge treating of last one [2]. After that silver nano-particals can be 
used for bandages at treating wounds. 

A high number of devices for plasma jets generation are already been implemented for those purposes. 
The overwhelming number of designs in this area is based on using of dielectric barrier discharge, corona 
discharge or high-frequency types of discharges. It is known that such discharges have low gas-kinetic 
temperature of heavy components and very high level of a reduced field (E/N ~ 500 Td). As a result, average 
electron energy in the plasma jet is ~ 10 eV. 

Such energies can become a reason for stimulation of radiochemical processes in living tissues. It can 
cause pathologies in the treatment tissues. We have to pay special attention to the fact that there is large 
variety of living things that have narrow boundaries of existence in the environment. Therefore, the 
significantly affect the living tissues can be caused even by relatively insignificant changes in the conditions 
of existence. For this reason, developing of plasma generators with substantially lower values of the reduced 
field for medical applications is highly promising. 

Consequently microdischarges can rightly be considered as one of the most promising plasma jet 
generators for their use in biomedicine, which can operate at substantially lower E/N values. Known that in 
discharge with submerged plasma electrodes can be realized in electric fields smaller than in a barrier 
discharge. But we must take into account that in such discharges can be a significant removal of the material 
of electrodes in the plasma, which is the smallest in the sliding discharges [3]. 

In this paper the microdischarge in a vortex gas flow was studied. The important value in it is components 
of the flow velocity transverse to the current channel [4].This provides both enhanced heat-mass transfer of 
the plasma to the surrounding environment and the sliding of the discharge along the surface of the 
electrodes. The first contributes to the nonisothermal nature of the plasma, and the second reduces the 
removal of the material of the electrodes into the plasma. The plasma-forming gas injection was realized in 
the way to maximize exchange between the plasma and the environment. 

Schematic representations of the studied a microdischarge system and interelectrode space (in zoom) are 
presented in Fig. 1. The microdischarge is axisymmetric plasma generator. A vortex supplying of plasma 
forming gas in the interelectrode space is the peculiarity of these system. Power supply of discharge provides 
the output voltage of 7 kV (high voltage electrode – cathode). Plasma forming gas was supplied in the 
discharge chamber through the gas supply channel (2) tangential to the inner cylindrical dielectric wall (4) of 
the reaction chamber Ǿ15 mm. Microdischarge burning between copper electrodes (3), which were located at a 
distance about 1 mm apart (Fig. 1 a). 
The high-voltage electrode was a cathode. It was a wire with a rounded tapered tip ~ 0,6 mm. The external 
grounded electrode (anode) has the axial hole in the middle. Microplasma jet was blown out through the 
axial hole. Generated microdischarge plasma was blown out by flow of plasma forming gas (Air) from 
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discharge gap through a hole in the anode (d = 1 mm) in open air space. The gas flow was G = 2 L / min. All 
construction had water cooling (1). 

In Fig. 1 b presented interelectrode space in zoom. The optical emission spectroscopy was detected inside the 
discharge chamber perpendicular to the current channel (5). 

 

   
 

Fig.1. Schematic representation of the studied microdischarge system (a) and interelectrode space (b)  
(1 – cooling; 2 – gas input; 3 – electrodes; 4 – dielectric; 5 – current channel; 6 – gas flow). 

 
In this paper was shown the dependence of voltage to interelectrode distance is considerably different in 

the absence and presence of gas flow. In case of L ≤ 2,5 mm, the electric field is twice large then 
L > 3,0 mm. In the absence of gas flow U (L) dependence is linear in the whole interelectrode distance range 
changes.  

Emission spectra of the microplasma contain molecular bands of N2 (C-B), OH (А-Х) and N2
+. The main 

component of the microdischarge plasma is N2 (C-B) in visible range of wavelangth.  
The microdischarge plasma is nonisothermal nature of the plasma, the T*

v of the plasma components are 
much higher then T*

r in case of studied parameter range of discharge. 
The increasing of the discharge current leads to a decreasing of number of electrons with higher energies. 
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The dynamics and coagulation of nanoparticles in a plasma jet expanding through a round hole into a dilute 

gas are simulated. A hydrodynamic approach is used to describe the plasma movement in a two-dimensional 

axisymmetric model, which consists of the equations of continuity, momentum and energy equations for all 

plasma components.  Coagulation and charging of nanoparticles in plasma are described in the framework of 

the sectional model. It is shown that due to coagulation in the jet appear dust particles of larger radii. The 

maximum concentrations of these particles are at some distance from the inlet. 

 

Introduction 

High-frequency low-pressure plasma is used effectively in various technological processes, including for 

application nano-structured coatings on materials [1]. One of the most promising methods of coating is 

spraying using plasma jets [2, 3]. Coating quality depends on the physical parameters such as the velocity of 

sputtered particles, their charge, temperature and size. A characteristic feature of nanoparticles is their ability 

to coagulate, which leads to an increase in their size when hit on the substrate. The rate of coagulation of 

nanoparticles is determined by their charge, which depends on the parameters of the plasma. In this regard, an 

important task in the application of coatings is the optimization of this process by selecting the parameters of 

a plasma jet.  So, the purpose of this work was to develop physical and mathematical models of the interaction 

of nano-particles with plasma flow low pressure. 

 

Model and simulation method 
In this paper, we simulate the expansion of the plasma jet with nanosized dust particles in the rarefied 

neutral gas. Plasma outflows through a round hole of radius R0, where its parameters are constant during the 

plasma jet expansion. At the entrance, all nanoparticles are assumed to have one radius 𝑟𝑑, but they can 

coagulate in the expanding jet.  

The basic equations describing the process of a plasma expansion into a neutral gas are given in Ref. [4]. 

They include continuity equations, momentum equations, and energy conservation equations for neutral atoms 

and ions, dust particles and electrons. In addition, we use sectional modeling of nanoparticle size and charge 

distributions in a plasma jet [5]. According this method the charge distribution of particles of a given radius 

dr  is described by the fraction of particles 
kF  carrying a charge k e . The rate equation for a charge state k can 

then be written as 

1 1

1 1 ,k k k kk

e k e k i k i k

dF
F F F F

dt
    

       

where  k

e  and k

i  expressions for the frequency with which a particle with charge 
kZ  is hit by electrons and 

ions, respectively. In steady state approximation, we can use the recursive relations for the charge distribution 

1 1

k

i

k kk

e

F F



 
  . 

Similar to [5], we suppose that the typically coagulation of particles in a low-pressure plasma is identical 

to the coagulation in a bipolar aerosol. The volume distribution function of dust particles ( )n v  is described by 

the general dynamic equation  

 
0 0

( ) 1
( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , ) ( ) ( ) ,

2

v
n v

v v v n v n v v dv v v n v n v dv
t

 



          

     

where v  is the volume of the dust  particle, ( )dvn v  denotes the particle number density in a volume range 

[ , ]v v dv . Coefficient ( , )v v   is the frequency for coagulation between two particles with a volume v  and .v

According to [5], ( , )v v   is given 
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where p  is the density of the particles, and T  is the temperature of the particles. (v,v )   is a coefficient 

which describes that the effective cross section for coagulation depends on the charge of both particles.  

 

Results and discussion 

We are presenting here the results of the coagulation of nanoparticles in a low-pressure plasma jet for 

different densities of plasma and nanoparticles densities at the inlet. Figure 1 shows the charge distributions of 

particles of radius 𝑟𝑑 = 4 nm at different distances from the inlet along the axis of symmetry of the jet. In these 

calculations, the following parameters of the plasma at the inlet were set: the plasma density 
3

0 0.012 /kg m 

,the dust particles density
0 00.1d  , the drift plasma velocity 

0 40 /v m s . As can be seen, the average charge 

of nanoparticles of the radius 4dr nm  decreases by modulus as the distance increases to the inlet. This can 

be explained by the fact that, with increasing z  the drift velocity of the ion component increases, because of 

which the ion current onto the dust particle increases and, consequently, decreases its charge. We also note the 

decrease of the width of the charge particle distribution at the distance from the inlet.  
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Fig.1. Charge distributions of nanoparticles at 

different distances from the inlet. 
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Fig.2. Mass distributions of nanoparticles at 

different distances from the inlet.  

 Figure 2 shows the distributions of nanoparticles by mass at different distances from the inlet. It is 

seen that particles of larger sizes appear in the plasma jet due to coagulation. With increasing coordinate z , 

the number of particles of large sizes increases. In particular, for 0.02z m   the concentration of nanoparticles 

is maximal for 4j   , where j is the number of mass section.  
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Amplifier section of superheterodyne free electron laser (FEL), which uses the undulator with longitudinal 

electrostatic field has been analysed. Cubic-nonlinear theory of space charge waves (SCW) multiharmonic 

interactions in that amplifier section has been constructed. Two types of multiharmonic resonance interactions 

of SCW waves have been considered. Saturation levels have been determined. The conditions of multiharmonic 

SCW amplification without deformation of its spectrum have been found. 

Introduction 

The multi-harmonic free electron lasers (FEL), which are able to generate the super-powerful short 

(including Femto-second) impulses of electromagnetic waves, became for last year’s rather attractive object 

of investigation [1]. Multiharmonic SCW amplification section with longitudinal electrostatic field using 

(Fig.1) can be used as one of the most important parts of such FEL. Investigation of physical processes in this 

section is the subject of current work. Electrostatic field section theoretic investigation has taken place before 

[2, 3]. But multiharminic processes which is typical for current systems has not been analyzed yet. 

 

Fig.1. The scheme of longitudinal electrostatic undulator: 1 – modulated relativistic electron beam, 2 – 

electrodes connected to the high voltage sources, 3-periodic reversible longitudinal electrostatic fields, 

which are collinearly to the beam axis and opposite 

Model 

Longitudinal electrostatic undulator (Fig. 1) is considered as SCW amplification section. Modulated 

electron beam with slow and fast SCW is inputted to that section and electrostatic field takes place there: 

( )  z

N

m

mm ccipE eE 
=

+=
1

,, ..exp  , ( )  z

N

m

mm ccipE eE 
=

+=
1

,, ..exp  , ( )  zccipE eE ..exp 222 +=  (1) 

mE ,  and mE ,  - complex electrostatic field intensity of m-th harmonics of slow and fast waves 

correspondently; Nm ...3,2,1=  - SCW harmonic number; zktmp mm ,,   −=  and zktmp mm ,,   −=  – 

m-th harmonic phases of slow and fast SCW; mk ,  and mk , – their waves numbers;   – first harmonic 

frequency, ze  - z-axis ort. 2E - undulator complex electrostatic field intensity; zkp 22 =  - its phrases, 

= 22k  - its wave number;   - undulator period. 

Analysis 

Two types of parametric resonances (2) and (3) take place in the section (n, m, l – integer numbers): 

2,, ppp mm −=  , 2,, pkk mm +=  , pv  0

23

0=  (2) 

lmnlmnlmn kkkk ,,,0,  +−=+−+− , lmnlmnlmn kkkk ,,,0,  +−=+−+− , lmnlmn kkkk ,,,,  ++=++ , 
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lmnlmnlmn kkkk ,,,0,  +−=+−+− , lmnlmnlmn kkkk ,,,0,  +−=+−+− , lmnlmn kkkk ,,,,  ++=++  (3) 

Relativistic hydrodynamic equation and Maxwell equations are used. 

The slow SCW harmonics mE ,  and its harmonics initial phases m,
 
dependences on longitudinal 

coordinate z in cubic approximation are represented on Fig.2. As we can see on lengths less than satz8,0
 

increase increments do not depend on increasing waves frequencies and initial phrases differences is nearly 

constant. It gives the possibility to amplify SCW with wide frequencies spectrum without distortions. 

 

a                                                                           b 

Fig. 2. a - SCW harmonics amplitudes dependences on longitudinal coordinate. b - Harmonic initial 

phases of SCW harmonics amplitudes dependences on longitudinal coordinate 

Conclusion 

Obtained results showed that such amplification section with lengths less than satz8,0
 
can be used for 

complicated multiharmonic signal amplification without distortions. 
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The methodology of estimation of plasma boundary form and position in triode high voltage glow discharge 

electrodes systems with plane electrode, based on calculation of discharge current corresponding to the 
analytical equations, obtained by using one-dimensional model of electrodes’ system and recalculation the 
value of plasma highness with taking into account real electrodes’ geometry, as well as on analyzing of 
discharge photographs with means of image recognizing technique, is proposed in the paper. The dependences 
of cathode-plasma distance on residual pressure in discharge gap and on the voltage on additional electrode 
are presented and discussed.  

 
Introduction 

High voltage glow discharge (HVGD) electron guns are widely used in industry for welding and annealing 
of small details, deposition of metals’ and ceramics’ coatings, as well as for refining of refractory metals [1 – 
3]. Today the main tendency in development of such type electron guns is using of triode electrodes systems, 
in which third additional electrode is used for precision and fast control of discharge current [4, 5]. But suitable 

simple mathematical models for engineering calculation of triode 
HVGD electrodes’ systems still don’t exist today, therefore 
elaboration and manufacturing application of such advanced 
electron guns are still restrained. Therefore describing of simplified 
mathematical model of the triode glow discharge electron gun 
electrodes’ system with the plane additional electrode is the subject 
of this paper. 

 
Considered electrodes’ system and methodology of its simulation 

The general constructive scheme of considered HVGD electro-
des’ system with spherical cathode, conic anode and plane additio-
nal electrode is presented in Fig. 1. The main problem of analyzing 
such electrodes systems is the complex physical processes, taking 
place in HVGD conditions under acceleration voltages from few to 
tens kV and residual pressure range of 0,1 – 10 Pa [4, 5]. On the 
scheme, presented at Fig. 1, the acceleration voltage noted as Uac 
and the voltage on control electrode as Uc. 

 Especially important is defining of form and position of plasma 
boundary relatively to the cathode surface, because in HVGD elect-
rodes system anode plasma is usually considered as the source of 
ions and as transparent for electrons electrode with fixed potential 
[4, 5]. Since numerical solving of complex problem of finding plas-
ma boundary form and position is very sophisticated and required 
enormous computer resources, therefore combined theoretic and 
experimental methodology is usually used for simulation of triode 
HVGD electrodes’ systems. On the first step the approximated va-
lues of beam current on the base of one-dimensional model of 
HVGD system is calculated. Generally such models are analytical 
and based on solving of cubic equations [4, 5]. But since in real 
electrodes system the square of emission surface is usually 
different, the value of discharge current has to be recalculated. 
After that the photographs of discharge gap have to be analysed 
with using computer image recognising technique for defining 

plasma boundary position relatively to the cathode surface as the sharp curve, on which the brightness of 
discharge lighting changing from dark to light area [1]. 

 
 

+Uc 

1 

3 

4 

5 

–Uac 

2 

6 
7 

Fig. 1. Scheme of HVGD electron 

guns electrodes' system with plane 

additional electrode. 1 – cathode, 

2 – treated item, 3 – anode, 4 – 

additional plane electrode, 5 – 

electron beam, 6 – anode plasma, 

7 – plasma boundary   
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Basic analytical equations 

Generally the mathematical model for the triode HVGD electrodes’ system with the plane additional elect-
rode is based on equation system for calculation of discharge current, proposed in papers [4, 5]. For recalculation 
of plasma boundary position relatively to the cathode surface dcp, corresponding to the volume, which plasma 
occupied in the conic anode, such analytical equation has been used: 
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where dp1 – plasma boundary position in one-dimensional, plane electrodes’ system, Ra – anode radius, ha – 
anode highness, la – generatrix line of anode surface, dpc – longitude size of anode plasma, dcp = ha – dpc [1]. 

The current of additional discharge of electron gun Ic 
defined as [4, 5]: 

( )  
2

γ1
im

eU
SenI c

ccic += ,  (2) 

where ni – ions’ concentration in the plasma, described by 
equations, obtained in the works [4, 5], Sc – the general 
full square of additional electrode surface, γc – secondary 
emission coefficient for the material of additional 
electrode. 

 
Obtained simulation results and its’ analyze 

The graphic dependences, obtained with using proposed 
model, have been obtained for acceleration voltage 15 kV, 
are presented at Fig. 2. Clear, that with increasing of control 
voltage and residual pressure the plasma approached to the 
cathode surface, this fact can be simply explained by the 
increasing the level of plasma ionisation [4, 5]. But obtained 
dependences are asymptotic, for great values of ра0 the dis-
tance from cathode surface to plasma boundary don’t re-
duced to the value, smaller than 35 mm. This value for 

minimal cathode-plasma distance is corresponded to the transversal length of simulated electrodes system. 
Such results are confirmed by the theory of HVGD and by experimental data. Disagreement between obtained 
simulation and experimental results for different residual pressure ра0 and control voltage Uc is nearly 10 – 
15%. Obtained simulation results are very important to experts in elaboration of modern electron beam 
equipment and its applying in industry. 
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The plasma of electric arc discharge between two types of electrodes Cu-C and Cu-Cr was investigated. 

Determination of radial temperature distribution was carried by optical emission spectroscopy. The radial 

distribution of copper atoms in plasma was obtained by laser absorption spectroscopy. 

Introduction 

A sliding electric contact has become widely used in collector motors, generators, electric trains etc. A 

contact pair of copper-graphite or copper with copper-graphite composite are usually used in such devices. The 

peculiarity of such contacts is significant erosion as a result of sparking [1]. 

As for copper-chromium electrodes, they are widely used in vacuum interrupters of medium voltage 

switchgear systems. Copper provides excellent electrical and thermal conductivity of the contact. Chromium in 

turn increases the resistance of the material to arc erosion and has a low tendency to weld. Chromium therefore 

prevents the welding of soft copper parts. 

Naturally, we can conclude about the degree of destruction of electrodes from the composition of the 

electrode materials in discharge plasma. Concentration of atoms of the evaporating material is one of the 

important parameters of plasma for assessment for such processes. Thus, the purpose of this work is to determine 

the concentration of copper atoms in the plasma of electric arc between composite electrodes on the copper base 

(Cu-C and Cu-Cr). 

Experimental setup 

Vertically oriented free-burning electric arc was initiated in air between cooper based composite 

electrodes. The discharge gap in all experiments was 8 mm.  Electric arc plasma parameters were studied 

at a current of 3.5 A. 

Methods of plasma absorption spectroscopy are based on dependence of emission absorption on plasma 

object parameters, more specifically on concentration of absorbing particles. High monochromaticity of laser 

emission ensures spectral selectivity of absorption in plasma object, which allows to determine the concentration 

of a certain type of absorbing particles. The peculiarity of linear laser absorption spectroscopy technique lies in 

the possibility of simultaneous determination of two-dimensional spatial distribution of copper's energy level 

populations. The laser absorption plasma spectroscopy technique was realized in the experimental setup wherein 

electric arc discharge plasma was scanned by laser emission at wavelength of Cu I 510.5 nm. Degree of 

absorption of such emission in plasma is defined by population of 2D5/2 energy level of copper atom.  

 

Fig. 1. Experimental setup for laser absorption spectroscopy of plasma 

The copper vapors laser "Kriostat 1", operated in pulse mode (10 ns pulse duration, 10 kHz repetition rate), 

was used as source of the probing emission. Since laser beam diameter exceeded the sizes of plasma object, it 
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was possible to register the absorption distributions in whole plasma region of the discharge gap. In Fig.1 the 

experimental setup for laser absorption spectroscopy is shown. 

The radial temperature distribution was obtained by optical emission spectroscopy [2]. 

 

Results and discussion 

Radial distributions of absorption coefficients k0 in plasma of middle section of discharge gap were obtained  

by laser absorption (see Fig.2 for Cu-Cr and Fig.3 for Cu-C). As one can see, distributions of absorption for both 

types of electrodes are the similar 

 

                        

Fig. 2. Radial distribution of absorption 

coefficient k0 for Cu-Cr electrodes  

Fig. 3. Radial distribution of absorption 

coefficient k0  for Cu-C electrodes 

The radial distribution of plasma temperature for Cu-Cr electrodes was obtained by optical emission 

spectroscopy using the Boltzmann plot and is shown in Fig.4. The plasma temperature for discharge between 

Cu-C electrodes was preliminary determined in similar manner as well [1]. 

 
Fig. 4. Radial distribution of temperature for Cu-Cr electrodes 
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It must be noted, that presented in figures 2 and 3 radial distributions of absorption coefficients really reflect 

only the spatial behavior of copper atoms population of  energy level 2D5/2. At the next step it can be possible to 

calculate the corresponding spatial profiles of copper atoms concentration in assumption of Boltzmann law of 

energy level population. When all the necessary parameters of plasma was found, then, the radial distributions of 

copper atoms was found on the base of the obtained populations of the levels  (see Fig.5 for Cu-Cr and Fig.6 for 

Cu-C). 

                 
Fig. 5. Radial distribution of concentration 

copper vapor in plasma for Cu-Cr electrodes  

Fig. 6. Radial distribution of concentration 

copper  vapor in plasma for  Cu-C electrodes 

As it follows from analyses of Fig.5 and Fig.6, the distributions of atoms copper in plasma discharge 

between both type of electrodes are the similar. Since presence of copper atoms in discharge plasma is caused by 

evaporation of electrode material with following its destruction one can estimate the degree of erosion of copper 

component of composite electrodes. 
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In this paper, we study the most optimal areas of emission spectra of the second positive nitrogen system 

for determining the molecular temperatures (temperatures of excited vibrational and rotational levels) of 

plasma components. The criteria for selection of these spectrum parts was: weak influence of radiation 

reabsorption, high sensitivity to separately rotational and vibrational temperatures, selection of data which 

will be displayed reliably even with weak parameters of the measuring device. 

Introduction 

The method of emission spectroscopy (MES) allows for plasma analysis, without direct interference in it. 

The MES allows us to determine the component composition of the plasma, the temperature of the atomic and 

molecular components and, in the presence of a sufficient amount of data (namely, the temperature of the 

excited electronic (Te
*), rotational (Tr

*) and vibrational (Tv
*) levels of plasma components), it is possible to 

determine the relative concentrations of these components. For these purposes, method for determining the 

temperatures of some atomic (in particular oxygen) and most of the molecular components of plasma from 

optical emission spectra (OES) can be used a comparison of the experimental spectra with the spectra of 

components simulated, foe example in the program code SpecAir. However, such procedure may take a long 

time, which may be critical in case if you have large number of spectra. Therefore, the question of optimizing 

spectral analysis procedure is important. It can be made by identifying areas of OES component that have 

highest response to temperature change for most efficient operation. 

The analysis of molecular spectra is a complicated task, especially if the spectra are multicomponent, such 

as in the case of air use, as a plasma-forming gas or a discharge atmosphere. The main components of OES are 

atomic multiples of oxygen and molecular bands of N2, OH, NO and N2
+. The most intense and concentrated 

component usually is the second positive nitrogen system (N2 (C3Πu-B3Πg)), which emits in the spectral range 

275-460 nm. It almost does not have overlapping with other mentioned components, accept OH but it is only 

in case of one band. That is why the use of N2 bands is quite convenient for determining molecular 

temperatures. 

Results and discussion 

A Fig. 1 shows an example of a comparison of experimental and calculated spectra. As a measuring devise, 

we used CCD-line based spectrometer with the instrumental function width at 0.3 nm. Spectrometer was 

operating in the wavelength range 200-1080 nm. The main issue when comparing emission experimental and 

calculated spectra is to determine the spectral bands by which to compare and which to navigate. When using 

high intensity bands is a risk of distortion of the spectrum due to reabsorption. In the case of low-intensity 

bands, there is a problem of insufficient signal strength compared to noise. That is why, it is important to carry 

out measurements on different exposition time of the spectral device to obtain a useful signal. Also it is not 

worthwhile to focus on the maxima of molecular bands as they may be distorted due to the lack of resolution 

or the wide dimension of the spectrometer. Confirmation of this you can see on the example comparison of the 

simulation experiment in Fig. 2. This is small fragment of the spectrum from the previous figure. From the 

Fig. 2 you can see that the intensity of the experiment at the maxima does not correspond to the simulation, at 

the same time, when the matching of the spectra in the form is sufficient to assert similarity. Taking into 

account these factors, the determination of molecular components temperatures should be by the entire form 

of the studied spectrum. 
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Fig. 1. Experimental air plasma emission spectrum and the simulated spectrum of molecules N2 (C-B) 

with parameters: Tv
*=4000 K, Tr

*=1500 K 

 

Fig.2 Example of the experiment (black) and simulation (gray) spectra comparison. 

Studies have shown that to determine the Tr
* with an accuracy of 250 K, it is necessary to use a band in 

the region between the peaks (0.1) and (1.2), which corresponds to 353.5÷357.6 nm, normalizing the minimum 

in this region (353.9 nm). Defining the Tv
* with the accuracy of 500 K can be determined by the intensity of 

the band in the range 289÷298 nm, which corresponds to transitions (4.2), (3.1) and (2.0). Those bands areas 

are highly sensitive to corresponding temperatures. From the Fig. 1 you can see that the deviation of the 

experiment from the simulation observed at maxima and at low intensity values, but the reasons for such a 

deviation given earlier. 

Conclusion 

The optimum areas of the spectrum N2 (C-B) are determined for determining Tr
* (± 250 K) using the region 

between (0.1) and (1.2) (353.5÷357.6 nm) and Tv
* (± 500 K) with band intensity (4.2), (3.1) and (2.0)  

(289÷298 nm). The application of this method quickly and precisely gives a good match between the 

experimental and the simulated spectra. 
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 Modern industry uses materials and energy not only led to the substantial depletion of fossil 
resources but also caused the accumulation of the big amount of wastes, which are hazardous to the 
environment. Sustainable Development is the organizing principle for meeting human development aims. 
Plasma technology of atmosphere pressure is a powerful tool to achieve these goals [1]. Plasma can be used 
for: sterilization, metal cutting and in our case fugal processing of bio-objects. 
 
 Cold plasma discharge application to the microorganisms is among the developing methods of 
microorganism inactivation and elimination. While traditional methods, based on chemical, physical 
(ultraviolet and γ-radiation), mechanical (pressure) and heat processes, have the mentioned disadvantages, 
cold plasma discharge methods possess a number of significant advantages, such as safe and controlled 
plasma application to the organisms. Due to the recent availability of cold plasma discharge sources that are 
spatially uniform and highly controlled, their application in atmosphere pressure conditions has become a 
reality in the realm of medicine, namely in microorganism inactivation and elimination. 
 The scope of this work was to analyze cold plasma discharge chemoactive particles influence on 
higher fungal and Penicilium sp.  

The scope of this work was to analyze cold plasma 
discharge chemoactive particles influence on fungal 
microorganism Penicilium sp.  

The construction of the plasma generator has an 
axially symmetric system in which the internal electrode 
has a water cooling (1). The indicated electrode is 
separated from the body of the system by a dielectric tube 
(4). Tangentially, the working gas (air) is introduced to the 
ground surface through the opening (2). Different 
electrodes (3) (internal in the form of a wire with a 
diameter of 1 mm and an external flat electrode with a 
thickness of 1 mm) are located at a distance of 1 mm apart 
from one another [2].  

The operating current and voltage were I ≈ 15mA, 
U ≈ 5-10 kV,  P ≈ 7.5 - 15 W. The objects of the research 
were treated at three altitudes with respect to the 
diaphragm: 1.3.5 cm. At each of these heights, the temperature of the treatment, which was at the height of 1 
cm - 100-120 ° C, 3 cm - 60-70, was measured using the thermocouple. ° C, 5cm - 30-35 ° C. The distance to 
the specimen was adjusted by moving the cup on the tripod with the adjusting screw. 

In Cyathus olla, speed of mycelium growth increased on 0,6 mm/day after cold plasm discharge 
processing which meant that short cold plasma discharge may stimulate growth of the mycelium of this 
microorganism. Cyathus olla is a relatively common fungus with a worldwide distribution and a subject of 
agricultural research due to its potential to accelerate the breakdown of crop residue and reduce the 
population of plant pathogens, such as canola stubble. Therefore, our results may be a basis for further 
research of this fungus growth stimulation by plasma in fundamental and applied science. 

In Penicilium sp. They were planted on Petri dishes with a nutritious potato-glucose agar medium 
(PGA). Part of the cups was treated with plasma on the day of sowing the spore, the rest - a day after sowing 
spores. Penicilium sp. more sensitive to plasma action at the germination stage. This was expressed in partial 
deformation and practically in the absence of a cell wall of spores. In control, we observed clearly formed 

Experimental set-up 
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hyphae and their branches. At the same time, when microscopy of spores treated on the first day after the 
planting of complete destruction of the shell was not. The reason for this, in our opinion, is that during the 
germination of the spore, the protective cell wall of the controversy is partially destroyed. 

 
 

Conclusions 
In Cyathus olla, speed of mycelium growth increased on 0,6 mm/day after cold plasm discharge 

processing which meant that short cold plasma discharge may stimulate growth of the mycelium of this 
microorganism. 

 On the contrary, cold plasma discharge processing of Petri dishes with Penicillum sp. resulted in 
growth lag of the colonies. At the same time, the size of the spores in processed colonies appeared to be 
damaged with the size 2 μm bigger than in a control dish (~ on 30%). We also found that Penicillum sp. 
spores were more sensitive to plasma processing on the second day after sowing. This means that Penicillum 
sp. may be more sensitive to plasma processing on the stage of germination. 

Cold plasma chemoactive particles demonstrated contrary effects on spores and colonies of two 
fungal species. 
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Simulation of the initial stage of the wake wave excitation by non-resonant and resonant sequences of the 

relativistic electron bunches in the homogeneous was carried out. For non-resonant case the electromagnetic 

field spectrum contains the components corresponding to the bunches` field and wake wave. Substantial grows 

of the wake wave takes place in the resonant case. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Modern particle accelerators, based on acceleration in vacuum by travelling waves, have almost reached their 

limit due to the tremendous length. Consequently, the problem of study and construction of accelerators using 

new acceleration methods is of great interest. Such alternative method could be acceleration by plasma wake 

field, excited by laser pulse [1] or relativistic particle bunch [2]. Usually the single-bunch scheme is used for 

the plasma wake field excitation. However, possibility to excite plasma wake waves by resonant sequence of 

electron bunches also was confirmed experimentally [3] and by computer simulation [4-5]. This work contains 

computer simulation of the initial stage of the wake wave excitation in plasma by the sequence of relativistic 

electron bunches. 

2. SIMULATION PACKAGE AND PARAMETERS SELECTION 

Computer simulation of plasma wake field excitation was performed using particle-in-cell PDP3 

electromagnetic code [6], modified to operate with bunch sequences. PDP3 is 2.5D (2d3v) electromagnetic 

code using PIC method. PDP3 uses FDTD method for solving Maxwell equations, classical Boris pusher for 

calculation of particles' position and velocity, modified for relativistic velocities (relativistic Boris pusher) and 

cylindrical geometry. 

Sequence of homogeneous disk shaped electron bunches was 

injected along the system axis. An interval between bunches was 

varied, but the corresponding repetition frequency remained close 

to the frequency of plasma oscillations. Simulation model was 

axially symmetric. Macroparticles were considered as a rings of 

certain radius with the centers coinciding with the cylinder axis. 

As described model simulates interaction of sequence of electron 

bunches with plasma, we chose parameters with respect to real 

laboratory experiments with "Almaz-2" electron accelerator. 

Plasma density was 1011 cm-3, bunches' density – 5×1010 cm-3, 

bunches' duration – 2×10-11s. Initial bunches' velocity and radius 

were 2.8×108 m/s and 0.5 cm, respectively. Simulation time was 

10-8s. Perfectly matched layer [8] was used for the walls of the 

simulation volume to suppress numerical instabilities. 

 

3. SIMULATION RESULTS 
Non-resonant and resonant electron bunch sequences were 

simulated. Single-bunch case was also simulated to compare real 

plasma wave frequency with the bunches' sequences. 

Single-bunch simulation shows the expected behavior: radial and longitudinal electric field components are 

excited in antiphase; gradual longitudinal and radial defocusing of the electron bunch takes place; spectra 

maxima for both field components coincide at frequency 2.3×109 Hz but differ from the electron plasma 

Fig. 1 Electrical and magnetic field 

spectra (non-resonant case) with local 

maxima at 2.3×109 Hz (for electrical 

field) and 2.8×109 Hz (for all components) 
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frequency, calculated analytically (2.8×109 Hz). Maxima at the 

harmonics of the repetition frequency 2.8×109 Hz in the spectra of 

all field components (including magnetic field) correspond to the 

field of the bunch sequence in non-resonant case. 

Maxima in the spectra of electric field components is also 

observed at the frequency 2.3×109 Hz (as well as its second 

harmonic). This frequency corresponds to the field, excited by the 

single bunch. These harmonics are not observed in the spectrum of 

magnetic field. Consequently the corresponding wave can be 

interpreted as the wake wave, excited by the bunch sequence.  

Substantial increase of the spectral component at the frequency 

2.3×109 Hz takes place in case of resonant bunches sequence 

injection (Er grows from 1.0 to 1.4 a.u., Ez – from 1.5 to 4.2 a.u.) 

Mechanism of this increase can be interpreted as resonant 

Cherenkov excitation of the wake wave by the sequence of 

electron bunches. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Simulation of the initial stage of the wake wave 

excitation by non-resonant and resonant sequences 

of the relativistic electron bunches was carried out. 

For non-resonant case the electric field spectrum 

contains the components corresponding to the bunch 

sequence and to the wake wave. Magnetic field 

spectrum contains only the components 

corresponding to the bunch sequence. Substantial 

growth of the excited field was observed for the case 

when the repetition frequency of the bunches' 

sequence coincides with the frequency of the field 

excited by the single bunch. On the other hand, the 

bunches' defocusing was more intensive in this case. 

Further simulation will be devoted to the study of 

the mechanism of the wake wave amplitude 

saturation for the case of the resonant bunches' 

sequence. 
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Generation of silver nanoparticles in plasma-liquid system with secondary discharge that supported by 

rotating gliding discharge was investigated in work. Parameters of liquids after plasma treatment were 

investigated by absorption spectroscopy method. The Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) and Dynamic Light 

Scattering (DLS) measurements were used to determine the particle sizes obtained during the processing. 

Introduction 

Production of nano-materials with different nature, like carbon, non-metallic or metallic nanoparticles in 

plasma systems is one of the perspective directions of plasma technology [1]. In the world there is a problem 

with bacteria that are resistant to antimicrobial drugs (they are called superbacteria). One of the important 

directions in developing alternative antibiotics is the use of nanoparticles. The noble metal nanoparticles 

(silver especially) has wide application in medicine: sterilization, healing acceleration and stabilization of 

bactericidal ointments. One of the effective methods to produce such particles is the processing of these 

metals salt colloidal solutions using electric discharge. The plasma-liquid system with secondary discharge 

that supported by rotating gliding discharge can be used for this task. 

Experimental setup and results 

The scheme of plasma generator is shown on Fig. 1. The secondary (non-self-sustained) discharge is 

maintained between the liquid surface and the channel of primary (self-sustained) discharge. The plasma-

forming gas was supplied in the discharge chamber through two supply channels tangential to the inner 

cylindrical wall of the reaction chamber. The working liquid was placed below primary discharge in a glass 

vessel.  

Fig. 1. The scheme of the plasma-liquid system with secondary discharge 

The electrical potential is transferred to the liquid through the electrode at the bottom of the vessel. For the 

generation of discharges, DC and AC power supplies were used. Solution of AgNO3 with addition of 

different concentrations of surface-active substances was used as a working liquid.  

Parameters of liquids after plasma treatment were investigated by absorption spectroscopy method. The 

Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) and Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) measurements were used to 

determine the particle sizes obtained during the processing. 

Secondary 
discharge 

Primary 
discharge 
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The image obtained on the atomic force microscope for the processed solution is presented on Fig.2. To 

determine the size of particles the processed solutions had to be diluted in 10 times. Particle size distribution 

is also shown on the graph. The numbers of the lines in the photo correspond to the profile numbers on the 

graph. The particle size distribution was determined along these lines. 

Fig. 2. The image obtained on the AFM and silver nanoparticles particle size distribution 

Conclusions 

The sizes of received nanoparticles were from tens to hundreds of nanometers. The possibility of 

obtaining time-stable colloidal solutions of silver nanoparticles in a plasma-liquid system with a secondary 

discharge supported by a rotating gliding discharge was shown. 
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Results of the beam-plasma discharge simulation for different pressures and beam acceleration voltages 

for the plane electrostatic 2D model are presented. The behavior of a system with and without ignition of a 

discharge has been investigated. Quasi-stationary discharge behaviour is demonstrated. 

 

Study of the beam-plasma discharge (BPD) is interesting for construction of the powerful sources of 

dense plasma that can be used for technical applications such as films deposition and plasma-chemistry [1], 

for interpretation of an active experiment in the ionosphere plasma, etc. [2].  

Exact analytic study of BPD in the real geometry is extremely complex [3], so computer simulation is 

often used, including PIC method. On the other hand, simulation can demonstrate fast effects that can be 

hardly observer in the laboratory experiments [4-8]. 

The aim of this work is the simulation of latest BPD stages in helium. All results of this work were 

obtained using the original PLS package [9]. Electrostatic non-relativistic 2D model was used. Elementary 

interactions (elastic collisions between electrons and neutral molecules, excitation and ionization of neutral 

molecules and radiative recombination) were described using Monte Carlo method. The neutral gas was 

considered to be homogeneous and its density was constant in time. Stripped monoenergetic electron beam 

was injected along x-axis. 

The system length and height were 25cm and 12.5cm. The beam acceleration voltage, current density 

and initial width were 2-5kV, 1kA/m2 and 1cm. Helium pressure and initial temperature were 0.01Torr and 

0.025eV. Helium ionisation and excitation potentials were 24.6eV and 19.7eV. 

 

(f) a b 

 

 

Fig.1. Time dependence of 

electrostatic potential at the 

point y=0, x=15.5 cm for 

Ua=5kV (a) and Ua=2kV (b) 

 

1. Intensive BPD is possible under the condition ,, where  is the threshold voltage, which 

monotonically and nonlinearly increases with increasing beam current. For  beam-plasma instability 

(BPI) has the form of transverse oscillations (relative to the beam propagation direction). The efficiency of 

the beam energy transfer to plasma is low in this case. The contribution of electron heating by the BPI HF 

field is commensurable with the contribution of beam impact ionization. Nevertheless the BPD ignition takes 

place in this case. 

2. For  in a narrow range of values, the character of the BPI changes. It takes the shape of rings. The 

energy transfer efficiency from beam to the plasma increases significantly, the beam loses most of the energy 

and dissipates. 

3. Dynamics of BPD has a pronounced quasi-stationary character. Amplitude of HF field oscillations, plasma 

potential at the fixed point, intensity of the ionization, and distribution of the ion component vary with the 

period of a few microseconds. Increase of the acceleration voltage increases the period of such oscillations. 

4. Slow oscillations are caused by slow variation of the plasma parameters (temperature, density etc.) 

Formation of a spindle-shaped distribution of the ion component and beam focusing precedes the BPI 

development. The BPI HF field causes the background plasma temperature increase and, together with this, 

plasma ambipolar diffusion from the beam axis. The spindle-shaped distribution of the ion component is 

blurred and a wide channel is formed. This process reduces the beam focusing. BPI amplitude decreases, and 

for some conditions (Ua=5kV) full BPI damping takes place. 
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5. PBD in the latest stages is multimodal. Areas with different wavelengths are formed via BPI due to the 

considerable plasma inhomogeneity. 

 

a b c 

d e f 

g h k 

Fig 2. Beam electrons density (a, d, g), ions` density (b, e, h) and eletrons` temperature (c, f, k) for 

time moments t=2.98*10-6 s (top), t=3.42*10-6 (middle) and t=4.47*10-6 s (bottom) 
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Influence of the ratio between the components of the ethanol-air mixture on the characteristics of the 

plasma components during the hybrid plasma-catalytic reforming of ethanol was investigated using optical 

emission spectroscopy. The rotational temperature of excited OH molecules was shown to become higher 

during the reforming than in the pure air plasma of rotating gliding discharge. Rotational temperature of OH 

was not impacted by the fuel equivalence ratio of ethanol-air mixture. The population of vibrational energy 

levels of OH molecules was shown to not correspond with the Boltzmann distribution. 

Interest in the conversion of renewable hydrocarbon raw materials into the feedstock suitable as a crude 

oil replacement for chemical industry increased with the global shift towards sustainability at the start of the 

21st century. Despite important advantages, conversion of renewable raw materials into value-added chemicals 

has complications, which stem from the complexity and variety of their composition. The most well-developed 

are indirect approaches, which first convert renewable raw materials into the syngas (a mixture of H2, CO, and 

light hydrocarbons) mainly via the gasification process. Produced syngas is then used in methanol or Fischer-

Tropsch synthesis to obtain the desired chemicals. Unfortunately, this pathway of renewable raw materials 

conversion requires high energy input and provides low product yields. 

Among the alternative processes that show great potential in this area is plasma technology. Low-

temperature non-thermal plasma has the advantage of being able to activate chemical processes by producing 

electrons, excited atoms, and excited molecules, instead of initiating the reactions via heating of the reactor. 

Due to this potential for high energy efficiency, plasma technology has potential in both environmental 

applications and industrial chemical conversion [1]. Plasma has already seen success in production of syngas 

from renewable raw materials [2]. In addition, several recent studies examined the prospect of value-added 

chemicals synthesis from light hydrocarbons using plasma [3] or plasma-like conditions in rich flames [4]. 

However, the nature of the plasma-catalytic conversion remains largely unknown and requires both 

experimental and theoretical study. 

This work focuses on the experimental investigation of the chemical conversion that takes place during 

the reforming of renewable liquid hydrocarbon using plasma-catalytic approach to the activation of chemical 

reactions. Plasma-catalytic reforming of rich ethanol-air mixtures with fuel equivalent rates ranging from 3 to 

7.5 was investigated using optical emission spectroscopy. Comparison between the experimental spectra and 

the modelled spectra provided the values of the rotational temperatures of OH molecule inside the reaction 

chamber during the reforming. The difference between the experimental shape of OH band located in 280-300 

nm wavelength range and the modelled shape of the same band provided the evidence of the non-Boltzmann 

energy distribution of vibrationally-excited OH molecules during the reforming. 
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This paper deals with spectroscopy of plasma of electric arc discharge between tungsten and 

molybdenum electrodes. Spectrum of electric arc discharge between metal electrodes usually contains 

atomic lines of metals, which can be used for plasma diagnostics. In case of high-melting metals such as 

tungsten and molybdenum, not only line spectrum, but also continuous emission are observed. Further 

diagnostics of plasma are complicated due to superposition of the continuous emission and line spectrum. 

So, it is reasonable to study this continuous emission. 

 

The vertically oriented free-burning arc was ignited in air between the end surfaces of metallic tungsten 

or molybdenum non-cooled electrodes. The diameter of the rod electrodes was 6 mm, the discharge gap was 

8 mm and DC current was 3.5 A. 

The middle cross-section of electric arc discharge plasma was studied by optical emission spectroscopy 

technique [1]. The realized configuration of experimental setup with optical scheme on base of diffraction 

grating 600 g/mm permits simultaneous registration of spatial intensity distribution in spectral range 400-660 

nm. 

Thermal emission can be explained by radiation of hot matter injected in plasma volume by upward 

convective flows or directly from electrodes’ surface. In this assumption spectral brightness can be 

calculated according to Planck’s law: 
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where λ – wavelength, h and kB – Planck and Boltzmann constants, c – speed of light, T – heated bodies 

temperature. 

Sensitivity of spectral device can be obtained from registration of heated body with known temperature, 

for example tungsten ribbon lamp. So, spectral sensitivity S(λ) was obtained previously. The observed 

brightness bobs can be calculated with respect to spectral sensitivity 

( ) ( ) ( ) ,, fTbSb Planckobs = 
 

where f – some adjusting factor from absolute scale to arbitrary units. 

It must be noted, that f is not strictly defined and must be selected carefully. In general, the task of 

superposition of calculated end experimental spectrum has solution in some f  and T  parameter space. 

Simultaneous variation of T and f shows best coincidence of experimental and simulated spectrum at 4500-

5500 K (Fig.1). If T < 4500 K simulated spectrum situated below experimental in short-wave range, while if 

T > 5500 K is situated above experimental spectrum. 

For further plasma diagnostics is necessary to subtract continuous emission from whole observed 

spectrum It can be performed in following way. Intensity of a spectral line I at certain spatial point x can be 

evaluated from spectral brightness distribution b (λ) by integration or, in case of digital image, by 

summation: 
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where –Δλ and +Δλ some spectral range within spectral line profile, n is pixel’s numbers belong to 

appropriate range from –Δλ to +Δλ. 

Thereby, real line intensity without continuous spectra can be expressed  
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Fig. 1. Spectrum of electric arc discharge between tungsten electrodes and continuum simulation 

 

This technique of continuum subtraction was performed for further plasma diagnostics, particularly for 

estimation of temperature by Boltzmann plots method. Applicable for diagnostics atomic spectral lines of W 

and Mo were selected previously [2]. Nine spectral lines for W (see Fig. 2,a) and six spectral lines for Mo 

(see Fig.2,b) were used. The best satisfied simulated continuous spectra were subtracted. The Abel inversion 

was not performed, so obtained results can be used only as temperature estimation. In the same time Abel 

inversion is not contradict with proposed method and will be performed in future studies. 

The Boltzmann plot method is applicable when plasma is in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE), 

then the slope s of line, which drawn through the points corresponding to spectral lines, depends on plasma 

excitation temperature. 

The Boltzmann plots for plasma of electric arc discharges between tungsten (Fig.2,a) and 

molybdenum (Fig.2,b) electrodes with subtraction of continuous emission intensity allow us to estimate 

plasma excitation temperature. For tungsten the temperature is estimated as 5600 K and about 6600 K for 

molybdenum. 
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The paper discusses main features of material response to the repetitive powerful plasma impacts caused 

either the damage mechanisms and erosion behaviour or modification of surface layer and alloying with 

plasma species, aimed at improvement of material performance. Influence of powerful plasma impacts on 

several materials used for the construction of energy systems, i.e. steels as well as tungsten coatings, and 

pure tungsten has been discussed.  

Introduction, experimental conditions, samples and diagnostics 

Simultaneous impacts of high energy and particle loads to the material surface are typical for material 

performance in various extreme conditions: space apparatus in upper atmosphere, operation of turbines, 

nuclear engineering, fusion etc [1. 2]. The paper discusses main features of material response to the repetitive 

powerful plasma impacts caused either the damage mechanisms and erosion behaviour or modification of 

surface layer and alloying with plasma species, aimed at improvement of material performance.  

Surface modifications by powerful pulsed plasma streams were carried out with the use of a QSPA Kh-

50 quasi-stationary plasma accelerator [3]. The main parameters of the QSPA hydrogen plasma streams were 

as follows: ion impact energy was about (0.4…0.6) keV, the maximum plasma pressure reached up to 0.32 

MPa, and the plasma stream diameter was about 18 cm. The surface energy load measured with a calorimeter 

was varied between melting (0.6 MJ/m2) and evaporation (1.1 MJ/m2) thresholds. The load pulse shape was 

approximately triangular, and the pulse duration was 0.25 ms [3, 4]. Pure tungsten target has been 

manufactured from sintered tungsten material of Plansee AG trademark with sizes of 5 × 5 × 1 cm with slits. 

The size of each target unit is 24x12x5 mm, that is comparable to momoblocks in ITER. The width of gaps 

between elements is 1 mm. The surface of the target was oriented perpendicularly to the impact plasma 

stream. The target temperature before and between irradiating pulses corresponded to room temperature 

level. The maximum number of plasma impacts achieved 200 pulses. The samples made of the Eurofer alloy 

(Cr-9.7%, Mn-0.7%, Fe-89.6%) were also irradiated by QSPA plasma streams. All the samples had the size 

of 10100.5 mm3. These samples were covered by tungsten coatings of about 3 μm in thickness, which 

were deposited with a PVD technique [5] within a Bulat-type facility. Earlier such coatings were applied for 

estimations of their performance as plasma-facing surfaces (in a comparison with monolithic tungsten 

targets). They enabled also an analysis of the adhesion properties of the PVD coatings, and an investigation 

of the plasma-facing components prospective for the reactor first wall construction [3]. The energy density in 

free plasma and the surface heat loads were measured by means of the local calorimeters. Observations of 

plasma interactions with the exposed surfaces were performed with a high-speed 10-bit CMOS pco.1200s 

digital camera of the PCO AG type (in the spectral range from 290 nm to 1100 nm, with an exposure time 

ranging from 1 s to 1 s) [3, 4, 6]. The surface analysis of the exposed samples was carried out with a MMR-

4 optical microscope, equipped with a CCD camera. There were also performed measurements of weight 

losses, as well as precise measurements of the surface roughness with a Hommelwerke T500 tester. To study 

a micro-structural evolution and contents of elements and phases in the exposed targets, the x-ray diffraction 

technique (XRD) was applied [7]  

Results and discussion 

The most important results of these studies can be summarized as follows. Repetitive plasma loads above 

the melting tungsten threshold led to formation of melted and resolidified surface layers [3,4]. Networks both 

macro and intergranular cracks appeared on exposed surfaces. Cracks propagate to the bulk mainly 

transversely to the irradiated surface. The splashing of tungsten dust/liquid particles has been analyzed in the 
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course of repetitive plasma pulses. It was revealed that mountains of displaced material at the edges of 

castellated units are primary source of the splashed droplets due to development of instabilities in melted 

layer [6]. The solid dust ejection dominates by cracking processes after the end of pulse and surface 

resolidification. Due to the continuously growing crack width (from value of sub-m till tens m) with 

increasing number of pulses the initially uniform melt pool on the castellated units became disintegrated into 

a set of melt structures separated by cracks. After large number of exposures, the progressive corrugation of 

the surface occurred due to the capillary effects on exposed tungsten surfaces. Results of simulation 

experiments for castellated targets and developed surface structures are compared with repetitive plasma 

exposures of flat tungsten surfaces. 

Experimental research on surface modifications of stainless-steel grade was performed. These SS-grades 

are a possible options as plasma-facing materials of the DEMO-reactor first wall. The samples of Eurofer 

(Cr-9.7%, Mn-%0.4, Fe-89.6%) ferritic/martensitic-steels covered by tungsten coatings were treated within 

the powerful plasma streams [8]. The preliminary tungsten coatings were deposited by a PVD method. 

Possibility of the alloying of SS-surfaces with tungsten coatings was demonstrated. An increase in the 

tungsten concentration was observed. The tungsten phase was identified together with some lines of the Fe 

phase upon the treated surfaces. The presence of the -Fe phase created good conditions for the tungsten 

penetration into the affected layer. The tungsten concentration achieved several wt% in the surface layer of 

thickness up to 4 μm. Symmetrical tensile stresses up to 270 MPa were recorded in the near surface layer. As 

a result of the stresses development, some delamination of the coatings during the pulsed plasma irradiation 

was observed. The surface morphology was changed mostly by the melting and re-solidification of a surface 

layer. Macro- and micro-cracks appeared also on the modified surfaces.  

Summary 

Broad combination of mechanisms of powerful plasma influence on material properties includes not only 

the surface damage due to the different erosion mechanisms but also significant improvement material 

properties in surface layer, its structure and substructure due to high-speed quenching, shock wave 

formation, material alloying with plasma impurities. Fast heating and melting of the treated surface, giving 

rise to considerable temperature gradients (~106 K/cm) in the surface layer of material under the pulsed 

plasma impact. This contributes to high speed diffusion of plasma stream ions into the depth of the modified 

layer, resulting in phase changes in the surface layer and the formation in the course of subsequent fast 

resolidification the fine-grained or quasi-amorphous structures.  
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This paper presents the results of the study of the wide-aperture rotating gliding discharge which was 

used for the plasma-catalytic reforming of hydrocarbons into synthesis gas. The photographs were compared 

with the oscillograms that represented the voltage of the wide-aperture rotating gliding discharge. The 

emission spectra of the plasma torch of the wide-aperture rotating gliding discharge were investigated for 

cases of when the reaction chamber was supplied with air and ethanol-air mixture. The distributions of 

electron Te, vibrational Tv and rotational Tr temperatures alongside the plasma torch inside the reaction 

chamber were determined. 

 

Sustainable development [1] demands the use of renewable raw materials and the minimization of waste 

generated during the production of materials required by humanity. Plasma-catalytic reforming [2] is one of 

the approaches to the reforming of renewable raw materials into synthesis gas that comply with the 

conditions of sustainability [1, 3]. Plasma-catalytic reforming systems have two main chambers: the 

discharge chamber, which provides oxidant activation, and the reaction chamber in which activated oxidant 

interacts with hydrocarbon. During the plasma-catalytic reforming, discharge chamber is supplied only with 

an oxidant, meanwhile, the reaction chamber is supplied with the mixture of oxidant and hydrocarbon. 

Discharge generates active species (radicals, ions, electrons, excited atoms and molecules), which initiate 

reforming. Therefore, the sources of non-equilibrium (non-thermal) plasma with the high service life of 

electrodes play a vital part in the realization of plasma-catalytic approach. Wide-aperture rotating gliding 

discharge [4] can be such a source. 

 

Electron temperature Te was determined from the lines of O atoms by using the method of relative 

intensities. Vibrational Tv and rotational Tr temperatures were determined by comparing the experimental 

emission spectra with spectra of OH and NO bands modeled by Specair [5]. Results show that obtained 

temperatures were the same regardless of which bands they were determined from, OH or NO. Plasma 

alongside the torch is non-thermal. However, at the ends of the discharge channel, vibrational temperature Tv 

decreases to the value of rotational temperature Tr. The injection of the additional airflow inside the reaction 

chamber leads to the decrease of the plasma torch length inside the reaction chamber. 

 

The limitation of the surface on which the wide-aperture rotating gliding discharge is able to glide 

changes the voltage oscillograms by changing the gas dynamics, changing the airflow velocity in this case, 

which causes faster changes of the discharge channel length. The introduction of the additional airflow into 

the reaction chamber leads to the decrease of plasma torch inside the reaction chamber. In the case of air 

flow, the plasma of wide-aperture rotating gliding discharge in the reaction chamber is non-thermal with 

Te>Tv>Tr. The introduction of ethanol into the reaction chamber causes the disappearance of NO band and O 

lines from the optical emission spectrum of plasma. This change of emission spectrum can be connected to 

the chemical processes that occur during the reforming of ethanol into synthesis gas. 
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The free-burning electric arc between asymmetric vertically oriented Cu and Ni electrode was studied in this 

paper. DC discharge of 30 A was investigated. Nickel cathode and copper anode were used in different spatial 
combinations. It was found that the convective flow plays an important role in spatial distribution of each metal 
vapour component in middle section of plasma column. 

The plasma of free-burning arc discharge between copper and nickel electrodes in air at atmospheric 
pressure was investigated by optical emission spectroscopy [1]. To avoid the metal droplets appearing the 
pulsing mode was used: the current pulse of 30 A and 30 ms duration was put on the “duty” weak-current 
discharge (3.5 A). The quasi-steady mode was investigated [2]. 

In this work, the polarity of vertically oriented upper and bottom electrodes of DC arc in different 
experiments can be able to reverse in the same manner as [2]. In the frames of this study, Ni as the cathode and 
Cu as the anode were used in both in upper and bottom positions. 

In Fig.1 (a,b) the surface image of both electrodes (Ni cathode is in upper position) are shown. The 
dependence of electron density from temperature (c) and radial distributions (d) of copper and nickel vapours 
contents in plasma of electric arc discharge are presented.  
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Fig.1. Surface image of electrode: a) Ni (cathode / upper position), b) Cu (anode / bottom position). The 
dependence of electron density from temperature (c) and radial distributions (d) of copper and nickel vapours 

contents in plasma of electric arc discharge 
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Fig.2. Surface image of electrode: a) Ni (cathode / bottom position), b) Cu (anode / upper position). The 
dependence of electron density from temperature (c) and radial distributions (d) of copper and nickel vapours 

contents in plasma of electric arc discharge  
 
In Fig.2 (a,b) the surface image of both electrodes (Ni cathode is in bottom position) are shown as well. The 

dependence of electron density from temperature (c) and radial distributions (d) of copper and nickel vapours 
contents in plasma of electric arc discharge are also presented.  

It was previously found [2] that a cathode is most consumable electrode in contrast to an anode in so-called 
“long arcs”. Just nickel plays such role in this study. One can see, that nickel vapour contents in plasma depends 
on the cathode spatial position. We can assume that convective flow is the reason for the difference in the 
content of metal vapor in plasma volume for different this electrode’s configuration. The propagation velocity of 
metal vapour from the cathode in dynamical equilibrium in discharge gap depends, for our mind, whether its 
direction will coincide with convective flow velocity. As it turned out, when nickel cathode was in bottom 
position, the convection assists to its metal vapours to reach the upper copper electrode. In the opposite case, the 
convection will causes to the enrichment of nickel vapours in a discharge gap by preventing of downward flows 
of nickel vapours in dynamical equilibrium. 
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The results of investigation of the dependence of the amplitude on distance, simple approximating 

relations between the pressure in the infrasound wave and the distance between the infrasound source and 

the location of the infrasound detector are presented. 

Introduction 

The study is concerned with the features of variations in the amplitude of infrasound wave propagated 

through the terrestrial atmosphere at global-scale distances. As a source of infrasound, the passage and 

airburst of the Tunguska celestial body that occurred in the atmosphere at an altitude of 6 – 10 km over the 

Central Siberia on June 30, 1908 have been chosen. The aim of this study is to investigate with using 

computer simulation the dependence of the amplitude on distance, to develop simple approximating relations 

between the pressure in the infrasound wave and the distance between the infrasound source and the location 

of the infrasound detector. 

Techniques and Methodology 

The data acquired from a Europe-Asia array of 23 microbarographs located at distances of 0.49 – 35 Mm 

from the Tunguska disaster site are used to construct the correlation diagrams for the distance and amplitude, 

which are used to study the dependence of the infrasound amplitude on distance. In analyzing the 

dependence of the infrasound amplitude on the distance between the source generating infrasound and the 

location of the infrasound detector, the model for the weakening of the amplitude with distance, which best 

fits the observations, is being found. The following models for the propagation of infrasound waves have 

been tested: the propagation in free space with a spherical wavefront, the propagation in the air-earth 

boundary waveguide with a cylindrical wavefront, the propagation with a gradual transition from a spherical 

divergence to a cylindrical divergence, both neglecting and taking into account attenuation. 

Results 

The relations approximating the dependence of the infrasound amplitude on distance have been developed 

for the different models of the propagation of infrasound waves along the Earth's surface in the distance range 

0.49 – 35 Mm. As base models of the global-scale propagation of infrasound waves, the following models are 

chosen: (1) the propagation of a spherical wavefront without attenuation, (2) the propagation of a cylindrical 

wavefront without attenuation, (3) a sum of a spherical wavefront and a cylindrical wavefront without 

attenuation, (4) a beam spreading loss described by an arbitrary power law without attenuation, (5) the 

propagation of a cylindrical wavefront with attenuation, (6) propagation of a spherical wavefront with 

attenuation. The approximating relations obtained have been analyzed and compared (Fig. 1 – 4). The rate of 

attenuation is estimated for a cylindrical and spherical wavefronts in the ground–stratosphere and the ground–

thermosphere waveguides. It is equal to about 0.16 Mm
–1

 and 0.17 Mm
–1

, respectively. 

  
Fig. 1. Infrasonic signal amplitude vs. distance. 

Data acquired by 21 IMF stations are included. 

Regression line 176.46p r   is shown. Coefficient of 

determination R  0.75, standard deviation 29.7 Pa. 

Fig. 2. Infrasonic signal amplitude vs. distance. Data 

acquired by 21 IMF stations are included. Regression 

line 1 0.527.25 52.36p r r     is shown. Coefficient of 

determination R  0.79, standard deviation   28.02 Pa. 
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Fig. 3. Infrasonic signal amplitude vs. distance. Data 

acquired by 21 IMF stations are included. Regression 

line 182.84 exp( 0.1 )p r r    is shown. Coefficient of 

determination R0.72, standard deviation 31.10 Pa. 

Fig. 4. Infrasonic signal amplitude vs. distance. Data 

acquired by 21 IMF stations are included. Regression line 
0.599.02 exp( 0.16 )p r r    is shown. Coefficient of 

determination R  0.72, standard deviation   31.10 Pa. 

Conclusions 

The following conclusions have been drawn from this study: (1) the dependence of the amplitude of the 

infrasound wave generated by the Tunguska celestial body on distance is determined to be complex and 

difficult to fit with simple mathematical relations based on reasonable physical models of the propagation of 

infrasound waves along the Earth's surface at global-scale distances. (2) The intercomparisons of the 

approximating relations determined permitted the selection of preferable relations from their entire set. The 

latter include the relations based on the following models for the propagation of infrasound waves in the 

waveguides formed by the ground and atmospheric layers (first of all, by the stratosphere, and, to a lesser 

degree, by the thermosphere): (1) a spherical wavefront gradually becoming a cylindrical wavefront, and (2) 

a cylindrical wavefront with attenuation. 
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It was generalized and programmed the algorithm of checking the efficiency of unknown parameter 

estimating in statistical models given by stochastic differential equations with Levy noise. This modification 

allows to solve a statistical problem for a vector unknown parameter. 

Introduction 

Given a discretely observed process that is a solution of a stochastic differential equation: 

𝑑𝑋𝑡 = 𝑎𝜃(𝑋𝑡)𝑑𝑡 + 𝑑𝑍𝑡 

Here is 𝑥0  ∈ 𝑅, 𝐴: Ө   𝑅 → 𝑅  drift, Ө   𝑅 – open set (interval), 𝜃 = (𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐) – unknown vector parameter, 

that has to be evaluated, 𝑍 – alpha-stable process with limited jumps. Observation is held with a constant step ℎ. 

It was shown in the article [1] that in terms of Levy's measure an algorithm for setting the limits of 

efficiency can be implemented. In this article, the algorithm was purely theoretical and implemented on a 

concrete example. In addition, there was a roughness in the transition from conditional expected value to 

unconditional in the algorithm. 

Parameter estimation 

For the solution of a stochastic differential equation, the Euler-Maruama scheme is used. After generating a 

sample of solutions of the X stochastic differential equation, a method of parameter estimator has to be chosen, 

the efficiency of which will be evaluated. In this model we consider the least squares method and least absolute 

deviation estimation. In case of least square the functional that is minimized has the form: 

𝜃𝑛 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝜃∈

∑ (𝑋ℎ𝑘 − 𝑋ℎ(𝑘−1) − 𝐴𝜃(𝑋ℎ(𝑘−1))ℎ)2
𝑛

𝑘=1
 

The functional for estimating by the least absolute deviation method is: 

𝜃𝑛 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝜃∈

∑ |𝑋ℎ𝑘 − 𝑋ℎ(𝑘−1) − 𝐴𝜃(𝑋ℎ(𝑘−1))ℎ)|
𝑛

𝑘=1
 

Using Hook-Jeeves and BFGS method we can find global minimum of these functionals that can be used for 

efficiency checking of the algorithm. 

Evaluation algorithm 

After choosing the method of estimation, the question arises about the efficiency of this method.It was 

proposed method of parameter estimation evaluation testing in statistical models defined by stochastic 

differential equations, controlled by Levy noise in [1]. The following algorithm is: 

1. To choose evaluation method and build estimation 𝜃𝑛 of unknown parameter 𝜃0; 
2. To generate N trajectories of  process  X that is specified by equation  𝜃𝑛 =  𝜃0 and for each build 

sample size of  n; 

3. To calculate estimation 𝜃𝑛
𝑘, 𝑘 = 1, … . . 𝑁 and find sample variance  𝑠𝑁

2 (𝜃𝑛) =
1

𝑁
∑ (√𝑛(𝜃𝑛

𝑘 − 𝜃))
2

𝑁
𝑘=1  

4. To calculate 𝑛0 and generate  N  trajectories  X з 𝜃𝑛 =  𝜃0, for each calculate 𝛯𝑛
𝑘(𝑛0), 𝑘 = 1 … . 𝑁 

5. To find sample mean 𝐽𝑁(�̂�𝑛, 𝑛0) =
1

𝑁
∑ (𝛯𝑛

𝑘(𝑛0))2𝑁
𝑘=1  ; 

6. 6. Using value of √𝐽𝑁(𝜃𝑛, 𝑛0)𝑠𝑁
2 (𝜃𝑛)  make a conclusion about the method’s effectiveness. 
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In the fifth step of the algorithm there was a significant roughness in the transition from conditional expected 

value to unconditional. This disadvantage is eliminated by the bridge: if the trajectory falls into the ocile point, 

then it was taken for analysis. 

For a multiparameter case, the sampled mean and sample variance are replaced by the sample mean matrix 

and the covariance matrix. Accordingly, Fisher's information is replaced by the Fisher information matrix, as a 

result of the product of the matrices, and the efficiency of the estimation method will be the spectral radius of the 

Fisher matrix. 

There was developed a software to test the method of estimating unknown parameters and the efficiency of 

the estimation method. This software allows to estimate  parameter and check the efficiency of these methods. 

The user can specify the number of trajectories for the process, the step with which the process is observed, the 

error for numerical methods, the number of observations, the parameters of the alpha-stable process, the starting 

point and the maximum amplitude for the jump. 

 

Fig. 1. View of program 

It was chosen such parameters for test sample: number of trajectories for bridge approximation (N) – 700, 

approximation step (n0) – 650, step between observations (h) – 1, alpha stable parameter – 7/4, jump level 

(c0) – 1, precision – 0.001. The drift function is (−𝑎 ∗  𝑆𝑖𝑛(𝑥)  −  𝑏 ∗  𝑆𝑖𝑛(𝑥)  −  𝑐 ∗  𝑆𝑖𝑛(𝑥)). Efficiency for 

LSE was 45%, for least absolute deviation – 60%. 
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A long-standing goal of artificial intelligence is an algorithm that learns, tabula rasa, superhuman 

proficiency in challenging domains. We propose the algorithm, based on neural network, capable to learn 

how to play any 2-player board game to high master level, using only simple rules of this game as an input. 

Here, we introduce an algorithm based solely on reinforcement learning, without any human data, guidance, 

or domain knowledge beyond game rules.  

Much progress towards artificial intelligence has been made using supervised learning systems that are 

trained to replicate the decisions of human experts. However, expert data is often expensive, unreliable, or 

simply unavailable. Even when reliable data is available it may impose a ceiling on the performance of 

systems trained in this manner. In contrast, reinforcement learning systems are trained from their own 

experience, in principle allowing them to exceed human capabilities, and to operate in domains where human 

expertise is lacking. Recently, there has been rapid progress towards this goal, using deep neural networks 

trained by reinforcement learning. These systems have outperformed humans in computer games such as 

Atari and 3D-virtual environments. However, the most challenging domains in terms of human intellect – 

such as board games (chess, Go, Gomoku) widely viewed as a grand challenge for artificial intelligence – 

require precise and sophisticated lookahead in vast search spaces. Fully general methods have not previously 

achieved human-level performance in these domains [1].  

Developed program realizes the reinforcement learning algorithm and capable to study every board game 

to high master level, having only simple rules of the game as input. The algorithm stands on several 

important aspects. First and foremost, it is trained solely by self-play reinforcement learning, starting from 

random play, without any supervision or use of human data. Second, it only uses the rules of board game as 

input features. Third, it uses a neural network as the core feature of all algorithm. 

The neural network fθ is parameterized by θ and takes as input the state s of the board. It has two 

outputs: a continuous value of the board state vθ(s)∈ [−1,1] from the perspective of the current player, and a 

policy p→θ(s) that is a probability vector over all possible actions. 

When training the network, at the end of each game of self-play, the neural network is provided training 

examples of the form (st→πt,zt) is an estimate of the policy from state st and zt∈ {−1,1} is the final outcome 

of the game from the perspective of the player at st (+1 if the player wins, -1 if the player loses, 0 if draw). 

The neural network is then trained to minimize the loss of those functions. The underlying idea is that over 

time, the network will learn what states eventually lead to wins (or losses). In addition, learning the policy 

would give a good estimate of what the best action is from a given state. The neural network architecture in 

general would not depend on the game [2].  

During the training phase, we wish to improve these estimates. This is accomplished using a Monte 

Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) algorithm. In the search tree, each node represents a board configuration. A 

directed edge exists between two nodes i→j if a valid action can cause state transition from state i to j. 

Starting with an empty search tree, we expand the search tree one node (state) at a time. When a new node is 

encountered, instead of performing a rollout, the value of the new node is obtained from the neural network 

itself. This value is propagated up the search path [2].  

Here is the complete training algorithm. We initialize our neural network with random weights, thus 

starting with a random policy and value network. In each iteration of our algorithm, we play a number of 

games of self-play. In each turn of a game, we perform a fixed number of MCTS simulations starting from 
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the current state st. We pick a move by sampling from the improved policy π→t. This gives us a training 

example (st→πt). The reward is filled in at the end of the game: +1 if the current player eventually wins the 

game, 0 if the game was drawn, else –1. The search tree is preserved during a game.  

Conclusion 
At the end of the iteration, the neural network is trained with the obtained training examples. The old and 

the new networks are pit against each other. If the new network wins more than a set threshold fraction of 

games (57,5%), the network is updated to the new network. Otherwise, we conduct another iteration to 

augment the training examples. This process we put inside of the loop, investigating how the strength of the 

training network becomes bigger and bigger. 
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Implementation components of secure verifiable public voting protocol between stakeholders in 

enterprise solutions with keeping the privacy of each vote and getting trusted result is presented. Thesis 

explores principals of homomorphic encryption, which is used for trusted arithmetic operations on cipher 

texts. The solution uses Shamir key sharing protocol to generate key pair of system in distributed way. 

Additionally author explains the role of blockchain in this system as secure, immutable and transparent kind 

of storage. In contrast with other solutions for e-voting this study solves the problem of stakeholders by 

generation appropriate number of keys for each voter. In conclusion, such kind of e-voting implementation 

gives a lot of advantages comparing with other solutions: keeping privacy, discarding trusted key dealer, 

temper-proof storage. 

Problem description 

The idea of conducting electronic voting is spreading in various branches of life, starting with the public 

sector, namely the conduct of elections and referendums, ending with private voting in the business 

environment, corporations and consortiums. Modern solutions propose to build infrastructure in a centralized 

manner using a single trusted center, which will calculate the results of the voting process. In applying this 

approach, the privacy of the vote is not ensured, that is, the election commission has the technical ability to 

review who and how voted. It should be noted that using the standard methods of encryption and concealing 

votes among voters, the electoral committee can decipher the voice of each voter. Therefore, the problem of 

the final determination of results with the unavailability of data manipulation and the provision of further 

verification appears. 

The use of a centralized environment for storing and processing votes doesn’t provide protection against 

unauthorized interference and substitution of data, even those stored in encrypted form. The compilation of 

log files and database records makes the result unrepresentative. That is why decentralized data storage 

technologies that provide a consistent and transparent history are becoming increasingly popular. Blockchain 

technology is actively used at the state level in land design projects, public registers, and financial 

institutions. 

System components 

The voting system should be built with the following components: voting committee, server 

decentralized application, client application. The voting committee is responsible for registering public 

addresses from which voices can be sent. The distribution of keys is carried out between the nodes, the 

committee of which may be various structural units, organizations, etc. Provides a public key to the system 

that will be encrypted. After the vote, the final result is deciphered. The client application is responsible for 

key pairs generation for each voter based on the amount of stakes in the company. It contains the 

functionality of vote’s encryption and sending transactions to the blockchain. A decentralized server solution 

is a collection of nodes, public or private, which are entry points for acceptance of signed transactions, a 

decentralized application that stores encrypted votes and implements voting rules. 

Voting process 

Let there be three holders V1, V2, V3 with the percentage shares of P1, P2, P3 respectively in a specific 

consortium C. In the system members of voting committee VK1…VKn are chosen, where n is the number of 

committee members. Next, the committee generates a public and private key to the consortium PubKeyc, 

PrivKeyc, which will encrypt and decrypt the votes in a distributive manner. The private key of the system is 

represented in the form of distributed shares of each member of the committee. When key generation is 

happened, a minimum number of k-particles of a private key is required when decoding the result. The 

process of key generation is described in [1]. With the client application, each share owner generates a 
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number of public keys that corresponds to the number of shares that it owns. To simplify, we will imagine 

that each participant can own a percentage of shares to the nearest hundredths of a percent. In this case, each 

participant has the following keys: Ni = Pi · 100 and registers them in the service in order to control the 

access to the voting process (this may be a centralized service and distributed as an application in the form of 

a smart contract) The committee is aware of only the public addresses of voters and it has no idea of the 

concrete individuals who own them. Then, in the client application, transactions are created and signed to be 

sent to blockchain for the purpose of storing the results. Only one vote can be sent from one public address. 

Vote is transmitted in encrypted form using public key of the consortium vote = E(PubKeyc, option1..m), 

where option1..m is the code of the voting option. The encoding of options is done in the form of a rise in the 

basis of the number system, which should be greater than the maximum number of votes in the system. In 

this example, with a maximum of 10,000 votes for one option, the system base is 10001. If there are two 

coding options 100010 and 100011, this will be used to determine the final voting result. Voice encryption 

should be semantically secure, meaning that the cipher text from the same code looks different. It will make 

impossible to collect statistics, deanonimize, and determine the results during the voting process. The 

encrypted vote, signed by the private key of voter PrivKeyv is sent to the network of blockchain (private or 

public depends on the consortium) and recorded in a smart contract. The control of the voting rules is carried 

out in the code of the smart contract. After all the members have voted, the committee collects all encrypted 

votes. With the help of the additive property of the cryptosystem Paillier over the encrypted data, arithmetic 

multiplication operations are performed according to [2]. The result is decrypted with the help of distributed 

particles of the private key of the system and is reduced to the numerical system used in the encoding; the 

result is an arithmetic sum of codes. The number of votes for each option is easily distinguished from the 

result. 
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In our time there is a need to obtain result of temperature measuring faster for further processing. High-

speed processing is required in medicine, in technical laboratories, in scientific researches. Dynamic 

measurement errors must be taken into account in order to ensure high accuracy in measuring channels. 

Therefore, the goal is to develop specialized software using neural network. The developed program 

provides for prediction and correction of dynamic error of thermoconverter to reduce time of temperature 

measurement. 

The main requirement for thermometers is clarity and accuracy of temperature displays at various 

operating conditions, which could be unfavorable: vibration, sharp temperature fluctuations, and aggressive 

environment. When forecasting temperature, it is necessary to take into account the dynamic error. 

Dynamic measurement error is measurement result error that is inherent in dynamic measurement 

conditions. Dynamic error appears when measuring variables. It is due to non-inertial properties of 

measuring instruments. Dynamic error of measurement means is difference between instrumental error in 

dynamic conditions and its static error. The static error corresponds to magnitude of value at a given time 

point. The dynamic measurement error is presented on Fig. 1, where Q(τ) – dynamic error and τ – 

reading time. 

 
Fig. 1. Dynamic measurement error 

The temperature distribution by volume of thermoconverter is uniform. Therefore, temperature at all 

points of volume at time t is t(τ). The thermophysical properties of materials in thermoconverter are constant 

over time and temperature dependent. Suppose that thermoconverter at the initial moment of time τ = 0 had 

temperature tT, then you can write equation for adjusted temperature value [1]: 

 ,     (1) 

where  – temperature of thermoconverter = 0,  – end temperature result,  – index of thermal inertia, 

Т – instantaneous time value. Therefore, formula (1) can be written as: 

 .      (2) 

 

The Python 3 programming language and libraries TensorFlow, Keras, NumPy were used to develop the 

system. Neural networks are created using the perceptron. One of most important aspects of a deep neural 

network is activation function, which brings nonlinearity into network. Common activation functions: 

sigmoid, hyperbolic tangent, ReLU. ReLU was used for the system. Using ReLU significantly increases rate 
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of convergence of stochastic gradient descent in comparison with sigmoid and hyperbolic tangent. It is 

believed that this is due to linear nature and lack of saturation of this function.  

 
Fig. 2 Program Algorithm 

Fig. 2 shows algorithm of the program. Input parameters: T, s – time; t, °C – instantaneous 

temperature value. Output parameter: tek, °C – temperature value is obtained experimentally. 

Multilayer perceptron has two hidden layers:  the first layer (marked black) and the second layer 

(marked gray). 

Conclusions 

The system is trained on temperature values from 20 °C to 50 °C with step of 5 °C. So error value is 

from 0.6% to 2%. The system has reduced measurement time by factor 20. 
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The questions of parallelization of the algorithm for the transformation of a non-deterministic finite 

automaton to an equivalent deterministic finite automaton are considered. Feature of implementation is to use 

the CUDA hardware and software platforms, GPGPU technology. This significantly increases the productivity 

of the application. 

Introduction 

Nondeterministic finite automata (NFA) has an important role in discrete mathematics (especially in the 

theory of languages), which are generalizations of deterministic finite automata (DFA). Feature of the NFA is 

that from a certain state of it, several transitions can appear, marked by the same letter. This means that the NFA 

transitions are not a function but a relation. Any NFA can be transformed into a DFA, which will respond to 

incoming words like NFA [1]. But there are good reasons to consider NFA: they are often more compact and 

synthesized more easily than DFA. In addition, last may have exponentially more states for the NFA. Since the 

DFA has only one transition at a certain signal, it operates faster than the NFA. When converting NFA witch 

have N states in the DFA, the number of states of the output automaton increases. Occasionally, there are cases 

where the number of states can reach . 

Converting an NFA into a DFA for the purpose of solving applied engineering problems and problems of the 

theory of languages is often needed. To solve this problem (it has a significant computational complexity), it is 

necessary to determine the technology of implementation of the converting algorithm, and then in C++ to create 

and test two applications that implement the same algorithm, but one of the implementations should be more 

productive. The first implementation is sequentially executed on the CPU, and the second has a part that 

performs preliminary data processing on the CUDA platform, that is, based on the GPGPU technology. To do 

this, converting algorithm has been modified, which allowed to perform parallel calculations on the GPU.  

Implementation features 

The task of converting the NFA may take a long time. For example, the NFA in 13 states when converting into 

DFA may have 8191 states. Manually solve such a task too long and there is a probability of errors. The second 

implementation allows you to quickly solve such a task. For example, a machine with 13 states in the worst case will 

be converting in less than a minute. Other results are shown in the table. The table lists the worst cases for incoming 

states. Cells - the time of conversion on the CPU only and on the CPU using the CUDA platform, in seconds. 

Q – number 

of NFA 

states 

P – number 

of DFA 

states 

X – number of input symbols 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

11 2047 3 / 1 4 / 1 6 / 2 7 / 2 10 / 3 11 / 3 10 / 3 

12 4095 12 / 3 15 / 4 25 / 6 25 / 7 37 / 10 37 / 9 41 / 11 

13 8191 48 / 12 58 / 14 94 / 24 101 / 26 139 / 36 149 / 38 162 / 41 

14 16383 194 / 49 229 / 58 359 / 91 393 / 99 518/ 132 567/ 145 593/ 152 

15 32767 775/ 198 928/ 236 1363/ 346 1673/ 388 2099/ 529 2252/ 573 2315/ 588 

When converting, there is always a need to determine in what states the machine can transit. The calculation 

of these states occurs independently of each other, because only the input data taken from the NSA conversion 

table [1] is required for this. This allows performing computations in parallel with the CUDA platform. The 

diagram for case Q = 13, P = 8191 is shown in Fig. 1  
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Fig. 1. 

A way to save the transitions of automaton 

If transition table of NFA and DFA is compared, it can be noticed that table cells of DFA have an integer 

value, representing the state of automaton transition. In case of NFA, the table cell contains set of states. The first 

way to solve this problem is defining a cell as an array. Another way, which was implemented in the program, is 

representing the table cell as an integer. This way simplifies the data presentation, because the table cells are 

referred as common numbers instead of array with varying length. Also, during the development of this tool it was 

discovered that this way of saving data simplifies some operations constantly used by the algorithm. The 

implementation is the following: let’s assume that states of the NFA respond with numbers starting with zero. The 

first state is zero, the next is one etc. Those numbers mark the position, that equals the transition to certain state, as 

binary number. For example, the transition to the first state matches zero position, the transition to the second state 

- first position. Meanwhile, the “1” marks that the transition takes place, while the “0” marks that it does not. While 

every state has its own position, they can be changed independently. That means that this way you can define the 

transition to several states. To do so you just need to set “1” on the certain positions. For example, if you have 4 

states, the transition to the first and the third states is matched as 0101, which equals the number 5. 

Conclusion 

The developed application significantly increases the efficiency of computations, depending on the amount 

of states and inputs of the NFA. For example, using NFA equivalent to the one of fifth table 1 row can increase 

the efficiency of the application up to four times, which confirms the effectiveness of this implementation of the 

algorithm for converting an NFA to a DFA on the CUDA platform. 
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The mathematical model of the formal neuron was implemented by digital electronics devices using a 

microcontroller based on the microprocessor of the ARDUINO family. Analysis of the results of the test 
experiment showed that the maximum value of the relative error in calculating the hyperbolic tangent of the 
input signal does not exceed 1,7%. 

 
Introduction 

Artificial neural networks mean computational structures that simulate simple biological processes that 
are usually associated with processes of the human brain. They represent distributed and parallel systems, 
and they can adaptive learning by analyzing positive and negative influences. An elementary converter in 
these networks is an artificial neuron or simply a neuron, named so by analogy with the biological prototype 
[1]. When we develop artificial neural networks, we use the mathematical model of a formal neuron. 
There are multipliers (synapses), an adder and a non-linear converter that is at the output of a formal neuron. 
It provides an activation function. The choice of the activation function affects on precision of the model of 
the formal neuron, which affects on complexity of the implementation of the artificial neural network. 

 
Today almost always the modeling of neural networks carries out on digital computers in various 

software packages, as, for example, in work [2]. 
 
Creating devices that implement technology of machine learning on hardware level with using of 

traditional digital electronic components is quite difficult because the device must quickly move large arrays 
of information and perform complex processing of these arrays [3].  

 
Today, there are many small digital computers based on microprocessors and microcontrollers which can 

provide an acceptable speed of operations and enough memory for modeling a formal neuron.  
 
In this article contains the results of modeling the operation of a formal neuron using a 

microcontroller based on the microprocessor of the ARDUINO family. 
 

Tools of analysis 
For the solution of the task was chosen Arduino Uno. Controller 

establishing on the ATmega328 processor. The platform possess 14 
digital inputs / outputs (6 of which can be used as PWM outputs), 6 
analog inputs, a 16 MHz crystal oscillator, a USB connector, a power 
connector, an ICSP connector and a reset button. For operation need to 
connect of the platform to the computer by a USB cable or power 
supply using an AC / DC adapter or battery. 

 
The main parameters of ARDUINO: 

1) the range of input values for the task is from 0 to 5 volts; 
2) Bit depth ADC 10 bits 210 = 1024 quantization levels; 
3) the maximum direct current is 40 mA; 
4) flash memory 32 KB, 0,5 KB are occupied by the system; 
5) RAM - 2 KB; 
6) EEPROM – 1 KB [12]. 

 
 
 

Results and discussion 

 
Fig. 1. Block diagram of the 

firmware of the microcontroller
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The block diagram of the firmware of 
the microcontroller "Arduino Uno" for 
implementing the functions of a formal neuron 
is shown in Fig. 1. First, the I/O port reads and 
processes input data. Further on the input data 
are carried out arithmetic operations: 
multiplication by weighting coefficients, 
addition the obtained products and finding the 
hyperbolic tangent of the sum. 

 
The value of the hyperbolic tangent of the 

sum of the products of the input signals to the 
corresponding weight coefficients was 
calculated analytically and obtained with the 
help of a microcontroller. 

 
In Fig. 2, shows a dependence of the relative 

error of the results of the microcontroller operation on the absolute value of the output signal. It does not 
exceed 1,7%. In Fig. 2 is shown the dependence is essentially non-linear, which can be due to both the 
instability of the power supply of the microcontroller, and the quantization noise of the analog-
digital converter of the input signals and a number of measurements. 
 

Conclusions 
1. Analysis of the results obtained showed that the maximum value of the absolute error in calculating 

th(vk) using microcontroller is 0,013, and the relative error in calculating th(vk) with the 
microcontroller does not exceed 1,7% 

2. The obtained error values can be caused both by the instability of the power supply of the 
microcontroller and by the quantization noise of the analog-digital converter of the input signals.  
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 Fig. 2. Dependence of the relative error of the 

microcontroller's operation results on the absolute value 
of the output signal 
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In the work the analysis of schematic-based design for the multiply accumulate unit of formal neuron is 

conducted, an operating model is created on the basis of microcircuits of multipliers and the confidence rating 

of its operation is conducted. Testified that accuracy of the circuit operation under static conditions makes 10 

mkV when the rectangular wave (Um = 4.6 V, f = 57 kHz) is at the input of the chart, within the limits of 

accessible method of measurement, the accuracy is reasonable. 

 

Introduction 

Device creation that render possible to realize technologies of machine learning at the hardware level built 

on the base of traditional digital electronic components - it is difficult enough, an almost impracticable task 

because of the necessity of the rapid moving of large volumes of information and quite difficult data handling 

[1]. 

For today the neuron network modeling is almost always conducted on modern digital computers in various 

software packs, as, for example, in reference [2]. The using of analog circuitry does not give so high 

functionality as the digital schematic-based design using, but the tasks of analog charts are solved with very 

high speed in spite of the task complexity. Artificial neural networks based on analogous elements, except for 

the operation speed, provide high energy efficiency also [1]. Consequently, course of development of artificial 

neural networks based on the analog circuitry is perspective. 

In this work the analysis of schematic-based design for the multiply accumulate unit of formal neuron has 

been performed on the basis of microcircuits of multipliers and also, in accordance with the obtained results, 

it has been accepted the grounded decisions on practical implementation and subsequent adjusting of the unit’s 

acting model.  

Analysis 

The original problem was solved by the breadboarding – it was produced the working prototype of the 

multiply accumulate unit of formal neuron. As a basis it was taken the electric schematic diagram, which is 

shown in Fig. 1 

 

Fig. 1. The electric schematic diagram 

of the multiply accumulate unit 

 

Evidently that the basic component 

of diagram is an analog multiplier 

AD734AN with auxiliary passive 

components, and rated values of chart 

passive elements (resistors R2-R13), 

calculated by theory, have non-standard 

values, but comply with none of rating 

tier of elements values which are widely 

made by producers [3]. The features of 

analog charts also impose additional 

requirements in relation to realization of 

this device, in particular, it must be 

considered the jam-resistance and 

topology of printboard. 

Consequently, it is possible to draw conclusion, that a revision of principle chart of device is absolutely 

required in the context of a practical realization. In order to improve the quality of breadboard model, the 

economic efficiency and availability of participating database, and also the additional simplification of 

performance target, it has been selected the microcircuit AD633JR. The input and output shift voltages are 

inherent to the analog electronics devices. That is why, with the purpose of increasing the exactness of the end 

item, the external scheme of the offsets voltage has been used in output [4]. 
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The passive schematic elements were selected in virtue of high accuracy (at least 0,1%) and of the best 

temperature stability. The printed-circuit board is bilateral, with a ground as a global bus on the one side, and 

the shortest connections of all signal tracks. 

 

Results and discussion 

Based on the analysis findings, there was created the project of the printed-circuit board in the environment 

of SAPR “Altium Designer”. In Fig. 2 it is shown the electric schematic diagram of one link of the multiplier 

unit from the design environment. 

On the basis of the assembled electric schematic diagram the printed-circuit board has been tracked in 

accordance with the requirements outlined in previous sections. 

Fig. 3,a shows the topology of the printboard and its format forecasted in the environment of SAPR, and 

Fig. 3,b – the acting model made on the basis of tracking and designing. 

 

а)        

b) 

Fig. 3. The printed-circuit board (а) and the 

acting model (b) of the multiplier unit of formal 

neuron 

 

 

Conclusions 

1. It was created the acting breadboard model of the multiplier unit for formal neuron on the basis of the 

multipliers microcircuits of and its research is conducted. 

2. Test of the model for the performance capability demonstrated the absence of device autoexcitation ranging 

of input frequencies from 0 to 57 kHz. 

3. The analysis of functional operation accuracy of the scheme revealed that under static conditions the 

precision makes not worse 10 mkV, and in dynamic regime (rectangular wave is Um = 4.6 V, f = 57 kHz) 

within the limits of accessible measuring procedure the exactness is satisfactory, however it needs the 

improved methods of measuring. 
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 Fig. 2. The electric schematic diagram of one link of the 

multiplier unit of formal neuron 
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The promising directions for the development of mobile radio frequency monitoring systems have been 

identified. The analysis of the potential of existing methods for the synthesis of apertures of passive radio 

frequency monitoring systems has been carried out. The carrier’s curvilinear trajectory of a radar meter in 

the semicircle’s form has been offered. Its implementation allows to uniquely determine the parameters of 

radio emission sources. It has been noted that the implementation of such a trajectory of movement requires 

the development of special algorithms for controlling the carrier. 

 

Nowadays active use of unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) is one of the promising areas of the efficiency 

improving for modern mobile radio monitoring systems (RM). Drones are used to solve various tasks. The 

implementation of effective RM is one of these tasks in the operation of radio electronic means in a complex 

electromagnetic environment. Along with significant increasing in common television and radio transmitters, 

cellular communications systems, an increase in the number of unlicensed radio sources (RS) with a large 

number of spurious emissions occurs, that do not meet acceptable standards. This circumstance requires the 

improvement of technical and organizational means of radio monitoring. The advantage of drones as a carrier 

of RM technical equipment is a higher mobility compared to automobile ones; the ability to quickly increase 

funds in a given area; low cost compared to the deployment of ground infrastructure, reducing the number of 

staff. 

The main task of radio monitoring is to control the radio environment in order to fulfill the requirements of 

electromagnetic compatibility of various communication systems. This process is represented in the form of a 

sequence of steps: search for radio signals in a wide frequency band; their detection and characteristics 

measuring; radio signal analysis; decision on the compliance of radiation with the required standards. The 

identification of RS is one of the main tasks at the stage of signal analysis. Depending on which system or 

communication standard this RS belongs to, certain restrictions are applied to it on radiated power, spurious 

emissions, etc. There are two variants of RM technical equipment on mobile carriers. In the first case, the 

equipment is located for searching, detecting, recording and measuring signal parameters. Further, the received 

data is transmitted to the control center, where the radio signal is analyzed and a decision is made on its 

compliance or non-compliance with the norms. In the second case, the analysis and decision-making about the 

radio signal is carried out directly in the equipment of the mobile carrier, and information about the decision 

is transmitted to the control point. The first monitoring implementation is chosen using RM drones as technical 

equipment of mobile carrier. 

Development of location methods using synthesized apertures (SA), i.e. apertures obtained as a result of 

the antenna array (AR) or single element movement is one of the current directions in the development of 

mobile RM systems. This is due primarily to the fact that the SA use allows in some cases significantly to 

increase the location accuracy compared to the processing performed using physical apertures without taking 

into account the movement of the receiving system. SA methods are widely used in active radar systems [1-3] 

and less active they are developed for passive systems. It is explained by the fact that in a passive location, as 

a rule, the received signal is a random or deterministic process with unknown parameters, which limits the 

capabilities of the SA. In particular, for the case of a tonal source with single receiver moving uniformly and 

straightforwardly, it is impossible to unambiguously determine the frequency and angle of arrival of a plane 

wave [4]. Nevertheless, the increase in resolution of the AR due to their movement is very attractive from a 

practical point of view. 

In addition to the problem of synthesizing optimal signal processing methods in the presence of a receiving 

system movement, the question of the potential possibilities of aperture synthesis methods for different 

scenarios of receiving system motion (for example, for different source positions, different number of unknown 

signal parameters, etc.) is very important. In this regard, the works on the analysis of the Kramer-Rao 

boundaries determined the minimum attainable variances of unknown parameters estimates, are very valuable 

for the frequency estimating and bearing in the case of straight moving antenna array [5, 6]. However, the 
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well-known publications do not give a complete picture of the SA using possibilities in a passive location. In 

general, the situation has been analyzed for tonal sources with unknown frequency located in the far zone, with 

rectilinear motion of the AR. Another insufficiently lighted issue in the field of passive SA is the problem of 

narrow-band noise sources and broadband sources location finding. 

The lack of information about the temporal form of the signal in this case is the problem of location finding 

even more difficult, compared to the case of purely tonal sources with an unknown frequency. For example, if 

a source emits white noise, the reports of the signal at the receiver output during any movement relative to the 

source are statistically independent, and the information about the phase of the signal is lost. In this case, 

finding the source using a single element becomes impossible. But, if the spectral composition of the emitted 

signal contains any features, for example, its power spectral density is localized in a fairly narrow frequency 

band, or there are quite sharp gradients in the spectrum, then the source location finding can be performed with 

almost acceptable accuracy [7]. In the absence of a reference signal and an arbitrary spectral composition of 

the emitted signal, the problem of passive location finding was practically not considered except for, where 

aspects of aperture synthesis are affected in the case of receiving broadband signals [8]. 

The case of rectilinear movement of the drone as a carrier of the receiving system, which is most simply 

implemented in practice, is considered. In the case of a stationary radio source with an unknown frequency 

and rectilinear uniform motion of the receiving drone AR, the accuracy of determining the bearing corresponds 

to the usual angular resolution of the lattice (as in the absence of its movement), and the accuracy of 

determining the distance (distance RS) increases; the effective length of the aperture in this case corresponds 

to the distance traveled by the AR. The accuracy of the frequency estimate in this case decreases as compared 

with the case of a fixed AR. In case of rectilinear and uniform motion of drone AR, the spatial and temporal 

coordinates enter the phase of the received signal as linear combinations, which lead to ambiguity in 

determining RS’s parameters (frequency, bearing, distance, projection of the source velocity). 

The transition to the case of non-linear dependencies corresponding to the curvilinear motion of the AR 

increases the number of uniquely determined parameters of the RS. It is shown that even a single receiving 

element of drone moves along a curvilinear closed trajectory, all parameters that characterize RS can be 

uniquely determined. Moreover, the estimate accuracy of the bearing and range corresponds to the effective 

aperture. For an open curvilinear trajectory, this accuracy is almost achieved for the drone trajectory in the 

form of a semicircle. The implementation of the drone movement along the trajectory considered requires the 

development of special carrier control algorithms for the time intervals required for solving the synthesis 

problems. 

For the passive location of narrow-band random signals RS, the method of aperture synthesis using the 

single receiving element movement has been considered. The estimation of the parameters characterizing the 

source position relative to the receiver trajectory has been performed using the current values of the Doppler 

frequency shifts. 
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The HTSC miniature microstrip resonator in the form of a Hilbert fractal curve was designed, 

manufactured and tested. The amplitude-frequency characteristics, the values of the resonance frequencies 

and quality factors for the first five resonant modes are obtained. The comparison with the calculated 

characteristics for the copper analog was performed. In the context of the two-fluid model, the quality factors 

frequency dependence of the superconducting resonator, which differs significantly from the copper analog, 

is explained. 

For the manufacture of modern hybrid microwave circuits, it is necessary to minimize the size of passive 

microwave devices, such as resonators and filters based on them, delay lines, antennas. Therefore, planar 

microwave structures, which are much more compact than volumetric structures, simple to manufacture, 

greatly make easier the installation of surface elements (SMD) are widely applied. The numerical calculations 

possibility of the complex planar structures characteristics with the development of computing technology has 

appeared. One of these planar structures is the microstrip resonator developed by the authors in the fractal 

Hilbert curve form (Fig. 1a). The main Hilbert curve advantage is the filling of a bounded plane with a curve 

whose length can tend to infinity. In real structures, the line length is limited by its width and the distance 

between adjacent lines (Fig. 1b). The second advantage of such a fractal-shaped resonator is the strong field 

localization. This property allows to closely placing the resonators in the filters, thereby reducing the final 

device size. 

The use of high-temperature superconducting films as a material for the manufacture of passive planar 

microwave devices gives a significant increase in the resonators quality factor. Thus, not achievable relatively 

to ordinary metals characteristics are resulted. The superconducting fractal-shaped microstrip resonator made 

using a standard photolithography process from two-sided thin (200 nm) YBa2Cu3O7-δ (YBCO) film with the 

critical temperature 89.5 K. The resonator is placed on a single-crystal Al2O3 substrate with the thickness 0.5 

mm. The cavity length was L = 133.85 mm with a structure size of 8.45×8.45 mm. 

The good agreement between the measured amplitude-frequency characteristics of the fractal-shaped 

resonator and calculated by the method of moments is observed in Fig. 2a. The uniform change of the resonance 

frequencies from mode to mode is observed. The first mode measured quality factor of the superconducting 

resonator (Fig. 2b) turned out  ~ 200 times larger than that calculated for the copper analog. The form of the 

quality factor frequency dependences for the superconducting and copper resonators differs strongly. The 

superconducting resonator quality factor decreases with increasing frequency in contrast to the copper analog. 

YBCO resonators have a highly nonlinear dependence of the quality factor on the microwave power supplied 

[1]. We used minimum power Pout = -37 dbm for neglecting this effect. 

If there are no losses in the dielectric substrate, the resonator quality factor Q is determined by the following 

relation: 𝑄 =
Γ

𝑅𝑆
, where 𝑅𝑆 = √

𝜋𝐹𝜇0

𝜎
  
is the surface resistance of the microstrip material, and Г is the resonator 

geometric factor, which is determined by the distribution of currents and fields and is proportional to the 

microwave field frequency (Γ = 𝑘𝐹) for one type of resonance mode [2]. It follows from this that the metal 

resonators quality factor is proportional to the root of the frequency 𝑄~√𝐹. The calculated (method of 

moments) frequency dependences of the quality factors of the first 5 modes for the fractal-shaped resonator 

with a copper film thickness 10 μm, which is much higher than the skin layer thickness, are shown in Fig. 2b. 

The fitting with the dependence 𝑄~√𝐹 was drawn by the solid line. 
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 Fig.1. Microstrip resonator 

topology according to the 

shape of the fourth-order 

Hilbert curve (a); 

characteristic dimensions of 

the microstrip line (b). 

  

Fig. 2. Calculated (solid curve) and measured (points) amplitude-

frequency characteristics of the fractal-shaped resonator at temperature 

79K (a); quality factor Q (points) dependences on the resonance mode 

frequency for YBCO (obtained experimentally) and Cu (calculated) 

resonators, solid curve corresponds the fitting of data for metal and 

superconductive models (b). 

 

The surface resistance of a high-temperature superconducting film in the context of the two-fluid model 

can be written as 𝑅𝑆𝑓𝑙𝑢𝑖𝑑 =
(2𝜋𝐹𝜇0)

2𝜆4𝜎1

2𝑑
+ 𝑅𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑠, where λ is the magnetic field penetration depth, 𝑅𝑆𝑟𝑒𝑠 is the 

residual resistance associated with a non-superconducting layer at the interface between the substrate and the 

film [3]. The superconducting resonator quality factor is proportional to 𝑄~
𝐹

𝑎𝐹2+𝑏
, where a and b are constants. 

The solid line in Fig. 2b displays this dependence with parameters found directly from the experimental values 

of the superconducting resonator quality factors (points). 

The developed fractal topology of the miniature microstrip resonator with the use of high-temperature 

superconducting films makes it possible to create modern hybrid microwave circuits with a reduction in size 

and a significant improvement in performance compared to the copper analogues used. 
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Software emulation of the modular measuring system ensures effective training of students on practical 

skills in the basics of metrology (splitting of a complex system into elementary metrological units, choice of 

measurement method) and automation (algorithmization and implementation of the measurement method and 

results processing). In this case, the emulator provides even greater flexibility in learning compared with 

hardware system. 

Modern scientific research, engineering developments and their implementation in production require the 

use of automatic measurements on the basis of equipment management by programmable means. 

Microcontrollers and systems based on universal processors (embedded systems and computers) can be used 

as control devices, depending on the tasks. Accordingly, a qualified specialist in a bachelor's or master's degree 

must have some skills in the development of such automatic means [1] and clearly understand the complex of 

metrological tasks [2]. 

The task of developing the means of automatic measurements can be divided into two parts – the base 

modules selection with its linkage to the hardware system and the development of controlling program. The 

first task is similar to the use of instruments with manual control. This task is reduced to the selection of 

component parts based on the chosen method of research or measurement and metrological requirements. The 

development of the software part is much more complicated. 

The main feature of modern means of automatic measurements is focusing on the modular architecture. In 

this case, devices with minimalistic functionality of each of them (ADC, DAC, switch, amplifier, stepper motor 

controller, register, etc.) constitute the nomenclature of measuring devices [1]. These modules can be 

implemented as separate units with a specific interface to the control device or as a component of the 

microcontroller. In the case of an emulator, they are reproduced at the level of software simulation. 

The control program is almost reduced to traditional imperative programming. The main difference is that 

"traditional" program is based on the flow of some expressions (arithmetic, logical, string), but the controlling 

task additionally uses in the general structure of the program code snippets or individual expressions that 

provide the transmission of the command and (if necessary) data to the device and (if necessary) reading the 

result of its execution. Accordingly, the learning of the development and debugging of the software part of 

automatic measurement system involves the training itself is the transfer of some measurement activities to 

software technology. This focus is the main difference from general study of the basics of programming. If the 

controlling device of real system is not a microcontroller, for which the optimization for the code length takes 

place in the prominent position, it is generally convenient to transfer the specificity of the module access to 

the function or even to the driver level. We have prepared special functions for commands to modules in 

controlling part of package. But some independence of the stand from the control program (the time 

continuation of the system state changes during the stop of the program at the breakpoint) is principle. It 

ensures the realistic debugging process. Accordingly, the emulator is implemented as a separate process. 

The choice of a specific programming language is not fundamental focus for learning. Although it should 

be noted, that the software development for a microcontroller or embedded systems usually requires the textual 

programming with complete compilation (not interpretation). The best language considering the perspective 

of working with a microcontroller is C/C ++, which usually used in real IDE for this task. This observation is 

of particular importance because one of the most popular learning tools is LabView. But this package uses 

rather graphic programming paradigm for calculations. This paradigm differs fundamentally from the textual 

implementation of imperative programming and does not help in the training of such style. Certain convenience 

of LabView for automation is determined only by the ready-made hardware modules that are being developed 

for such platform. But such learning approach forms skills solely for this narrow platform and can not be 

expanded, for example, to microcontrollers use. 
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Faculty of Radio Physics, Electronics and Computer Systems has a long-time experience of using different 

systems of emulation of hardware environments for solving various problems. Among the widely used tools 

are, for example, Multisim (provides simulation of radio engineering schemes and the study of their 

characteristics), Matlab package simulation tools, etc. Note that such implementation of practical tasks shows 

good results for learning the corresponding educational material, but it does not carry out the preparation of 

the control algorithm. 

The modular emulator of measurement system was developed at the Faculty of Radiophysics in 1999 [3]. 

It has been used in the corresponding training courses at the Department of Medical Radiophysics since 1999 

and at the Department of Radio Engineering and Radio Electronic Systems since 2016. The 20-year experience 

demonstrated the effectiveness of its using, which is not inferior to the analogue of hardware measurement 

system (CAMAC) and control computer, on the basis of which a similar practice was used on the cryogenic 

and microelectronics department in 1987-1997 years. Being considered already obsolete, this software tool 

was completely reconstructed in 2018 with the preservation of the basic approach to learning [4]. 

The software package consists directly of an emulator with a high-quality GUI that reproduces the work 

of the modules and the stand, and the management program (console application). The first stage of the students 

laboratory task includes the selection of set of measuring modules and execution of their interconnections by 

change the text-based initialization file, directly accessed from the emulator through the package GUI. The 

"virtuality" of task execution is completed by this step, since the subsequent architecture of the program is 

similar to the case of control of hardware modules. Software imitation of several research stands is presented 

in package to introduce some typical measurement cases and the most commonly used classes of measuring 

modules. Five types of modules have been developed for the implementation of a complete series of tasks. If 

necessary, their nomenclature can be easily expanded. Research results can be imported into MS Exсel or 

analogue for plotting. To do this the package uses the output to a file of the required text format. 

An initial workpiece of the program is developed for the simplification of the next steps of programming. 

All auxiliary functions are included in this project. Student adds only the implementation of the research 

algorithm to initial project. As a programming language C/C ++ (arbitrary IDE) or C# can be used. Considering 

that the interaction of the control program with the emulator is realized through a file of a simple text format, 

it is not difficult to implement the workpiece of the control project of package in another programming 

language. The updated emulator was tested during laboratory tasks at the above-mentioned departments. The 

testing showed an increase compared to the previous version in the ease of learning due to simplified routine 

operations and the ability to focus on mastering the algorithmic control program. 
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The work analyses the disadvantages of existing monostatic radar and the advantages of multi-static radar 

systems in detecting a low radar cross-section of the small-sized aircraft. It was proposed to use several 

existing unidirectional surveillance radars as elements of a small base synchronous MIMO-radar system in 

order to improve the quality of detection aircrafts. This will increase the probability of detecting small-sized 

aircraft by exposing them to different angles of spatially spaced radar and using the property of the dependence 

of aircrafts radar cross-section on the direction of irradiation. In addition, it is possible to improve the 

accuracy of the estimates of 2D coordinates for air surveillance the MIMO-radar. 

I. Introduction 

The consumers’ requirements to the quality of radar information are constantly increasing [1]. However, 

the existing radar equipment park, including the samples of two-dimensional facilities, does not meet the 

requirements for the quality of the information. The radar sensitivity of airborne objects in the continuous and 

dynamic process of their development is reduced, that makes it difficult to detect them [1, 2]. A factor that 

greatly improves the quality of radar information on software is the ability to identify all three coordinates of 

the air factor, including altitude. 

It follows from the analysis of the experience of conducting local and hybrid wars and the Joint Forces 

operation in the east of Ukraine, it is known that the main directions of the development of modern air attack 

means is increasing of the number of small-sized air objects operating at small and extremely low altitude, 

usually unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) [1, 2]. In such conditions, a qualitative increasing of informativity 

will be possible not so much due to the increasing of the radar field, but due to the combination of separate 

radar into the multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)-radar system [3-6]. 

The purpose of the paper is the analysis of the capabilities of improving  of accuracy estimation 2D 

coordinates improving as a result of determining of the air objects in small-base MIMO-radar system based on 

two-dimensional radars. 

II. Problem and presentation materials researching 

Consider the MIMO-radar system, created by spatially spaced, monostatic active surveillance 2-D radar, 

which are combined through a data exchange network and have a single coordinate and time scale. Radar 

measures two polar coordinates of the airspace (azimuth and sloping range) that are transmitted to a compatible 

radar information processing station. 

The methods of processing the radar of information that can be implemented in the MIMO-radar system 

depend on the multiplicity of overlapping detection zones and the peculiarities of constructing the equipment 

of the individual radar that form the system [3-6]. 

For an example, to analyse for a spatially-coherent MIMO-radar system of single-type radars spaced apart 

at a distance L. The overlapping area is formed when the synchronous rotation of three radars with antenna 

pattern beams. The main advantage of using the MIMO-radars to determine the coordinates of aircrafts is the 

ability to provide the required accuracy of the determination of coordinates of aircrafts without the use of 

accurate measurement of angular coordinates in the radar. The latter makes it possible to reduce the 

requirements for the antenna antenna chart width and size. Reducing the size of the antennas makes it possible 

to reduce the cost of radar. 

Possibility of determining the coordinates of aircrafts in a MIMO-radars by measuring only distances (sums 

of distances), without the use of angular measurements, explains Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. Improving accuracy of aircrafts coordinates by the MIMO-radars in such case: 

a) Autonomous receiving MIMO-radar;          b) MIMO-radar with cooperative receiving 

The conclusions from the analysis are as follows: the use of multistatic methods in MIMO-radar to improve 

the accuracy of determining the 2D coordinates of the aircrafts is possible. In addition, the possibility of 

classification at the altitude of the aircrafts provided at the intersection of the detection zones of the MIMO-

radar system, which consists of three two-dimensional observations radar. The informativity of such a system 

of MIMO-radar will be increase. However, the accuracy of determining the coordinates in the range of 

measuring the range depends on the mean square error of measuring the range of individual radars, the size of 

the base, the position of the air object in the zone from the norm to the base, the angle of the location of the air 

object, the range of the air object from the individual radar system.  
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An algorithm was developed for smooth cooling and heating of objects to temperatures from -150 to 50 

degrees of Celsius. The prototype of the program freezer was assembled. The algorithm regulates the 

temperature by feedback. 

 

Introduction 

Recently, the number of scientific works devoted to biological technologies has increased. The smooth 

cooling / heating of samplesis used in some studies. Such manipulations with samples is importantfor 

regenerative medicine, based on the use of stem cells, as well as, for artificial fertilization. Biological 

materials, used in these technologies, are sensitive to storage conditions, and especially to sharp 

temperaturefluctuations. Therefore, a device is required that can provide a smooth cooling [1] and heating of 

the selected sample. 

The aim of this work is to create a prototype and an algorithm that could smoothly change the 

temperature in the range from 50 to -150 Celsius degrees. The algorithm must change the temperature at a 

rate of several degrees per minute. The system should be simple, cheap and stable. 

 

Construction of the device 

First and foremost, we want make effective simple construction. The second reason is cheap exploitation. 

Because of this, the device consists of a control element, a heater, a cooler, a temperature sensor and a tank 

where the temperature will change. In Figure 1 we can see a schematic representation of the working 

prototype. Number 1 is the control element, it can be a microchip with the program. Number 2 is a dewar 

with nitrogen. Number 3 is a heater. The heater is inside of the dewar. Number 4 is a tube from the dewar to 

the tank (Number 7) with another heater (Number 5) and the temperature sensor (Number 6). The dewar, the 

heater and the tube is a cooling system (or the cooler).  

 

Operation of the device 

The main issue of the device is to create an algorithm. We need to take into account some of the features 

of construct. The heater in the dewar increases the temperature inside and the pressure becomes bigger. This 

means that the cooler has an inertia. The cooling system begins to freeze the tank after a certain pressure 

point inside. Moreover, we can only increase the pressure inside. This means that we must carefully increase 

the temperature. If we add too much pressure, the cooler will decrease the temperature faster than we need. 

So the algorithm should consider these features. 

The control element performs three functions [2]. First, he reads the data from the temperature sensor. 

Second, control element stores and processes the data, depending on which decision, or whether to cool or 

heat it. Third, he turn on or turn off the heater and cooler. 

The algorithm for smooth cooling and heating control has feedback. At the beginning of the work, the 

control element carries out the calibration passage from this temperature by 30 degrees. Calibration allows 

you to find the necessary parameters for control element according to the specifics of the operation of this 

heater and cooler. Besides, the algorithm adjusts parameters during the work itself. 
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Fig 1. System of smooth temperature change. 

1 -control element, 2 -dewar, 

 3 -heating element, 4 –tube, 

5 - heating element,6 -temperature sensor, 7 –tank. 

 

Conclusion 

An algorithm was developed for smooth cooling and heating of objects to temperatures from -150 to 50 

degrees of Celsius. 
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The paper presents the results of modeling the influence of mechanical defects on the state of the resonator 

system of a powerful klystron and their numerical impact assessment. The principal possibility of performing 

the diagnostics of the construction of microwave devices on the subject of its suitability for regeneration by 

non-destructive methods with localization of the defect in the constructionis shown. . 

Introduction 

The idea of regeneration of powerful microwave devices arose in the 50's of the last century.  [1]. As the 

experience of profile enterprises of Ukraine shows, in most cases only the replacement of a cathode unit is 

performed during regeneration. However, in order to decide on the suitability of the device for regeneration, it 

is necessary to make a defect of the structure to match the TС. As shown by the analysis of the data of the 

defect of devices made on the State Enterprise plant "Generator", suitable for regeneration, there are about 

55% of the devices provided by the customer In the analysis of the main reasons for the device to be 

regenerated, it was discovered that the main reasons are: melting of transmitted channels; scale on the internal 

surfaces of the resonator system, etc. With such a high percentage of defective devices and the use of manual 

disassembly of elements, the process of defect becomes a source of non-productive technological costs. .In 

this connection, the task of optimizing the process of defect in terms of exclusion from the technological cycle 

of the defect of unprofitable operations and increasing the accuracy and speed of diagnosis At present, such 

diagnostic methods are not applied to profile enterprises of Ukraine. One of the common defects of units (about 

25%) in the interior vacuum cavity is the melting of transmitted channels of resonators. Therefore, it is 

expedient to start work on simplifying the process of defect, namely, on the development of methods for de-

tecting this defect by non-destructive methods. 

The proposed approach 

By simulation to detect the dependence of the frequency response of the resonator system on the spatial 

location of the defects in the form of the melting of the span channels using the simulation model of the 

resonator system of the klystron and the method of finite elements 

Melting in the resonator system leads to a change in its geometry.  As is known, [2] the resonator is part 

of the space bounded by a metal wall.  Since the form of the defect is close to the cylindrical one, the defect 

itself can be regarded as a cylindrical cavity resonator attached to the resonator system of the microwave 

device. Theoretically, knowing the dependence of the change in the characteristic parameters of the resonator 

on the characteristic parameters of the defect, it is possible, with some probability, to detect melting in the 

device, removing its current characteristics and comparing them with the characteristics of defective and proper 

devices. 

The main material 

 To test hypotheses put forward, an imitation model of the resonator system in the HFSS Ansoft 

environment was constructed. For the model, the following parameters were set: Q0= 133, fr =0,89 GHz. , band 

frequency 0,7..2,5GHz, step 10 MHz, maximum number of passes 10. The walls of the resonator were 

considered to be perfectly conducting surfaces.Its frequency is shown in Fig. 1. 

In order to generate an electromagnetic field solution, HFSS employs the finite element method[3]. In 

general, the finite element method divides the full problem space into thousands of smaller regions and 

represents the field in each sub-region (element) with a local function. In HFSS, the geometric model is 

automatically divided into a large number of tetrahedra are referred to as the finite element mesh.  
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Fig. 1. AFC models of the resonator system of a powerful klystron. 

The next step was to attached changes to the constructionof the resonator model to simulate the melting 

of the transmitted channels For this purpose, a cylinder was placed on the resonator wall and location in the 

structure of the resonator were varied and fixed as the frequency response of the system.  The result of the 

simulation is a family of AFC models of a cavity resonator with a defect,  as shown in Figure 2. As can be 

seen from Fig. 2 , the attached of a defect has little effect on the resonance frequency of the system, but causes 

the appearance of harmonics fhand a decrease in the amplitude at the resonant frequency.As we see in the 

vicinity of the same frequencies there are harmonics families of different amplitudes, which depends on the 

position of the defect in the construction. Thus we can talk about  the possibility of defect localization in the 

construction by analyzing the frequency response of the system. 

 
 Fig. 1.  AFCh’s of the resonators model with defect 

Conclusions 

A hypothesis was made about the possibility of detecting the melting of transmitted channels in the 

resonator system of the klystron by measuring the frequency response of normal and defective devices. To test 

the hypothesis, an imitation model of the resonator system was constructed. It is now possible to identify and 

locate the structural defect in the resonator system of the klystron in the form of melting. 

For systems with defects with volume 5% of the resonator volume has been  obtained a set of AFCs and 

the numerical values of the harmonics amplitudes. Depending on the position of the defect in the construction, 

it varies from 0.5 dB to  5 dB . 
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Calculation results on quantitative effects of fiber losses variation at pumping wavelength changing are 

presented. The spline data approximation was used for smoothing of experimental measurement noise and for 

data digitizing with an arbitrary predetermined step on wavelength increment. Proposed method may be 

applied for FRL computer design in all transparency windows. 

Now terabit telecommunication systems are widely used the multiwave fiber Raman lasers (FRL) [1] based 

on the highly GeO2 doped single mode fiber (SMF) known as Raman fiber. The main FRL advantage is an 

operation possibility at arbitrary frequency within all fiber transparency windows. However, the lasing 

efficiency and pumping powers are depended on the pumping wavelength and Stokes shifted frequencies due 

to complex variation of both fiber losses parameters [2] and Raman gain profile determined by us earlier [3]. 

The quantitative effects of fiber losses variation at pumping wavelength changing have been studied in our 

work. 

Experimental data analysis 

The results of our analysis of experimental data on optical wave’s attenuation in 20 mol.% GeO2-doped SMF 

[2] using the spline approximation are shown on Fig.1 in the full fiber transparency diapason from 0.85 m to 

1.8 m (Fig.1a) and near the OH absorption peak at 1.4 m (Fig.1b). We tested three spline types, namely 

Cubic, Bezier, and Composite Bezier for partially smoothing of experimental measurement noise and such 

 

Fig. 1. (a) Measured data (circles) on fiber attenuation in highly GeO2-doped SMF and its spline 

approximation (solid lines) as function of wavelength in the range 0.85-1.8 m. (b) approximation results 

near the OH absorption peak using several splines types: Cubic, Bezier, and Composite Bezier. 
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approximation allow us to digitize the data with an arbitrary predetermined step on wavelength increment. As 

a better compromise between noise smoothing degree and details approximation accuracy (see Fig.1b) the 

Composite Bezier spline was chosen for our next lasing threshold modeling. 

Modeling results 

Recently the method of threshold pumping power for Raman amplification spectra we have derived and it was 

earlier applied to lasing threshold modeling in GeO2 doped silica fibers [3] assuming fiber losses  as a 

constant, i.e. the wavelength independent parameter. The fiber losses effect on lasing threshold in comparison 

with constant  approach is illustrated on Fig.2. 

 

Fig. 2. The threshold pump power as function of Stokes shifted wavelength for two pumping sources at 

p=1.45 m and p=1.32 m.  

Our numerical results presented on Fig.2 show that the lossless approximation should be correct within 

the accuracy about 3-5% at the pumping wavelength p=1.45 m. However the threshold pump power is raised 

at least by 3 times at the pumping wavelength p=1.32 m (see Fig.2). We hope the proposed method may be 

useful for FRL computer modeling and design in all transparency windows in convenient Raman fibers. 
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The purpose of a planned repair is the resource replenishment of a complex technical equipment. Planned 

repairs must provide the necessary reliability level of the complex technical equipment. Thus, the process 

optimisation of carrying out these repairs arises. 
 

The purpose of a planned repair (PR) is the resource replenishment of a complex technical facility. This type 
of repair is carried out in time periods planned in advance. Generally, a significant part of the facility elements is 
replaced during a PR. The greater the number of elements to be replaced, the greater is the resource value 
replenished in result. In order to make the PR planning and management more convenient the concept of planned 
repair types is introduced. Through the concept of planned repair types the amount of repairs and the rules for 
assigning the execution timeframes are specified.  Hereby, in result, the PR must ensure the necessary level of 
reliability. Considering this, the PR process optimisation task can be formally presented as the following 
expressions [1]:  

ind
0pr0 )P,M,R( TT 

; and min)P,С,M,R( pre c ,              (1) 

where: 


prP  – required optimal parameters of the planned repairs system; R – reliability parameters; M – 

maintainability parameters; C – cost parameters. 
A certain distinction of the given task is the fact that the given required value of the average time to failure 

ind
0T  at the same time sets the boundary state (BS) reliability criterion, according to which the resource of the 

complex technical facility is calculated. BS reliability criterion can be of two types: “strict” criterion, according 

to which the condition (1) must be met at anytime ],0( eTt , and “attenuated” criterion, according to which the 

condition (1) should be met in average within a given interval of facility usage eT . 

According to this, the task (1) should be solved in two ways: for high liability facilities the following tasks is 
solved:  

bs
pr )P,M,R/(  t ; ( ],0( eTt ), min)P,С,M,R( pre c ;                      (2) 

- for normal liability facilities the following: 
bs

pr
)P,M,R(  

, min)P,С,M,R( pre c ,                            (3) 

where: )P,В,R/( prt  –  the parameter function of failures stream; )P,В,R( pr  – the mean value of failures 

stream parameter; ind
0

bs /1 T  the required value of failures stream parameter. 

Thereby, the parameter prP  can be described as follows:  

  prprprprpr ,1;,,P NjRPj,N jj  .                    (4) 

Considering this, in general case the sought parameters in tasks (2) and (3) are: prN  – number of types of 

PR; jPpr  and jRpr  – the amount (replaced items percentage) and inter-repair resource for the PR type pr,1 Nj  . 

The tasks (2) and (3) are rather complicated optimisation tasks, which cannot be solved with standard 
mathematical optimisation methods. In order to solve these tasks, it is proposed to use the developed 
approximate  method based on the application of statistical model simulation. 
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Differential Jones matrix for an arbitrary inhomogeneous twisted medium was considered. A model of 
equivalent representation of the studied class of media was proposed. Complex variables for privileged 
polarizations that propagate in such medium have been calculated. Features of the privileged polarization 
propagation have been studied. 
 

The study of the peculiarities of light with different polarization states propagation in inhomogeneous 
twisted media is one of current problems of modern polarimetry [1, 2]. Particularly, examples of such media 
are cholesterics liquid crystals and twisted nematics whose polarization properties are widely used in various 
fields of science and technology [3, 4]. The instrument used for homogeneous media, i.e. the spectral 
problem, loses its physical meaning to analyze the polarization properties of such media [5]. Another 
intrusive for study of polarizations properties that can be applied in such media is the privileged waves, 
whose polarization states (further privileged polarizations) do not change the angle of ellipticity, and the 
azimuth turns evenly with each molecular layer of which the twisted medium forms [1,2]. The peculiarities 
of prevailing wave propagation have already been studied for media characterized by different types of 
anisotropy (linear and elliptic phase, linear, and elliptical amplitude, a combination of linear phase and 
amplitude anisotropy) [1, 2, 6,7]. Therefore, in order to generalize the results obtained, the main goal of this 
work was to study the features of privileged polarizations in an arbitrary (characterized by all four basic 
anisotropy types) inhomogeneous twisted medium. 

To describe the polarization properties of inhomogeneous twisted media with arbitrary anisotropy, an 
equivalent representation [1, 2, 6, 7] of such a medium can be used, as shown in Fig. 1. 

          
                                               a b 
Fig.1 Equivalent representation of: a) inhomogeneous twisted medium characterized by all four basic types 

of anisotropy, b) the molecular plane of such an environment. 
From Fig. 1a we can see that this class of media can be represented by a sequence of optical elements 
(molecular planes) that are rotated relative to one another at the same angle 0θ . Each molecular plane is 
characterized by the combination of four basic types of anisotropy (linear and circular phase, and amplitude 

anisotropy), which are described by parameters [1]: the value of phase shift ( )0 l rn nπϕ
l

= −  between 

eigenwaves with circular polarizations and refractive indexes rn , nl  respectively, the value of phase shift 

( )0 0
2

en nπδ
l

= −  between eigenwaves with linear orthogonal polarizations and the refractive indices 0n , 

ne  respectively, the azimuth of fast axis orientation 0α , the magnitude of the linear amplitude anisotropy 

( )0 0
2

ek kπξ
l

= −  that is determined by the difference of absorption coefficients 0k , ek  between eigenwaves 

with linear orthogonal polarizations and the azimuth of the minimum absorption (maximal transmission) axis 
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orientation 0θ , the value of the circular amplitude anisotropy ( )0
2

l rr k kπ
l

= − , which is characterized by the 

difference of the absorption coefficients rk , kl  between eigenwaves with circular polarizations. From  
Fig.1b we consider the case when the axis of phase and amplitude anisotropy coincides. The azimuth of the 
birefringence and dichroism axis of the molecular plane at a distance z  from the origin of the coordinates is 
defined as 0zθ θ= in which 0 2 / pθ π=  and p  is a step of the twisted structure i.e. the smallest distance 
between the planes with the same orientation of the molecules.  

Anisotropy of each layer can be represented by a differential Jones matrix [2], which includes the 
parameters of all types of anisotropy:  

 ( ) ( )
( ) ( )

0 0

0 0

0

0

2
0 0

2
0 0

1 .
2

i z

i z

r i

r i

i e
N

i e

θ

θ

ϕ

ϕ

δ ξ

δ ξ −

 + 
 

+  

− +
=

+
 (1) 

We use a scalar differential equation for a complex variable to describe the evolution of polarization 
state of in anisotropic media [1]: 
 ( )2

12 22 11 21/d dz N N N Nχ χ χ= − + − +  (2) 
in which χ  is a complex variable that is defined as /y xE Eχ =  ( xE , yE  - the components of the Jones 

vector) and describes the state of polarization of light, ,i jN  - elements of the differential Jones matrix that 
describe the properties of the medium in which the light propagates.  

Substituting the Jones matrix for a given class of media (1) into Eq. (2) and looking for a solution in the 
form: 

 02
1,2 1,2

i zK e θχ −=  (3) 
The following complex variables to describe the prevailing states of polarization were found: 

 ( ) ( )( )
( )

2
0 0 00 0 0

1,2 2
0 0 0 0

4 22 1 4
2

r iir
K

i i

θ ϕθ ϕ
δ ξ δ ξ

+ ++ −
= ± −

− −
 (4) 

Analyzing the obtained result on the basis of relations for azimuth and angle of ellipticity
( ) ( ) ( )( )1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2 1,2Arg / 2, Arctan 1 / 1K e K Kθ = = − +  we can conclude that unlike the medium of this class in 

the absence of dichroism [7], the azimuths of privileged polarization orientation do not coincide with the 
corresponding orientations of the molecular planes. In this case, the privileged polarizations are elliptic. 
Substituting the Eq. (4) in the relation *

1 2 1K K = − , we conclude that the privileged polarizations in this class 
of media are non-orthogonal. 

Conclusions 
In the studying of polarization properties of inhomogeneous twisted media, characterized by four basic 

types of anisotropy, an equivalent model representing this class of medium with a sequence of anisotropic 
plates, which are rotated to one another at the same angle, was constructed. Investigating the privileged 
polarization on the basis of the Jones method, it was demonstrated that the this class of media is 
characterized by non-orthogonal elliptic privileged polarizations. 
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The paper considers a polarimetric measurement method that allows simultaneous determination the 

aircraft`s piloting and navigation parameters with high accuracy and sensitivity. High sensitivity is achieved 
by means of use the compensative measurement principle, and high accuracy is achieved by means of  
measuring the polarizations parameters of radiation. The paper describe a simplified measurement scheme 
that implements the proposed method and formulas for calculating piloting and navigation parameters from 
polarimetric parameters, which are measured. The proposed method can be used to determine the relative 
attitude of moving objects in order to automatically control them and improve the safety of their movement. 
This is especially important for the aviation industry to avoid a aircraft collision in a locally restricted area 
with high aircraft density. 

Introduction 
The widespread introduction of automated control systems, the increase of the segment of air 

transportation and the expansion of using the unmanned aerial vehicles in combination with other factors 
leads to potential reduction in the safety of flights due to the aircraft collision. Increasing flight safety is 
possible through the use of early warning collisions systems, coupled with non-inertial high-precision 
automatic control systems. The implementation of adequate aircraft control and the effective  avoid aircraft 
collision is possible due to the use of precision measuring systems that enable determination the relative 
attitude of  aircrafts in real-time mode.  

Main material 
Using the polarimetric measurement method  was considered by the authors in [1] and [2]. In [1], the 

azimuthal polarimetric method for determining the aircraft`s coordinates is considered, and in [2] the 
definition of the aircraft`s position in relation to the landing plane. A simplified measurement scheme that 
implements the proposed method is presented in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1. The simplified measurement scheme of polarimetric system for determination the aircraft`s 
piloting and navigation parameters 

The polarimetric method for determining piloting and navigation parameters involves the use of a 
measurement system. Measurement system consist of three main units: the radiation unit I, the measurement 
unit II and the calculation unit III. The radiation unit is intended for radiation the plane-polarized radiation in 
scanning mode with a definite scattering aperture in horizontal and vertical planes. The measuring unit is 
designed to measure the polarization plane azimuth of transmitted beam. The calculation unit is designed to 
determine the spatial incidence angle of the radiation and the polarization plane azimuth of the incident 
beam, as well as the calculation the piloting and navigation parameters of the aircraft. The radiation unit 
consists of two sub-blocks: the first sub-block consists of two channels and provides the radiation of two 
plane-polarized beams in a vertical plane, which differ in length and polarization azimuth plane. The second 
sub-block consists of one channel and provides the radiation of plane-polarized beam in a horizontal plane. 
Therein, a connection between the direction of radiation and the polarization plane azimuth  of the beam is 
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ensured. The measuring unit consists of three sub-blocks, each of which is configured to measure the  
polarization plane azimuth of the transmitted beam of the corresponding channel of the radiation block. The 
dependence of the polarization plane azimuth of the transmitted beam on the plane angles of incidence and 
the polarization plane azimuth of the incident beam and the angles of the installation the dielectric plate in 
the horizontal and vertical planes has the following form: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )2

sin
cos arcsin

2 2
pl pln n2 2

d pl pl en n n

(arctg tg i +α + tg i +θ )
= arctg arctg tg i +α + tg i +θ tg

n
a θ

a θϕ ϕ

   
   

−   
       

   

(1) 

Thus, the polarimetric system consists of five channels. The block of calculations determines the 
incidence angle of beam in the horizontal and the vertical planes ai , θi , as well as the polarization plane 
azimuths of the three channels of the radiation unit 1eϕ , 2eϕ , 3eϕ . The polarization plane azimuth of 
radiation (radiation direction) relative to the horizontal and the vertical planes recorded on board are 
calculated in the calculation unit by the following formulas: 

1 2 02 е е 1θ = ( + );ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ⋅ − −          3 1 2 02 2 e е е 1α = ( + )ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ⋅ ⋅ − − −    (2) 

The angles of deviation the aircraft from the direction to the "enemy" are determined in the calculation 
unit by the following formulas: 

θΔθ = θ +і ;ϕ         .αΔα = α +іϕ       (3) 

Parameters that determine the aircrafts attitude are determined in the calculation unit by the following 
formulas: 

1 0 1

2
е е2+

γ = ;
ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ− −               0ψ = Δθ +θ ;                           0= Δα+α ,ϑ    (4) 

Conclusion 
The paper proposes a polarimetric method for determining the aircraft piloting and navigation 

parameters and a simplified measurement scheme that implements the proposed method, as well as formulas 
for calculation piloting and navigation parameters from polarimetric parameters, which are measured. The 
proposed method allows simultaneously determine the piloting and navigation parameters of the aircraft with 
high accuracy and sensitivity. This allows for a potential increase in the safety of automatic aircraft flight. 
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The polarization properties of anisotropy medium which are described by the second Jones equivalence 
theorem in terms of the polar decomposition theorem were investigated. The graphical interpretation of 
second Jones equivalence theorem for the studied class of media was demonstrated. Conditions for different 
types of complex anisotropy realized in the medium were obtained.  

 
The study of polarization properties of media with complex anisotropy (medium characterized by several 

types of anisotropy) is an actually problem of modern polarimetry [1,2]. In particular, the case when the 
medium is characterized by circular phase and linear amplitude anisotropy has been described as the second 
Jones equivalence theorem [3]. There are several approaches to describing the polarization properties of such 
medium on the basis of the Jones (Mueller) matrix method [1]. The peculiarities of the second Jones 
equivalence theorem realization in terms of a homogeneous approach based on the differential Jones 
(Mueller) matrix [4] and the multiplicative approach based on the Generalized equivalence theorem [5] were 
discussed in works [6,7] The main goal of this work was to investigate the polarization properties medium 
with circular phase and linear amplitude anisotropy in terms of the polar decomposition theorem [8]. 

The theorem of the polar decomposition in terms of the Jones matrix method can be formulated as 
follows: The Jones matrix of arbitrary anisotropic media can be represented as a product of a unitary matrix  

RT  - corresponding to the phase anisotropy and the Hermitian matrix DT ( /
DT  ) - corresponding to the 

amplitude anisotropy. There are two variants of this product [8]: 

 1
/

2 ,
D R

R D

=

=

T T T

T T T
 (1) 

where 1T  and 2T  - left and right polar form respectively. In general case 1 2≠T T .  
To calculate the eigenvalues of the Jones matrix, the following relation can be used [1]: 

 ( )2
1,2 22 11 22 11 12 21

1 ( ) 4
2e TV T T T T T T= + ± − +  (2) 

Substituting the elements of the Jones matrices (1) at 45 0H CR R D= = =  into Eq. (2) we obtained the 
following graphic integration of eigenvalues, presented in Fig. 1, which is the same for both polar forms. 

 
Fig1. The dependence of the module of eigenvalues ratio on the anisotropy parameters CR  and HD  at 

45 0.3D =  for a medium with circular phase and linear amplitude anisotropy in terms of the polar 
decomposition theorem. 

As can be seen from Fig. 1, in this class of media, three types of complex anisotropies are realized: Non-
hermitian dichroism - two eigenwaves of medium are characterized by nonorthogonal polarizations and 
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propagated with different absorption, Improrer dichroism - two eigenwaves of medium are characterized by 
nonorthogonal polarizations and propagated with different phase velocities. Degenerate case - one eigenwave 
propagates in the medium. 

Using Eq. (2), the conditions for which various types of complex anisotropy are realized where 
calculated. Namely: 
    1) Non-hermitian dichroic case 

 ( )2 2
452 2

45

1 1 1arccos 3 sech arctanh
2 2C H

H

R D D
D D

      < − −     −  

 (2) 

    2) Improper dichroic case  

 ( )2 2
452 2

45

1 1 1arccos 3 sech arctanh
2 2C H

H

R D D
D D

      > − −     −  

 (3) 

    3) Degenerate case  

 ( )2 2
452 2

45

1 1 1arccos 3 sech arctanh
2 2C H

H

R D D
D D

      = − −     −  

 (4) 

Comparing the obtained results with the analysis of the second equivalence theorem in terms of a 
homogeneous approach and generalized equivalence theorem approach, one can see that in all three cases the 
medium is characterized by three types of complex anisotropy. At the same time, the set of points on the Fig. 
1 which characterizes the degenerate anisotropy is the boundary between the Improper and Non-hermitian 
dichroism. 

 
Conclusions 

 
Using an approach based on the polar decomposition theorem, polarization properties of anisotropy 

media described by the second Jones equivalence theorem were investigated. In particular, this class of 
medium for different relations between the parameters of anisotropy can be characterized by Non-hermitian 
dichroism, Improper dichroism and Degenerate anisotropy. The given result is similar to the result obtained 
on the basis of a homogeneous approach and approach based on a generalized equivalence theorem. 
Conditions for the above-mentioned types of complex anisotropy are realized in the studying class of media 
were obtained. 
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The class of depolarizing media with circular phase anisotropy was considered. Conditions for the 
parameters of anisotropy, and depolarization of the medium in which the differential Mueller matrix method 
can be applied, have been obtained. The integral Mueller matrix for this class of medium was calculated. 
The peculiarities of eigenwaves propagation in this class of medium were investigated. 

 
Polarimetry is a powerful method for investigating the optical properties of different nature objects, in 

particular biological [1-3]. The considerable interests in such media are their depolarization properties, in 
particular, anisotropic depolarization, which is understood as the dependence of the depolarization degree on 
the output of the medium from the input state of polarization [4,5]. Typically anisotropic depolarization in 
the media is due to the presence of anisotropic properties. For analysis of anisotropic depolarization, an 
effective instrument is an analysis of the spectral problem solutions [5] that describe the basic properties of 
the eigenwaves. The main goal of this work was to investigate the polarization properties of a depolarizing 
medium with circular phase anisotropy on the basis of solution of a spectral problem for a given class of 
media. 

To describe anisotropic and depolarizing properties of medium convenient for use is the differential 
Mueller method. The convenience of this method lies in the fact that the different elements of the matrix are 
responsible for the differences types of anisotropy and the associated depolarization. In particular, 
homogeneous medium with depolarization associated circular phase anisotropy described by the next 
differential Müller matrix [6]: 

 
0

0 7 6 0

6 0 0 8

0 9

0 0 0
0 2 0

,
0 2 0
0 0 0

d d
d d

d

ξ
ξ ϕ

ϕ ξ
ξ

 
 − + =
 − −
 − 

m  (1) 

where the ( )0 l rn nπϕ
l

= −  - value of phase shift between eigenwaves with circular polarizations and 

refractive indexes rn , nl  respectively, 0
2 kπξ
l

=  - isotropic absorption, 6d  - parameter of anisotropy 

depolarization, 7,8,9d  - parameters of isotopic depolarization.  
As shown in [6], in order for a 4X4 matrix to be a Muller matrix, a necessary and sufficient condition is 

the inevitability of eigenvalues of coherence C  matrix 3X3 whose elements are functions of differential 
Mueller matrix element. Substituting the elements of the Mueller matrix (1) into the matrix of coherence, the 
following conditions were obtained inevitability of eigenvalues of coherence matrix C : 

 
2
6 7 8

9 7 8

4 ,d d d
d d d

 <


< +
 (2) 

To calculate the integral Mueller matrix, a vector transport equation for the Stokes S  vector was used: 

 ( ) ( ).d z
z

dz
=

S
mS  (3) 

Substituting the elements of the differential Mueller matrix (2) into the vector transport equation (3), and 
solving it with the initial conditions: 1 10 2 20 3 30 4 40(0) , (0) , (0) , (0)S S S S S S S S= = = =   on the method 
presented in [7], we obtained the following integral Mueller matrix: 
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where ( )22 2
6 7 8 0 0 7 84 16 , 2A d d d B d d dϕ= + − − = − −  .   

Comparing the resulting integral Mueller matrix (4) with the corresponding matrix for circular phase 
anisotropy [4], it can be seen that, unlike non-depolarizing, the elements 22 23 32 33, , ,M M M M  not only 
depend on the value of circular phase anisotropy 0ϕ   

By solving the spectral problem for a given class of media [4], the following eigenvalues and the Stokes 
vectors of the eigenpolarization of the medium were obtained: 

 
( )22 2

6 7 8 0
1 4 16
2

1,2
z d d d

V e
ϕ± + − −

=  (5) 

 
1,2

1
0
0
1

 
 
 =
 
 ± 

S  (6) 

Analyzing the obtained results, it can be noted that in this class of media with different phase velocities, 
different absorption and different degrees of depolarization, the left and right circularly polarized waves 
propagate. 
 
 

Conclusions 
Analyzing the polarization properties of homogeneous depolarizing medium with circular phase 

anisotropy was found the conditions on the parameters of anisotropy and depolarization by which this class 
of medium can be described in terms of differential Mueller method. In the solving of the vector transport 
equation, an integral Mueller matrix that describes the polarization and depolarizing properties of a given 
finite-thickness medium was calculated. Analyzing the solving of a spectral problem, it has been 
demonstrated that in this class of media the right and left circularly polarized waves propagate, which are 
characterized by different phase velocities, different absorption, and different values of depolarization. 
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The polarimetric inverse problem for class of media with singular (linear and circular) 
eigenpolarizations in terms of Polar decomposition theorem was solved. The classes of media in which 
eigenwaves are propagated with different phase velocity, or differently absorbed have been considered. The 
basic types of anisotropy which characterized the classes of media were studied, as well as the anisotropy 
parameters that they described were obtained. 
 

At the polarized light propagation in anisotropic non-depolarizing media in polarimetry and optics, the 
Jones and Mueller matrix methods are widely used [1-3]. Within these methods, the polarization properties 
of the media are completely described by the T - Jones matrix 2X2 ( M - Muller matrix 4X4) [2]. On the 
other hand, the main characteristic of any anisotropic medium are eigenwaves, which are propagate without 
any change in the state of polarization (further, eigenpolarization) [2]. Very interesting case is when such 
waves have different types of polarization. A singular is called the case (and the corresponding polarization 
is singular), in which one of the parameters describing eigenpolarizations is degenerates [4,5]. In particular, 
such a polarization is a linear (degenerate angle of ellipticity inpε ) with arbitrary orientation inpθ , and right, 
or left circular polarization (degenerate azimuth of orientation inpθ ).  

In addition to eigenpolarizations, one more characteristic of eigenwaves is the eigenvalues (parameters 
that describe the phase shift, and the difference between the absorption coefficients of eigenwaves). On the 
basis of solving the inverse polarimetric problem, we obtained the Mueller matrix for classes of media with 
linear and circular polarizations, and with eigenvalues phase (eigenwaves propagate with different phase 
velocities), and the amplitudes (eigenwaves are absorbed differently) factors. In [4,5], the Muller matrix of 
the investigated class of media was considered in terms of a homogeneous approach [3] and a Generalized 
equivalence theorem [6]. The main goal of this work is to analyze the polarization properties of media with 
singular eigenpolarization on the basis of polar decomposition theorem [7]. The essence of Polar 
decomposition theorem is that the Muller matrix of an arbitrary anisotropic medium can be represented as a 
product: 

 1
/

2 ,
D R

R D

=

=

M M M

M M M
 (1) 

where 1M  and 2M  - left and right polar form respectively. In general case 1 2≠M M . The Mueller matrix 

RM  is unitary polar form which describes phase anisotropy, and matrix /( )D DM M is Hermitian polar form 
which describes amplitude anisotropy.  

Applying the solution of the inverse polarimetry problem in terms of the right and left polar forms to the 
Muller matrices of the medium with singular eigenpolarizations, the parameters of anisotropy were obtained.  

In the case of left polar form we obtained following results: 
1) Case of  eigenvalues – amplitude factors  

a) Linear and left circular eigenpolarization: 
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 (2) 

where ±  corresponds to the left and right polar forms respectively. 
b) Linear and right circular eigenpolarization: 
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where ±  corresponds to the left and right polar forms respectively. 
2) Case of  eigenvalues – phase factors  

c) Linear and left circular eigenpolarization: 
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where ±  corresponds to the left and right polar forms respectively. 
d) Linear and right circular eigenpolarization: 
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(5) 

where ±  corresponds to the left and right polar forms respectively. 
 

Conclusions 
An analysis of the polarization properties of media with singular polarizations on the basis of the polar 

decomposition theorem has shown that the type of polar form (left or right) and the type of circular (left or 
right) eigenpolarization affects only signs in the corresponding expressions for the parameters of anisotropy 
of the medium. At the same time, as in the case of an analysis of investigated class of media in terms of 
generalized equivalence theorem in the terms of this approach, in the case of eigenvalues are amplitude 
factors, the medium is characterized by absence of circular phase anisotropy. On the other hand, in the case 
when the eigenvalues are phase factors the medium are characterized by all four basic types of anisotropy. 
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